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FROM: ILMRC - UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND 18.11.93 1 1

SUBJECT: YOUR FAX OF NOVEMBER 12, 1993

DEAR MR RIX

I ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF YOUR ABOVE FAX ADDRESSED TO DR ADIL KHAN. DR KHAN

HAS ASKED THAT I LET YOU KNOW THAT HE AGREES WITH YOUR SUGGESTION THAT HE

VISIT WASHINGTON IN MID-JANUARY, 19914. WE ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF THE

COPY OF THE PRE-CIR PAPER.

YOURS SINCERELY

REGARDS

DENISE FREEMAN

cc: MR. PABLO GUERRERO

OED/WORLD BANK

WASHINGTON D.C. USA

FAX NO. 1-202-4t77-1212



THE WORLD BANK/IFC/MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: November 1, 1993

TO: Graham Donaldson, Chief OEDDI

FROM: Christopher Gibbs6/

EXTENSION: 31735

SUBJECT: CHINA - North China Plain Agriculture Impact Evaluation

1. In accordance with terms of reference dated September 7, the field

mission for North China Plain Agriculture Impact Evaluation was completed
between October 11 and 29, including travel time. The team, comprised of
Christian Polti, Jikun Huang and myself, assembled in Beijing on October

13, held initial meetings with the Ministry of Agriculture on October 14,

and proceeded to the field that same evening by train. Between October 15
and 26, three counties of Anhui, Henan and Shandong Provinces were visited
in turn, each for three days, with briefer visits to two additional
counties. With the exception of the journeys to and from Beijing by
train, all remaining travel was overland by bus or car. Final meetings

with the Resident Mission and the Ministry of Agriculture were held on
October 27, where an outline of initial findings was presented.

2. On the basis of pre-mission preparations and the mission itself, the
initial findings of the Impact Evaluation are as follows:

a) the main agricultural objectives of the project - to control
groundwater levels and reduce soil salinity - have been achieved and are

being successfully sustained. The project's careful monitoring of the
status of soil and water and water must, however, be sustained to ensure

that there is no reversal of progress. This will become increasingly
important as the demand for water and the complexity of water management

grow. Massive transfer of Yellow River water to some parts of the project
area and more widespread conjunctive use of surface and groundwater are
anticipated;

b) many electric pumps installed by the project for collective use to

irrigate crops and lower groundwater, have been replaced by diesel pumps

operated by individuals or groups of three or less. Farmers have more

control over the timely use of these pumps and become independent of
erratic electric power supplies;

c) agricultural productivity, which was increased significantly by the

project during implementation, has continued to grow but at a reduced rate
for most field crops since the PAR in 1988. Crop yields appear to have
reached a plateau from which they may be raised only by the application of
a new generation of technology, led by the introduction of new varieties

for wheat and cotton and increases in fertilizer use to recommended
levels. Average yields of some crops have not reached the levels
projected in 1988 for full project development. Pest control in cotton

has proved problematic for several years;
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d) the conversion of a significant field crop area to fruit trees,
vegetables and greenhouses, has taken place in many locations in response
to freer markets and higher incomes, especially in urban areas. Farmers
show high levels of responsiveness to market signals and seize
opportunities for profitable production on farms of very limited size.
Dependable supplies of non-saline water have been essential pre-requisites
for these developments;

e) farm mechanization has proceeded very rapidly, with the introduction
of literally thousands of new, small 2-wheel and 4-wheel tractors, in
addition to pumps and sprayers. Mechanization targets expressed in the
SAR and PCR have been greatly exceeded;

f) based on the project's sample survey of farmers (100 in each project
county and 100 outside each project county surveyed annually since 1982),
farm incomes have continued to grow in nominal terms, but real farm
incomes have declined since project completion in two provinces out of
three. The decline is mainly due to the tapering off of field crop
yields, poor yields for cotton and very rapid inflation (currently about
23% per annum). The mission is, however, double-checking farm income
figures by re-working farm budgets for the three provinces;

g) project ERRs for the three provinces have been re-computed and are
still highly satisfactory, all in excess of 30%. Some declines are
evident since completion, however, but these are largely due to the
comparison with the "without project" case, which has been adjusted to
reflect large improvements in economic performance outside the project
area - a reflection of the sophistication of the monitoring system
established and maintained by the Borrower;

h) the demonstration effect of the project outside the project area has
been significant. New projects have been initiated with Bank support,
with the support of other donors, and with entirely domestic resources to
apply the technology tested on a large scale in the NCP project.
Replication of the project with recovered funds has, however, been modest;

i) recovered funds have been applied largely to new non-farm enterprise
development by different levels of government (province, prefecture,
county, township and village), to create wage employment in rural areas
and earn profits to support the Project Management Organizations (PMOs)
and repay the Bank Credit. Some of these enterprises are performing
extremely well, but it would require an independent survey to make a fair
assessment of their overall performance;

j) some aspects of non-farm enterprise development are problematic.
Non-farm enterprises have been developed without direct Bank involvement
or supervision since as early as 1983, but they were presented to the
mission and discussed by the Borrower as "Bank-supported" activities, and
seen this way by the communities concerned. Enterprises shown to the
mission included feedlots, slaughterhouses, tanneries, leather works,
paper factories and factories for quilt making and hand embroidery, among
others. The quality of the employment in these plants was often low, with
exposure to hazardous equipment and materials in many, with little obvious
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attention to safety hazards in most, and few if any environmental
controls;

k) off-farm employment has, however, been highly beneficial for young
women, offering new opportunities for income-earning activity in the years
between the end of schooling and family formation;

1) in agriculture, most environmental effects continue to be highly
positive, with significant improvements in the extent and quality of
natural resources and their management. Tree planting has been
outstandingly successful;

m) institutionally, the PM0s have survived. They are, in fact,
responsible for on-going project implementation and loan repayment. Some
questions exist, however, about the validity of this model which the
impact evaluation will explore. In particular, the concern of PMOs for
their own survival, loan repayment and liability for exchange rate risk,
may take their attention away from agricultural development, which was the
original reason for their creation. Concern for cost control by PMOs may
also put physical and social system monitoring at risk;

n) serious attention has so far been paid by PMOs and villagers to
operation and maintenance of the project in the post-implementation
period. This is a hallmark of the project and augurs well for continuing
sustainability, provided the agricultural priorities remain firmly
established. The contract system employed for operation and maintenance
of most resource management activities, with incentives and dis-incentives
for performance, is highly appreciated locally and a model for others;

o) while precise attribution is impossible, project impacts at the
household level appear to be significant. Rural families claim to be
better housed (brick and tile have replaced mud-brick and thatch, there
are many new houses, and new houses are larger than those they replaced);
wheat and rice have replace coarse grains in the diet; more meat and fish
are eaten; clothing is improved; several household appliances are common
(televisions, electric fans, refrigerators and washing machines are
common); and most children - boys and girls - are completing nine years of
schooling. The income to support many of these gains, however, was earned
during project implementation, and post-implementation gains have been
less-easily acquired. Beside inflation, implementors are concerned that
the costs of system operation and maintenance to farmers be kept in check;
and

p) rural electrification - developed to serve agriculture - has made a
substantial impact to family life, lighting homes and powering home
appliances. Transportation systems between rural areas and neighboring
towns and cities has been established or improved, as incomes and the
rural road system have grown, supported by the project. Road traffic has
expanded greatly, with free markets for farm products thriving in most
towns and cities, and labor is increasingly mobile. Most families now own
two or three bicycles instead of one, and aspire to owning motor cycles;.
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q) health care systems appear not to have suffered, as some observers

of rural China had feared (the village barefoot doctor has often

established a fee-for-service clinic). Some rural communities have

contributed to the capital cost of establishing new schools, including

middle schools (grades 7 to 9, and 10 to 12), which were previously few in

number in rural areas. Parents also pay school fees and classroom

material costs. Several villages have established homes to care for aged

members who have no children: a totally new concept in rural welfare.

3. The mission was treated by the Chinese at all levels with great

respect - probably too much so. Official concern that the mission be a

success sometimes got in the way of its ability to listen to the people.

There was often too much formality on the part of the mission's hosts and

an overzealous desire to show the mission only the very best: the concept

of the normal distribution has still to be learned. Future impact

evaluations should establish very clear ground rules for fieldwork in

advance, in order to minimize the difficulties Chinese concern for guests

and its special relationship with the Bank, engenders.

4. The concept and practice of impact evaluation itself needs to be

further developed by the Borrower, but there is considerable enthusiasm by

Chinese colleagues to do this. If time and funds permit, future impact

evaluations to China should work with individual ministries, and other

agencies such as the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), to

convey impact evaluation concepts and methods. This could expedite OED

missions and contribute to domestic capacity building efforts.

cc: Messrs. and Mme.: Kopp (OEDDR), Guerrero (DGO), Goldberg and Ting
(EA2AG), van der Lugt, Ahmad and Zhu (Beijing).
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CHINA & MONGOLIA COUNTRY OPERATIONS DIVISION

DIRECT FAX TEL. NO. (202) 477-8308

FACSIMILE

DATE: November 12, 1993 NO. OF PAGES: 2 DIV. LOG NO.:

(including this page)

TO: Adil Khan

Organization: Int'l Land Management, Research Ccntre - Univ. of Quuensland

City/Country: Brisbane, Australia

Fax No: (61-7) 365-1544

FROM: David Rix

Dept./Div.: China and Mongolia Dept./Country Operations

Room No.: MC7-335

Tel. No.: (202) 458-5517

Fax, Tel No.: (202) 477-8308

SUBNECT/
REFERENCE: China Performance Post-EvaluAtion

MESSAGE:

Adil:

Thanks for your fax of 11/11/93, and your earlier ones to Pablo Guerrero concerning your

mission to China. Your mission was very extensive, and we appreciate your efforts to contact the key

agencies that have an interest in this undertaking. I hope by now you have had an opportunity to recover

from your trip.

In your messages you raised several points. I will try to consolidate our responses to them,

as follows:

1) You mentioned the inadequacy of the paper written by the local consultant. I hope that you

were able to convey this diplomatically to Mr. Jin Liqun in your wrap-up meeting with him.

2) In the circumstances, we certainly endorse your position concerning being given extra time

(10 man-days) for research and preparation of the draft paper. The request sounds

reasonable, and 1 am pleased that Mr. Jin is considering it sympathetically.

3) Concerning rescheduling the seminar to mid-February or later, we would have no objections

in principle to this request. However, since the seminar will require the presence of some

senior Bank managers and staff, and considerable coordination with the Chinese authorities,

we will not be able to pin down a particular date at this time. For the time being, let us

think in terms of mid-February or a little later. This liming will, of course, be subject to

the approval of the Chinese government. We will let you know as soon as a reasonable

schedule can be worked out.

4) Concerning your visit to Washington on December 7-10, I have discussed this with Pablo

Guerrero. Rather than discuss a two-page report over these 2 days, we would prefer to see

a first draft of the report. If this is not possible, we would be amenable to your postponing

your visit to mid-January. In the interim, you could fax us the two-page note and we could

convey back to you our comments the same way.

TRANSMISSION AUTHORIZED BY: David Rix

IIf u experiencc any problem in receiving this transmission, inform the sender at the telephone or fax. no. listed above.
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5) Mr. Guerrero's secretary is ready to make hotel reservations as you requested, but will do
so as soon as we hear from you on (4) above.

6) We are a little concerned about the seemingly very strong push being made by CIECC.
You should not be influenced unduly by their stance in your analysis.

7) Finally, concerning our communications on this project, the best approach would be for you
to send any messages to me as the primary addressee, with copies to Pablo Guerrero. The
primarily responsibility for this project rests with this division (China and Mongolia
Country Operations Division).

We look forward to hearing from you soon. Regards.

David Rix

cc: Messrs. P. Guerrero (DGO); Z. Ecevit (EA2CO)



THE WORLD BANK/IFCIMIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: November 9, 1993

TO: Graham Donaldson, Chief OEDD1

FROM: Christopher s

EXTENSION: 31735

SUBJECT: North China Plain Impact Evaluation

1. This memo is in addition to my back-to-office report and concerns

the issue of ceremony and formality which handicapped field investigation

and communication.

2. The field mission to China took place between October 11 and 29,
including 13 days in the field in three provinces. Guidelines had been

provided in advance on what the mission would need to do to talk to

implementors and beneficiaries to complete its task, and an appropriate

itinerary was planned and agreed. In all these preliminaries, the

cooperation of Chinese colleagues in the Ministry of Agriculture and the

Resident Mission in Beijing was excellent: the mission could not have

received better cooperation from them.

3. It was indicated by the Resident Mission very early on that the

Ministry of Agriculture took the prospect of the impact evaluation very

seriously. The mission was aware of this. Chinese colleagues very much

wanted the evaluation to proceed and would put its weight behind making

the exercise a success. During the mission itself, however, the level of

official interest and formality became something of an obstacle to

effective field work and communication.

4. I say this with some hesitation because I believe that a number of

the problems we encountered were engendered by our hosts' enormous respect

for the Bank and for guests in China. There was also a concern for our

security and for the efficient movement of three evaluators across several

hundred kilometers of rural ground in three provinces. In addition, our

hosts wanted to show off their work: they have a lot to be proud of, and

they wanted to show it.

5. In terms of sheer logistical efficiency, the field audit mission was

extremely well handled. All the travel was overland, by train, car or

mini-bus, and all the arrangements went smoothly: a tribute to our hosts'

capacity to plan and execute detailed arrangements.

6. Nevertheless, there were some difficulties, some of which I

communicated orally to our hosts in Beijing, which I need to record here

in more detail in order to minimize their effects in the future:

- the mission became, at times, too much like a celebration - the ten-

year anniversary party of 1992 was revisited;
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- welcome banners decorated offices and guest houses;

- there were too many banquets - at least a dozen in as many days;

- at the banquets, 10, 20 or 30 people sat down to eat - this was
costly;

- the level of the banquets was too high - two were hosted by Vice
Governors, one of whom drove for four hours to host a mission lunch;

- the mission was accompanied to the field by too many people - too

many people stopped what they were doing to become accessories to

the mission;

- the mission was followed by camera people and video recorder people
almost everywhere - the cameras were far too frequent and intrusive;

- too many vehicles went to the field - often five or six vehicles,

but up to 10 vehicles in procession;

- on the road, the mission was often preceded by public security
vehicles - Gong An - with flashing red lights and sirens (which gave
mission members their moments of greatest insecurity on the highway

because the speed of travel went up and all the vehicles tried to
follow each other, in and out of the traffic;

- in Anhui Province, public security accompanied the mission of visits
to farm households;

- the farmers the mission was introduced to were hand picked and often
atypical of the project's beneficiaries - too big and too well-off;

- the crowd of on-lookers from the various levels of government
involved in the project which followed the mission into farmers'
fields and homes was too great;

- the project areas to which the mission was first taken were often
the better-off areas within the county;

- mission efforts to see comparable areas outside the project area,
i.e. the "without" project case, were made to seem difficult;

- mission efforts to see examples of the "before" project countryside,
e.g. saline or waterlogged areas, were also made to seem difficult;

- the idea of a distribution of levels of performance, from poor to

good to excellent, was very hard to communicate - nothing was less

than good or excellent; and

- because there were three provinces on the itinerary, efforts to
modify the conduct of the field visits, to lower the profile in

order to make them more effective, had to be carried out three
times.
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7. Our hosts made it clear that the mission could have exactly what it
wanted, but there were too many times when the level of fialdom present
made it difficult or discourteous to depart from the pre-arranged plan, or
when last-minute changes became impossible.

8. To conclude, for reasons cited above, aspects of the conduct of the
mission in the field made it extremely difficult to talk with, and listen
to, implementors and beneficiaries. The mission had frequently to force

changes to plans in order to get away from the planned itinerary, off the
highway and into project areas which were not the best areas or
showplaces. But this was not always possible. Observing "with" and
"without" project areas became a virtual impossibility.

9. It is, therefore, important that the Bank communicate with our
Chinese colleagues to help them: understand OED's mission better;
appreciate the value of performance and impact evaluations; recognize the
statistical impossibility of all performance being above average;
understand the conditions necessary to communicate effectively with
farmers; and, realize that superficial evaluations serve them and the Bank
poorly, and waste scarce resources.

10. Having said all this, I do believe the mission was successful. But
it had by turns to be creative, deceptive and stubborn. Valuable time and
nervous energy was used up trying to create an open environment for
learning about project performance and impacts. Time was also lost when

needed changes could not be made because it would risk offence to very
senior officials.

11. I believe that Mr. Xie Guoli, Deputy Director of the Office of
External Economic Relations of the Ministry of Agriculture, Mr. Wang Xiang
Zhu, Chief of the Project Division responsible for North China Plain, and
Mrs Zhu Zhengxuan, Operations Officer in the Resident Mission, understand
and appreciate the mission's point of view on these matters. They all
assisted the mission a great deal, but there are limits to what they can
do about the difficulties the mission encountered, without higher
leadership from higher levels.

12. If there is little or nothing that can be done about these issues,
then missions have to be acutely aware of the possibility of problems
arising; set very precise TORs for missions; be prepared from the outset
to set ground rules which will not be deviated from; and, have the
capacity to split the mission at the last minute into two, allowing one
part the freedom to take unplanned actions while the other follows the
agreed path, i.e. take countervailing measures.

cc: Messrs: Kopp (OEDDR), Guerrero (DGO), Goldberg (EA2AG)
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DATE: November 5, 1993 10:09am

TO: David Rix ( DAVID RIX )

FROM: Pablo Guerrero, DGO ( PABLO GUERRERO )

EXT.: 31717

SUBJECT: China - IDF/Evaluation

David:

I am departing on mission and would like to ensure that Mr.
Adil Khan gets feedback from you.

1. It seems that the mission went well and that there is
agreement about taking the extra time to finish the job properly.
I am a bit concerned about the seemingly overwhelming influence
of the CIECC. We should not be blinded by their strong stance.
You may have a word with Jin Liqun or make this point to Mr.
Khan.

2. I do not have a problem with the December visit by Mr.
Khan. However, rather than discuss a two page report, I would
rather see a first draft of the report. If this not possible and
means delaying his visit to mid-January, that would be fine with
me. If in the interim he wants to fax to us the two page note, we
could send him feedback via the same route.

3. I would rather that you reply to Mr. Khan. He should
be reminded gently that you are in charge of the IDF.

4. I will ask my secretary to make his hotel arrangements
when you confirm the plans.

On a related subject, yesterday evening I received a call
from Mr. Hong who is in Washington. You recall that he was the
MOF person assigned to the IDF (and interpreter) while we were in
Beijing in June. I do not know what he is after but I have no
time to see him, unless you think it is absolutely essential that
I do. He is staying at the Concordia (phone 467-6000 #603).

Please call.

CC: Yo Kimura ( YO KIMURA )
CC: Anne Muhtasib ( ANNE MUHTASIB )
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International Land Management NO' ½ Fin 8 14
Research Centre

University of Queensland Telephone 61-7-365 2762
St. Lucia, Qld. 4072 61-7-365 2871
Brisbane, Australia Fax No. 61-7-365 1544

TO: Mr Pablo Guerrero FAX NO. 1-202-477-1212
OED/World Bank
Washington D.C., USA

FROM: Adil Khan Date 03.11.93 Page 1 of 1

Director

SUBJECT: Post-Evaluation, China
Our Ref: L-12/93

Dear Pablo

I returned to Brisbane on October 30, 1993. The mission to China involving
research and data gathering for the above project ended satisfactorily. My
meetings also included a three hour meeting with the Deputy Auditor-General
who sent out a special request to see me. It was a very useful meeting. I hand

one formal meeting and several bouts of social interaction with people from

CIECC. These interactions with competing stakeholders provided me with a

reasonable degree of insight into the dynamism involving post-evaluation in

China.

The Wrap-up Meeting with Mr Jin Liqun, Acting Director, WB Dept. was held on

26/10 in his office in an atmosphere of mutual understanding the cordiality. I

emphasized two changes - (i) request for additional 10 man/days for data analysis
and report writing and, (ii) asked for shift of the seminar to late February. He has
agreed to consider both these changes sympathetically and indicated that he
would consult with Washington about these before relaying his final decision.

I have now made plans to come to Washington on 7th December by British
Airways 217 at 1615 hrs to participate in the meetings on 8th and 9th December
with both yourself and Mr David Rix. Hope that these dates are still okay with
you. In this regard, may I also request your office to kindly book me
accommodation at either the Lombardy Hotel or Anthony House (my first choice
is Lombardy) - IN: 7/11/93 and OUT: 10/11/93.

10~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ [A 3HLK VT L 91 9 9 TJ
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Re our meetings on 8th and 9th, I shall try and fax you a two page report on my

initial findings and impressions concerning the mission. This paper could form

the basis of the discussions for our meeting.

With warm regards

Yours sincerely

A 1 Kha .

0 )O [n ~ Id~HQ III IVf~ 9£ T!. 90.~ : 9T £6 , I T ,o
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DATE: November 5, 1993 10:09am

TO: David Rix ( DAVID RIX )

FROM: Pablo Guerrero, DGO ( PABLO GUERRERO )

EXT.: 31717

SUBJECT: China - IDF/Evaluation

David:

I am departing on mission and would like to ensure that Mr.

Adil Khan gets feedback from you.

1. It seems that the mission went well and that there is

agreement about taking the extra time to finish the job properly.
I am a bit concerned about the seemingly overwhelming influence
of the CIECC. We should not be blinded by their strong stance.

You may have a word with Jin Liqun or make this point to Mr.
Khan.

2. I do not have a problem with the December visit by Mr.
Khan. However, rather than discuss a two page report, I would

rather see a first draft of the report. If this not possible and

means delaying his visit to mid-January, that would be fine with
me. If in the interim he wants to fax to us the two page note, we

could send him feedback via the same route.

3. I would rather that you reply to Mr. Khan. He should
be reminded gently that you are in charge of the IDF.

4. I will ask my secretary to make his hotel arrangements

when you confirm the plans.

On a related subject, yesterday evening I received a call

from Mr. Hong who is in Washington. You recall that he was the
MOF person assigned to the IDF (and interpreter) while we were in

Beijing in June. I do not know what he is after but I have no
time to see him, unless you think it is absolutely essential that
I do. He is staying at the Concordia (phone 467-6000 #603).

Please call.

CC: Yo Kimura ( YO KIMURA )
CC: Anne Muhtasib ( ANNE MUHTASIB )



A L L - I N - I N O T E

DATE: 02-Nov-1993 10:00pm

TO: DAVID RIX ( DAVID RIX @Al@VAX12 )
TO: PABLO GUERRERO ( PABLO GUERRERO @Al@VAX12 )

FROM: Robert van der Lugt, EA2CH ( ROBERT VAN DER LUGT AT Al AT CHINA )

EXT.: 3100

SUBJECT: China Ex-Post Evaluation

Attached for information.

R.J.

CC: ZAFER ECEVIT ( ZAFER ECEVIT @Al@VAX12 )
CC: SHAHID JAVED BURKI ( SHAHID JAVED BURKI @Al@VAX12 )
CC: HANS-EBERHARD KOPP ( HANS-EBERHARD KOPP @Al@VAX12 )
CC: ROBERT PICCIOTTO ( ROBERT PICCIOTTO @Al@VAX12 )



ALL-IN- 1 NOTE

DATE: 02-Nov-1993 03:27am EST

TO: Robert van der Lugt ( ROBERT VAN DER LUGT AT Al AT CHINA )

FROM: Kathy Ogawa, EA2CH ( KATHY OGAWA AT Al AT CHINA )

EXT.: 3200

SUBJECT: The EM I was supposed to forward to you last week

Robert:

Excuse the delay. Here it is.

Kathy



ALL-IN- 1 NOTE

DATE: 26-Oct-1993 08:02pm EST

TO: Daud Ahmad ( DAUD AHMAD AT Al AT CHINA )

FROM: Kathy Ogawa, EA2CH ( KATHY OGAWA AT Al AT CHINA )

EXT.: 3200

SUBJECT: Visit by Mr M. Adil Khan, Consultant under IDF

Mr M. Adil Khan, Director of the International Land
Management Research Center at the University of Queensland

visited me yesterday afternoon. Mr Khan is a consultant funded

by the IDF looking into the ex-post evaluation system here. He

visited me after spending about 3 weeks meeting with over 20

project implementing agencies and visiting Shandong Province.

His next steps are to visit OED to report on the mission findings

upon which he will compile his report. The report will be
discussed with GOC in mid- or end-February. Mr Khan said the

plan is to have a seminar to discuss the findings and
recommendations contained in the report at that time, and that he

understood the OED Director-General might join that mission.

On a preliminary basis, he has identified three priority
areas where the current Chinese ex-post evaluation system should

be strengthened: staff training; computerization of information;
and establishment of a database. If there is endorsement at the

seminar on the importance of these 3 activities, he is ready to

come up with more specific information regarding how much of each

activity is required and the cost estimates, which will lead to

the next set of activities. Regarding what institution in China

would be suitable for handling ex-post evaluation on a permanent

basis -- for Bank & non-Bank projects -- he said the two

candidates were the State Audit Administration and CIECC under

SPC. The latter apparently lobbied hard for the role during his

visit. He said international experience shows there is no single

answer, with pros and cons for each option. In the line

ministries, the relevant entity to be involved in these
activities would be the Comprehensive Division of the Planning

Department.

He said both he & OED will keep us posted, in particular as

the timing of the seminar draws near.

Is there anyone among the local H/L staff involved in

ex-post evaluation? If so, pls let me know & I will forward this

memo to them as well.

CC: Pieter Bottelier ( PIETER BOTTELIER AT Al AT CHINA )



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: October 29, 1993 06:12pm

TO: David Rix (DAVID RIX )

FROM: Pablo Guerrero, DGO ( PABLO GUERRERO )

EXT.: 31717

SUBJECT: Re: China: CSP Updating Memorandum

David:

I was surprised in reviewing the China CSP Update of
September 20 that there is no mention of the IDF grant for
evaluation capacity development. I realize that the IDF amount
is small, but its impact could be catalytic and, indeed, overflow
across sectors and public agencies. Furthermore, from a strategy
view point, it would seem correct for the Bank to signal in its
strategy its support for evaluation capacity in China, an
important aspect of good governance and economic management.

Perhaps next time.

CC: Zafer Ecevit ( ZAFER ECEVIT )



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA

0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: October 26, 1993 11:46am

TO: David Rix ( DAVID RIX

FROM: Pablo Guerrero, DGO ( PABLO GUERRERO )

EXT.: 31717

SUBJECT: Re: FAX from Adil Khan

David:

This morning I faxed you a note received from Adil Khan.

I have no doubt about what Adil says in his fax. I hope

that you can take action to support his request which seems very
reasonable under the circumstances.

Please call. Regards.



FROM:WE DGO 2026760625 TO: 202 477 1212 OCT 25 1993 9:18AM P013 P.01

*raL a uurrero
03/World Bank
W hington D.C.,USA
F 1-202-676062.

1 D.G 1
Irom: Rdl Khan

oom No:231 r3CT25 ] 9 39
oliday inn Hotel
eijinrg,P R China

Fax- 86-1-8320696

Dear uibo
I: China Post Evaluahion

Greetnings from Beijing. he C ina mission come to an eon 2/10 ,Probablyone of -e most gruelljn, and exhausingWers s mission I have ever indeaken. At the end of three
eks I feel completely run d w _ rn the 12' workius days, I metwent two institutions in B i jing and undertook a visit to ae and a eounty (undertak as per MOF arrangemends, bytrain, an eight hour gruelling j ourn y) - However during the fieldt-ip, managed to meet key pr ovincial institutions and threeprojet S.

j cmorrow (25/10/93), I am g1rig the Seminar on AsianEXPerj lice and day after iomo rrow ( 61,0/93) , 1 have my. wrap up* * me ting with Mr-Jin Liqun Consydering the enormity of the
t k nd also in view of the A dequsacy of tho paper written bye lo al consaltant, I widh to Paise two issues: (1) morePrsor days thould be allowed or reearch and preaaion of the
draft ( 10 person days) nd2) Uth holdin of the Seminar may beshifted from mid-January to mi i.4bruary or at other later date,shzil apprceialn you giving yoLr consAdeation to these changesoon, S I feel that this mpor iahi report on China should not ber shed ResPonses $ most of the Chinese institutions towardspst aluation s e renely psiLtiv; I therefo1 n suggest thatt uae our time and give our 'es in preparaiu11 of this report.y plans to visit Washig ton in earl December and our
m eeting on Deecmber 8 remain .I s all inform you my exact travelP ans laiter.

ith warm regards

You si c rely

j7



'9. 112. 93 11: 39 AM *SL:ANE C 1K IK ING PO1

SLOANE COOK & KING
PTY LTD D. G,0.

AGRICULTURAL AND MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS '93 fJ 12 fln 8L
ACN 001 528 883

SYONEY OFFICE:
110 Willoughby Rd, Crows Nest Telephone: 02 439 1411 Fax: 02 439 8046

Mall to: P0 Box 1284, Crows Nest International: 61-2-439 1411 Fax: 81-2-439 8046

NSW 2005, Australia Telex. AA121957 CONSLT

SCK 93 1 page total 9 October 1993
To fax no: 0015-1-202-4771212

Mr Pablo Guerrero
Advisor to the Director General - Education
World Bank
WASHINGTON DC USA

Dear Mr Guerrero,

Re: China - Performance Evaluation

Thank you for your fax of 24 August advising that the Chinese authorities had selected
another candidate. We were disappointed at the outcome but appreciate that our lack of
extensive Chinese experience and contacts was probably a constraint.

Apart from the post-evaluation of the ADB Brackishwater Shrimp Development Project in
Thailand, I have not been involved in post-evaluation this year (despite several invitations
which we had to turn down due to prior commitments). We are implementing a two-year TA
under the Bank's Third Maldives Fisheries Project (Project Officer is Gert van Santen) for
which we are designing the evaluation system and implementing the baseline surveys. This
apart, I have been working on project design in the Red River Delta in Vietnam, and am
about to leave for a macro-economic planning and policy study in Cook Islands which
should be interesting and pleasant.

I look forward to the possibility of working with you in future.

Yours sincerely,
SLOANE COOK & KING PTY LTD

JC

J R COOK



THE WORLD BANK/IFC/MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
D. G. 0.

DATE: October 7, 1993 '93 OCT 8 PM 5 09
TO: Mr. Graham Donaldson, Chief, OEDD1

FROM: Julian Blackwood

EXTENSION: 31725

SUBJECT: Dissemination

For the record and as you know, at the request of the China

ops. division I made a brief presentation yesterday to a delegation of
five "rising staff" from the State Planning Commission.

They were especially interested in planning for poverty
alleviation in the remoter areas of China and so I concentrated on area
development using the Lessons and Practices paper and AKRPS II as
materials (mention of the Karakorum Highway was well received and they
seemed familiar with the Northern Areas of Pakistan). Although my
presentation was simple and short, language remained a problem, but they
took notes. The only question asked was whether AKRSP paid beneficiary
labor in cash or kind.

I also took the opportunity of introducing OED,. including
leaving with them (in addition to RD papers) a set of relevant Pr~cis and

the last Annual Review.

cc: Messrs. Picciotto, K5pp



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: October 5, 1993 01:10pm

TO: Pablo Guerrero ( PABLO GUERRERO )

FROM: Yves Albouy, OEDD3 ( YVES ALBOUY )

EXT.: 31690

SUBJECT: RE: China - Seminar for Provincial Finance Bureau Officials

J.F. Landeau is available to do this. He will be travelling
shortly after.

CC: Robert Picciotto ( ROBERT PICCIOTTO )
CC: Hans-Eberhard Kopp ( HANS-EBERHARD KOPP )



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: October 1, 1993 11:08am

TO: Yves Albouy ( YVES ALBOUY )

FROM: Pablo Guerrero, DGO ( PABLO GUERRERO )

EXT.: 31717

SUBJECT: China - Seminar for Provincial Finance Bureau Officials

Yves:

On October 28, between 2.30 and 5:00 I will be making a
presentation on evaluation at the above seminar. My presentation
will be about 45 minutes. I would be grateful if you could
arrange for Jean Francois (or anybody else you select) to make a
presentation at 3.30 on the finandial aspects of evaluation. The
Seminar is organized by the Country Department and our support is
in the context of ECDP.

Please confirm.

CC: Hans-Eberhard Kopp ( HANS-EBERHARD KOPP )
CC: Robert Picciotto ( ROBERT PICCIOTTO )



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: September 8, 1993 10:27am

TO: Robert Picciotto ( ROBERT PICCIOTTO )

FROM: Rosa Maria Wiemann, DGO ( ROSA MARIA WIEMANN )

EXT.: 84572

SUBJECT: China

Visa for China:

It should take about 3-1/2 weeks, according to the Division.
They have to ask for a telex from the Chinese government inviting
you to visit (the government requires 14 working days for this).
Then it take the Embassy here about 5 days to issue the visa
(although it is usually ready in a shorter time).

You can visit Hong Kong for three months without a visa.

Shots:

None are required but the following are recommended for your own
protection:

Tetanus/diphtheria - Usually good for 10 years

Typhoid - Usually good for 3 years. If your shot needs to be
updated, they now have an oral vaccine good for 5 years, but you
need to plan ahead as it takes at least 18 days to complete the
cycle (they prefer that you finish the pills 10 days before
departure).

Polio booster - Good for life.

Malaria pills - Needed if you are going to the rural south.
Should be started a week before traveling. Not needed for the
north.

Gamma Globulin - They want you to take the shot just prior to
traveling.

Medicines should be ordered at least 2 weeks before departure.
All cities you are visiting should be listed.



A L L - I N - 1 N O T E

DATE: 15-Jun-1993 02:31pm

TO: Yves Albouy ( YVES ALBOUY

FROM: Robert Picciotto, DGO ( ROBERT PICCIOTTO )

EXT.: 84569

SUBJECT: Another Angle

For background, see attached.

I had a word with the Alternate. Will get back to him after Pablo
is back.



ALL-IN- 1 NOTE

DATE: 14-Jun-1993 04:06am EST

TO: ROBERT PICCIOTTO ( ROBERT PICCIOTTO @Al@VAX12 )

FROM: Pablo Guerrero - China Visitor, EA2CH( PABLO GUERRERO AT Al AT CHINA )

EXT.:

SUBJECT: China - Diagnostic Study under the IDF

Bob:

Would you please have Anne fax a copy of this EM to Mr.
Weisner in Bogota.

1. The Ministry of Finance has agreed with the TOR of the
diagnostic study and to begin implementing the information
gathering part as soon as possible. For this latter task they
will contract a local consultant, probably Professor Zhou from

the People's University.

2. On the external consultant, they claim not to have
sufficient information to make a decision. Two of the MOF actors
know Eduardo Weisner from the WB Board days (Messrs. Li Yong and
Zhu Xian were technical assistants). They still want to check
with Washington about Mr. Weisner before they make a decision.
Frankly speaking I have the feeling that they are afraid of Mr.
Weisner's seniority. The subject is fairly sensitive politically

as there is a massive institutional reform program under way.

Mr. Weisner's presence may overexpose the bureaucrats associated

with the work (the current Chinese slogan says it all "A more
open China awaits the year 2000" i.e. a closed or partially
closed China will be around for a while). The paradox is that

they want to do this work. However, this was confirmed by the

majority of officials I met last week.

3. On Eduardo Weisner, they now promise a decision by this
Friday. However, I would not be surprised if Eduardo has already
made other plans. For the last two months he has been
reshuffling commitments to accommodate this work. He should not
wait anymore.

CC: ANNE MUHTASIB ( ANNE MUHTASIB @Al@VAX12 )



THE WORLD BANK

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR-GENERAL,
EVALUATION

Tel. (202) 4584569 *** FAX (202) 477-1212

Facsimile Cover Sheet and Message
(No. of pages including this one: )

Date: 9/24/93

To: Denise Freeman

Organization: University of Queensland
International Land Management

City/County: Brisbane/Australia

Fax No.: 61-7-365-1544

From: Anne (P. Guerrero's office)

Subject: Visit by Mr. Adil Khan

Message: Revised program attached



Program - Adil Khan
Visit to World Bank, September 28 - October 2, 1993

September 29

Meeting with David Rix (ext. 85517) and Pablo Guerrero (ext. 31717) at
9:30 a.m., Room F13-035.

September 30

9:30 a.m., Michael Bamberger (ext. 36438), Room M-4033

September 29/30

Meeting with Mr. Mehdi Al-Bazzaz to be arranged on your arrival.
His room number is M-6029 and ext. is 36383.

Meeting with Mr. Patrice Harou arranged. Time to be set.
His room number is M-5049 and ext. is 36406.

Note

Ian Knapp will be away from the Bank on mission during your visit.

Catherine Farvacque is arranging for you to meet with Joe Leitmann (ext.
33461, Room S-10-123). Hopefully, an appointment can be arranged before
your arrival. Her room number is S-10-133 and ext. is 31016.

Revised: 9/24/93



THE WORLD BANK

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR-GENERAL,
EVALUATION

Tel. (202) 458-4569 *** FAX (202) 477-1212

Facsimile Cover Sheet and Message
(No. of pages including this one: )

Date: August 23, 1993

To: Mr. Adil Khan

Organization: University of Queensland,
International Land Management Research Centre

City/lCountry: Brisbane, Australia

Fax No.: 61-7-365-1544

From: Mr. Pablo Guerrero

Subject: Performance Evaluation, China
Your Ref: L-12/93

Message:

Dear Mr. Khan:

I am pleased to know that you have been selected to carry out this
crucial review of ex post evaluation capacity and prospects in China.

The dates for your visit are fine and we will request the meetings
you have suggested.

The purpose of your visit is to discuss with David Rix and myself the
full context of the review and, specifically, its terms of reference.

Regarding hotel reservations, the Lombardy is fully booked; AMEXCO has
reserved a room in the Anthony House for 9/28 to 10/2 (as you may know, your
visit coincides with the Bank/Fund Annual Meetings).

Sincerely,

Pablo Guerrero



A L L - I N - 1 N O T E

DATE: 23-Aug-1993 10:57am

TO: American Express Hotel Reservation ( AMERICAN EXPRESS HOTEL RES )

FROM: Rosa Maria Wiemann, DGO ( ROSA MARIA WIEMANN )

EXT.: 84572

SUBJECT: Hotel Reservation(Change) Without Travel Request

Room No. : F 13-035
Ext. : 84572
"-me of Requester: ROSA MARIA WIEMANN

Hotel Reservation For: WASHINGTON, D.C.

Dates Original Arrival : 09/28/93 Change: / /
Departure : 10/02/93 Change: / /

Hotel : LOMBARDY Change: ANTHONY HOUSE

Name(s) of Travellers:
ADIL KHAN Change: SAME

Change:
Change:

- Change: -
- Change: -
- Change: -

: - Change: -

rjMARKS: PLEASE BOOK MR. KHAN AT ANTHONY HOUSE SINCE LOMBARDY NOT AVAIL.



A L L - I N - 1 N O T E

DATE: 20-Aug-1993 05:25pm

TO: American Express Hotel Reservation ( AMERICAN EXPRESS HOTEL RES )

FROM: Rosa Maria Wiemann, DGO ( ROSA MARIA WIEMANN )

EXT.: 84572

SUBJECT: Hotel Reservation Without Travel Request

Room No. : F 13-035
Ext. : 84572
,-me of Requester: ROSA MARIA WIEMANN

Hotel Reservation For: WASHINGTON, D.C.

Dates Arrival : 09/28/93
Departure: 10/02/93

Number of Nights : 4

Hotel 1st Preference : Lombardy
Hotel 2nd Preference :
Hotel 3rd Preference :

Name(s) of Travellers: Mr. Adil Khan

REMARKS:



International Land Management
Research Centre

University of Queensland ,. 0. O Telephone 61-7-365 2762
St. Lucia, Qld. 4072 93y f•l 61-7-365 2871
Brisbane, Australia n9 f/9 Yx No. 6 1-7-3 6 5 1544

TO: Mr Pablo Guerrero FAX NO. 1-202-477-1212
Adviser to DC
OED/World Bank

FROM: M. Adil Khan Date 19.08.93 Page 1 of 2

Director

SUBJECT: Performance Evaluation, China
Our Ref: L-12/93

Dear Mr Pablo Guerrero

By now you would have learnt that PR China has approved my candidacy for the
above activity. As a part of this activity, I have now made tentative plans to visit
Washington during September 28 - October 2, 1993 for briefing before going to
China. Hope that you find these dates convenient and suitable for arranging the
necessary meetings in Washington.

As I shall be away on another mission to the Philippines during the period
August 24 - September 11, I would like to take this opportunity of requesting you
to kindly make hotel reservations for me in Washington. I prefer the Lombardy
Hotel - IN: 28/9/93 and OUT: 2/10/93.

While in Washington, I also wish to see the following people at the World Bank -
provided that is mutually convenient to us all.

- Michael Bamberger, EDI
- Patrice Harou, EDI
- Mehdi Al-Bazzaz, EDI
- Ian Knapp (Ph: 473-5533)

Catherine Farvacque-Vitkovic (Ph 473-1016)

' 0I would appreciate it if you could include the above people in my schedule of
meetings.

iT A d t'I75 315LL 15LT'i 1-I '11111 3-1 111t 1 i 1 :. HIlJH T~ F :5 T l-i~UG



rage z ot 2

Thank you again for all your help and look forward to seeing you in Washington
in September.

With warm regards

Yours sincerely

M. Adil

'd ::C.75.L33T7~ i 110 -Al- z'zI 7 'H100 Nild] T:TAei'ii-



THE WORLD BANK

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR-GENERAL,
EVALUATION

Tel. (202) 458-4569 *** FAX (202) 477-1212

Facsimile Cover Sheet and Message
(No. of pages including this one: 3 )

Date: September 16, 1993

To: Denise Freeman, Assistant

Organization: University of Queensland,
International Land Management, Research Centre

City/Country: Brisbane, Australia

Fax No.: 61-7-365-1544

From: Pablo Guerrero

Subject: China - Evaluation, Visit by Mr. Adil Khan

Message: Thanks for your fax of September 16.

The address of the Anthony House is:

1823 L Street N.W.
Washington DC 20036

Tel: (202) 223-4320
Fax: (202) 223-8546

Mr. Khan's program and a map of the World Bank
buildings is attached.



Program - Adil Khan

Visit to World Bank, September 28 - October 2, 1993

September 29

Meeting with David Rix (ext. 85517) and Pablo Guerrero (ext. 31717) at
9:30 a.m., Room F13-035.

September 29/30

Meeting with Mr. Mehdi Al-Bazzaz to be arranged on your arrival.
His room number is M-6029 and ext. is 36383.

Meeting with Mr. Patrice Harou arranged. Time to be set.
His room number is M-5049 and ext. is 36406.

Note

Ian Knapp will be away from the Bank on mission during your visit.

Catherine Farvacque will return from mission shortly. Hopefully, an
appointment can be arranged before your arrival. Her room number is
S-10-133 and ext. is 31016.
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SL Lucia, QId. 4072 °°

Brisbane, Australha Fax No. 61-7-365 1544

RPABLO GUERRERO 1-202-477-12 2

TO: ADVISER TO DG/OED - WORLD BANK F27X NO. .
DENISE FREEMAN Dae 16.9.93nF?:ji An83

FR-ONM: ASSISTANT

SUBTECT: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION - CHINA

DEAR MR GUERRERO

I REFER TO YOUR FAX OF AUGUST 23, 1993 REGARDING ACCOMMODATION FOR ADIL KHAN

IN WASHINGTON. THE ANTHONY HOUSE IS FINE AND COULD I PLEASE HAVE THE ADDRESS

OF THE HOTEL AND WOULD IT BE POSSIBLE FOR YOU TO LEAVE 
A COPY OF ADIL'S

PROGRAMME AND A MAP OF THE WORLD BANK LOCATIONS AT THE 
HOTEL FOR HIS

ARRIVAL.

THANKS FOR YOUR HELP.

REGARDS.

_ 1 T .- TA



THE WORLD BANK

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR-GENERAL,
EVALUATION

Tel. (202) 458-4569 *** FAX (202) 477-1212

Facsimile Cover Sheet and Message
(No. of pages including this one: )

Date: 9/22/93

To: Ms. Catherine Farvacque

Organization:

City/Country:

Fax No.: 71391

From: Anne (Pablo Guerrero's Office) Ext. 31717

Subject: Visit of Adil Khan

Message: Thanks for calling back - but I 'couldn't reach you
again to inform you what the appointment is about.

Instead, I am faxing a copy of the original fax we
received from Mr. Khan, in which he says he'd like
to meet with you.

As you can see, it is about performance evaluation
in China.

Please let us know when on 9/29 it is convenient to
meet with Mr. Khan.

Many thanks.



TIL WORLD I3ANK/IFC/MIGA DATE:

MES SAG E TIME:-

__ - - Received by:

TO:

FROM:

DEPT./OFFICE:

EXTENSION: PHONE:

Li Called Call hack

l Came to see you Will call again

SReturned your call i Requests appointment

Li U R G E N T

REMARKS:

1860
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A L L - I N - 1 N O T E

DATE: 23-Sep-1993 02:21pm

TO: Pablo Guerrero ( PABLO GUERRERO )

FROM: Michael Bamberger, EDIHR ( MICHAEL BAMBERGER )

EXT.: 36438

SUBJECT: Visit of Adil Khan

Pablo,

My mission has been postponed so I will be here next week
and would like to meet with Adil Khan. Could you kindly let me
know how I can contact him.

Thanks.

Mike Bamberger

44



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: September 7, 1993 09:40am

TO: Pablo Guerrero ( PABLO GUERRERO

FROM: Michael Bamberger, EDIHR ( MICHAEL BAMBERGER

EXT.: 36438

SUBJECT: RE: China - Evaluation

Visit by Adil Khan

Pablo,

I will probably be in El Salvador during the whole of that
week. If my plans change I will advise you.

Mike Bamberger

CC: Mehdi Al-Bazzaz ( MEHDI AL-BAZZAZ

CC: Patrice Harou ( PATRICE HAROU )



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA

0 F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: September 1, 1993 06:21pm

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Pablo Guerrero, DGO ( PABLO GUERRERO

EXT.: 31717

SUBJECT: China - Evaluation
Visit by Adil Khan

Adil Khan will be here from September 28 to October 2 on a visit
to prepare for a mission to China to carry out a study on
evaluation capacity development. This study is being financed by
the Bank's IDF. I am providing advice to the China Country
Department and the Chinese counterparts on the exercise.

He has indicated an interest in meeting with the three of you. I
will be meeting with him on September 28 and October 1 to discuss
the specifics of the study. Could you arrange/coordinate a
time(s) when you can see him on September 29 or 30 and let me
know ?

Thanks.

DISTRIBUTION:

TO: Michael Bamberger ( MICHAEL BAMBERGER
TO: Patrice Harou ( PATRICE HAROU )
TO: Mehdi Al-Bazzaz ( MEHDI AL-BAZZAZ



International Land Management
Research Centre

University of Queensland Telephone 61-7-365 2762
St. Lucia, Qid. 4072 61-7-365 2871
Brisbane, Australia Fax No. 61-7-365 1544

TO: Mr Pablo Guerrero FAX NO. 1-202-477-1212
Adviser to DG
OED/World Bank

Date 31.08.93 Page 1 of 1
FROM: Denise Freeman

Assistant

SUBJECT: Performance Evaluation, China
Our Ref: L-12/93

Dear Mr Pablo Guerrero

Thank you for your fax of August 23 addressed to Adil Khan. Adil is currently
overseas but I have conveyed your fax to him and he has asked that I inform you
that the Anthony House is fine. Could we please have the address of the hotel
and would it be possible for you to leave a copy of Adil's programme and a map
of the World Bank locations at the hotel for his arrival.

Your assistance is greatly appreciated.

Your sincerely

Denise Freeman

Kr 7-~IJJ~jJ-[1T3C1 1 17' 6 119*11F-,i H1IH Iid ' :T FT -11IHI~i



THE WORLD BANK/IFC/MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: September 24, 1993

TO: Mr. Jozsef B. Buky

FROM: Yves Albouy, Chief, OEDD3

EXTENSION: 31690

SUBJECT: Travel to China, Philippines, Indonesia and India - Terms of Reference

You should travel to the above countries, departing Washington on
October 13, 1993 for the Performance Audit of the following projects:

1) China: First Rural water Supply - Cr. 1578-CHA

2) Philippines: Manila Sewerage and Sanitation - Ln. 1814-PH

3) Indonesia: Jakarta Sewerage and Sanitation - Ln. 2236-IND

4) India: Initiation of Impact Evalaution in Bombay

You should stay in China about ten days and should discuss the
project experience with the relevant Chinese authorities with particular
attention to the validity of the design and subsequent operational
assumptions across the wide range different size of subprojects. You
should also review the functioning of the cost recovery program and the
revolving fund built into the project, and, to the extent possible, assess
the continuation of these programs under the Second Rural water Supply
Project. You should visit completed subprojects in representative
provinces/towns/villages (as selected by the authorities) and review the
provincial and local organizations in charge of the operations of the
facilities. If time permits and requested by the authorities you should
participate in informal workshop(s) under the ECDP and make appropriate
presentations on the evaluation of water supply and sewerage projects.

On, or about, October 27, 1993 you should proceed to the Philippines for
about 8 days and discuss the project experience with relevant officials.
The focus of this review should be: a) the appropriateness and
effectiveness of the sanitation solutions used in the low income areas of
Manila; b) the effective functioning, operation and maintenance of the
main sewerage system; c: the cost recover and financial management of the
sewerage/sanitation services by the Metropolitan Waterworks and Sewerage
System (MWSS); and d) the environmental impact of the sanitation
developments and associated programs on the waters of the Manila Bay. You
should visit selected facilities constructed under the project. The Asian
Development Bank (ADB), as major cofinancers of the project, may
participate in you discussions and site visits but, in any case, you
should arrange to brief relevant officials of ADB of the findings of your
mission.

In addition to your project evaluation work you should discuss with MWSS
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officials the possibility of carrying out an Impact Evaluation of Bank
involvement in the water supply and sanitation developments of Manila.
This work would cover the Second Manila Water Supply Project (Ln. 1615-
PH), the project to be audited (Ln. 1814-PH) and the overlapping parts of
the Third Urban Development Project (Ln. 1821-PH). The impact assessment
would replicate the primary focus of these projects, namely the
environmental improvements in Manila as a whole but particularly in the
low income areas and in the waters of Manila Bay and the institutional and
financial development of MWSS. If agreement is reached with the
authorities, you should attempt to identify local consultants for data
collection and establish a tentative date for the Impact Evaluation
mission proper in 1994.

On November 5, 1993 you should continue to Indonesia to assess the
performance of the Jakarta Sewerage and Sanitation Project. You should
pay particular attention to the following: a) the appropriateness,
effectiveness and public acceptance of the design of the low cost
sanitation measures and the communal sanitation facilities; b) the
problems identified in the PCR of the proposed wastewater systems; c) the
organizational set up and development of the new sewerage authority, its
cost recovery methods and financial status and its operation and
maintenance program; d) to the extent possible assess the progress and
effectiveness of the continuation of the low cost sanitation program under
the follow up urban infrastructure project; and e) assess the
environmental effects of the project of the Jakarta area.

From Indonesia, subject to the agreement of the government, you should
visit Bombay, India to resurrect the discussions (postponed due to the
aborted mission in 1992) on initiating an Impact Evaluation of the Bank's
role in the water supply and sanitation developments in Bombay. As
originally planned you should arrange, if possible, for the assistance of
the New Delhi based UNDP/Bank water program and identify local consultants
for data collection and agree tentative dates for the impact evaluation
mission proper in the first half of 1994.

On your return to Washington, about November 14, 1993, you should prepare
brief back to office report and, in due course, the respective PARs and
outlines of the Impact Evaluation reports. It is noted that your wife
will accompany you on the mission.

cc: Messrs. Kdpp, Guerrero
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TO: Mr. Sven Sandstrom, Managing Director, EXC 3 cE1 22 Hn19

FROM: Gautam Kaji, Vice President, EAPVP/<.,
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SUBJECT: China: CSP Updating Memorandum

Attached, for appropriate review, please find a Country Strategy
Paper Updating Memorandum for China. The Updating Memorandum reviews
political and economic developments since the last CSP was issued in April
1992, principally focussing on the acceleration of reforms on the one 4
hand, and the emergence in recent months of economic overheating, and the
Government's stabilization program, on the other. Taking account of the
hardening IBRD/IDA blend that will result from the decisions made during
the Tenth IDA replenishment, the Updating Memorandum recommends that the
Bank's lending program continue at essentially the 1992 CSP 'Base Case'
level, as authorized by the senior management at last year's CSP review. \
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CHINA: 1993 CSP UPDATING MEMORANDUM

ExEcUTIVE SUMMARY

i. The past year has witnessed key meetings of China's party congress and
national legislature, which gave their approval to the collective leadership succession
proposed by veteran leader Deng Xiaoping. In many ways even more importantly, the
Congresses authoritatively changed the official definition of China's basic economic
ideology, removing references to planning and public ownership and substituting a
"socialist market" creed. With this clearing of the ideological air, recent months have
witnessed a near-ferment of new market-oriented reform proposals in many key areas of
public policy, including those targeted by last year's CSP [reform of state-owned
enterprises (SOEs); housing and social security reform; financial sector reform; and reform
of prices and markets]. In the latter area, indeed, the liberalization of product pricing and
the adjustment of the most distorted prices (energy, rail tariffs, raw materials and grain)
have come so far over the past two years that the remaining steps are starting to look
significantly less challenging than before.

ii. Beyond the speeding-up of market-oriented reforms in these and other areas
(see paras. v, vi), the news in recent months has been dominated by macroeconomic
developments. The further acceleration of the boom during 1992 brought real GDP growth
from around 7 percent in 1991 to almost 13 percent, well above the 8-9 percent which we
and the Government see as the safe trend rate. Much of the fuel came from monetary
expansion, running at over 30 percent. Results for the first quarter of 1993 confirmed the
costs of this pace of growth, including a swift turnaround in the trade balance and
escalating inflation, and the Government was quick to accept our advice on the need for
immediate action to avoid further deterioration and try to achieve a "soft landing." The
first measures announced, though pointing in the right direction, were in our view clearly
insufficient to achieve the desired result, and Bank representatives delivered this message
in unambiguous language to senior leaders at a high-level seminar on macroeconomic
management held in June.

iii. Many elements of the Bank's recommendations were rapidly picked up by
the Senior Vice-Premier, Mr. Zhu Rongji, who has emerged, de facto, as in charge of
overall economic policy (including assuming the functions of the Governor of the Central
Bank), and incorporated into a "16 point program" designed to stabilize the economy. As
yet it is too early for solid data to confirm the effectiveness of the measures adopted, but
the boldness of the economic leadership being provided is definitely encouraging. Beyond
this, while we do not expect the external accounts to be allowed to get out of hand, we are
emphasizing the benefits of extending more market-oriented (rather than administrative)
approaches in this area as well, and have recently completed a major ESW report
advocating a combination of further trade liberalization with exchange rate reform.
Helping to avoid another bout of chronic overheating, with the potential for reform
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setbacks this has brought in the past, has thus become our highest priority for the
immediate future.

iv. At this stage, it is still too early to rule out the risk that, as has happened
before, the Chinese authorities will miss the chance to achieve a relatively soft landing for
their overheated economy. In favor of an optimistic view are the heightened sensitivity of
central leaders, following the lessons of 1988-90, to the dangers of delaying an effective
response and being subsequently forced into an abrupt deceleration (interruption of reform
momentum, sociopolitical stresses, loss of domestic and international confidence), the
increasing economic sophistication of their own domestic policy analysts and the fact that
a substantially larger share of the economy is now more highly marketized and hence
susceptible to management through indirect policy levers. There is also, as noted above,
the boldness of Vice-Premier Zhu's attack on the problem. The sources of concern, by
contrast, are that much of the investment pressure still comes from the least reformed
sectors of the economy-local authorities and locally-controlled state enterprises-which
have their own powerful political patrons among provincial leaders. The latter have, in
the past, too often put parochial development interests above the national need for stability
until forced to give ground by an obvious crisis. We cannot yet rule out the danger that
this will happen again, and thus China may again experience a hard landing.

v. On the reform front, the Government has announced new measures to
increase further the role of private sector investment in the economy [including Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI), currently running at record levels of around $10 billion a year.]
These include opening-up inland areas, the service sectors and-in a recent initiative whose
implications have yet to be fully assessed-even the provision of physical infrastructure to
private FDI. In a more general sense, private sector development continues to move
largely in parallel with SOE reform rather than being seen, as in some other economies
attempting transition, as an immediate or large-scale component of the solution to the
SOE's problems. The key features in the next phase of China's assault on SOE reform
will thus, in general, involve not so much privatization as "corporatization" and
"marketization." Consistent with our Strategy Paper on SOE Reform, approved earlier this
year, these measures will be designed to convert the SOEs from miniature welfare-states,
subject to extensive bureaucratic interference and protected from market discipline by a
range of distortions in pricing, taxation and financial markets, into market-oriented
commercial corporations, whose workers look outside the factory-gates for social security
or housing provision, and whose managers are responsible for their performance to well-
defined owners' representatives. The past year has seen further advances in defining and
protecting managers' autonomy and promoting the adoption of more transparent
mechanisms of corporate governance: we expect active innovation in this area to continue.
In parallel, the Government has explicitly committed itself to cutting and restructuring the
public bureaucracy so as to reorient it away from the micro-interventionist tendencies of
the past.

vi. Recent months have also seen a new intensification of interest in the
previously slow-moving area of financial sector reform. Sector reform is projected to
include separating remaining directed "policy lending" from a newly commercialized
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mainstream banking sector, accompanied by the restructuring and further strengthening of
China's Central Bank. These are changes the Bank has long been urging. They will also
be ambitious and far-reaching changes and, when they start to be introduced in earnest, we
can expect to be called on to supplement our largely advisory role of recent years with
substantially expanded hands-on operational involvement.

vii. In addition to providing advice and practical implementation support for the
new phase of economic reforms, Bank objectives also include other priority goals set out
and approved in last year's CSP: helping to break the recurrent infrastructure bottlenecks
which have repeatedly constrained China's growth; promoting the expansion of income-
generating opportunities and improved provision of basic social services for the country's
100 million hardcore rural poor; and supporting policymakers and local administrations
confronting the formidable challenges posed by air and water pollution. Broadly speaking,
our strategies in these three areas will continue to follow the lines set out in the 1992 CSP.
Some shifts of emphasis will, however, be warranted. In the infrastructure sectors, in
particular, recent progress with tariff reform means that attention can increasingly shift to
the corporatization of service provision along more commercial lines, accompanied by the
development of more transparent regulatory frameworks. It also, however, leaves the
inadequacy of China's highway network, starved for dependable sources of investment
financing, all the more apparent-and we propose a further increase in the emphasis given
to highways development in our own operational program.

viii. An additional challenge which has emerged since the approval of the 1992
CSP concerns the management of the decline in IDA availability resulting from decisions
taken on "blend" countries during the tenth replenishment. Domestic onlending
arrangements create a danger that the hardening of China's IBRD/IDA blend could lead
to reduced willingness to borrow in the areas of poverty alleviation, the social sectors and
the environment. We have communicated our view that such an outcome would be
unacceptable. The early response has been encouraging, but we can expect this issue to
resurface as the cuts start to become effective.

ix. The accelerated pace of reform is being accompanied by a heightened
appetite for Bank advice and assistance, not only with broad policy issues but also, very
crucially, with the details of reform implementation, often delegated by the central
decisionmakers to sectoral agencies or, more often, local authorities. With the major
philosophical barriers now mostly crossed, these "nuts and bolts" questions will
increasingly determine China's success in translating its bold reform intentions into
working reality. In turn, with no other outside agency able to match the Bank's experience
or credibility within China, we ourselves face difficult challenges in trying to leverage our
own limited resources in innovative ways so as to maintain our responsiveness to the
country's requirements and demands, including the related priority of strengthening our
presence in China's less-advanced inland regions. Economic and sector work will need
to become more flexible to meet calls for immediate advice on specific reform
implementation choices, and we are restaffing our Resident Mission to help meet this need.
Sector-specific technical assistance operations may offer another promising new model.
In addition, our lending operations are rapidly acquiring more of a "reform implementation
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support" element, precisely to help meet the "nuts and bolts" needs of putting reform into
practice.

x. The quickening of the reform impulse outlined above may be considered to
meet, in substantive terms, the basic conditions set out in last year's CSP for moving from
the CSP's Base Case lending scenario (about 45 operations over FY94-96, with combined
IBRD/IDA lending of close to $9 billion) up to the High Case scenario (about 51
operations, with combined lending of about $11 billion). In not making such a
recommendation at this time, we have been guided by three considerations:

(a) The decline in China's expected IDA allocation under IDA 10, compared
to the assumptions made in the CSP, together with assurances given to the
Chinese at the time of the IDA 10 discussions, create an imperative to
substitute IBRD lending for previously anticipated IDA credits;

(b) This, in turn, brings forward the date at which attention needs to be given
to issues of IBRD exposure limits; and

(c) The internal budgetary implications of seeking to process a larger number
of projects.

xi. Accordingly, we propose to continue working at a level approximately
equivalent to last year's Base Case (44-45 operations over FY94-96, with combined
lending of an estimated $9.1 billion). On this basis, China's share of IBRD debt
outstanding and disbursed is forecast to remain within the 10 percent guideline through at
least the turn of the decade.



CHINA: 1993 CSP UPDATING MEMORANDUM

1. The 1992 Country Strategy Paper (CSP) was reviewed and approved by the
President's Office on June 12, 1993. The present "Country Strategy Note" (CSN) updates
our analysis of the reform climate and macroeconomic situation and proposes appropriate
modifications in our country assistance strategy in keeping with the rapidly evolving
situation in China. An Updating Economic Memorandum (UEM), based on a mission to
China in April 1993, was issued in Gray Cover on June 30, 1993 (Report 11932-CHA).

A. BACKGROUND: KEY CHALLENGES

2. Last year's CSP and a number of other Bank documents have extensively
documented the key achievements of China's reforms to date-the marketization of
agriculture, the rapid growth of nonstate activity in industry and services, the "open door"
to trade and foreign direct investment (FDI)-and the ensuing growth in GDP (averaging
9 percent) and productivity. Rather than repeating this discussion, we concentrate here on
the areas where we still see major challenges remaining. Many of the priority areas from
last year's CSP remain (e.g., the key nexus of SOE reform, connected social reforms and
financial sector reform), though the recent impetus seen behind price reforms (paras. 4,
5) means that this area has now dropped somewhat down the scale of our priorities. By
contrast, the short-term macroeconomic situation has emphatically increased in visibility
since June of last year. We therefore list the following key challenges:

(a) Intensifying the marketization of those domestic producers of tradable goods
still significantly shielded from market forces, i.e., China's state-owned
enterprises (SOEs): a process that needs to move in parallel with the further
development of domestic factor markets (including financial and labor
market reforms);

(b) Continuing to address perennial constraints to growth in the domestic
nontradable sectors: principally energy, transport and communications
infrastructure bottlenecks;

(c) Developing effective responses to the plight of the 100 million Chinese poor
still largely bypassed by reform-induced development; and

(d) Further strengthening indirect instruments of macroeconomic demand
management consistent with an increasingly marketized economy and, as the
highest and most urgent priority of short-term policy, making effective use
of them to achieve a "soft landing" from the pressures of overheating that
have recently emerged.

3. State-Owned Enterprises and Related Reforms. As in the CSP, this
continues to be seen as the key longer-term challenge. To summarize our basic analysis,
China's 100,000 SOEs have continued to operate in an environment characterized by
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significant administrative involvement in economic decision-making and to be sheltered
from the ultimate discipline of "hard budget constraints." The relatively cautious pace of
SOE marketization hitherto can be largely attributed to concerns over the potential social
impact of fundamental restructuring on the SOEs' workforce, over 70 million strong and,
together with dependents, covering the bulk of the population in the main cities. The SOE
workers' vulnerability, in turn, has reflected patterns of social security provision designed
in the context of traditional lifetime employment, including dependence on the employing
enterprise for subsidized housing, unfunded and nontransferable pension rights and medical
insurance, together with the absence, until very recently, of formal systems of
unemployment compensation or meaningful urban labor markets. A variety of mechanisms
has served, in practice, to soften SOE budget constraints so as to avoid redundancies or
bankruptcy, including-in addition to explicit budgetary subsidies-concessional pricing on
Plan allocations of energy and raw materials; ad hoc local negotiation of corporate income
tax bills; and preferential access to directed credit, often on favorable terms, from the state
banking system. Beyond this, SOE managers have continued to be subject to extensive
involvement in business decisions by government agencies: the organization of these
bureaus, both centrally and locally, along narrow, subsector-specific lines has served, inter
alia, to inhibit diversification strategies and, to a considerable degree, to "freeze" the
pattern of SOE investment and output.

4. A certain amount of progress has already been made in the marketization of
the SOE sector. Final output markets are far less subject to state control (90 percent of
retail prices are now uncontrolled) and have also been increasingly influenced by
competitive pressure from nonstate entrants; the financing of industrial investment has been
largely shifted from the budget to the banks and retained earnings; and energy supplies and
raw materials are now subject to multiple-tier pricing, with at least out-of-Plan supplies at
the margin at generally realistic market prices. In addition, "contract management system"
reforms from the mid-1980s, which converted SOEs' formal objectives from gross output
to profit maximization, provided managers substantially enhanced autonomy over the
allocation of resources (including labor) within the individual enterprise: Bank-supported
studies have identified a resulting upward trend in SOE productivity. At the same time,
the earlier phase of reforms fell short of a more fundamental restructuring involving cross-
enterprise or cross-sectoral resource reallocation; the SOEs continue to show slower growth
in productivity or output than nonstate enterprises; SOEs still absorb a disproportionate
share of formal credit (approximately four fifths) and of the best-qualified entrants to the
workforce; and visible SOE losses (generally considered understated as a result of weak
accounting standards) are equivalent to 4-5 percent of GDP, or close to double the total
budget deficit. Broader ramifications of the SOEs' protected status include obstacles to
relaxing continued government dominance over the allocation of bank lending (as well as
to placing the taxation system on a more transparent basis). As such, SOE reform is
needed not merely as an end in itself, but also as a means toward freeing-up markets
(including the capital market) in order to permit greater responsiveness to demand from
the nonstate sector. The Chinese authorities' recently reinforced commitment to more
fundamental marketization of the SOEs is discussed in greater detail in Section C below.
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5. Infrastructure. Basic infrastructure bottlenecks, as also noted by the CSP,
have played a part in choking off growth in each of the recent episodes of overheating,
including 1985 and 1988/89, and reports of power shortages and congestion on the
railways and at the ports have again surfaced in recent months. Investment in transport
and energy has been constrained from two sides-erosion of the budgetary funds that were
the traditional sources, and low controlled prices for nontradable services, which inhibited
self-financing (while also stimulating wasteful consumption). Bank-supported price
reforms, which have accelerated over the past two years, have gone a long way toward
removing past distortions: recently increased rail tariffs are expected to permit the self-
financing of about 80 percent of planned sectoral investments, while average consumer
electricity tariffs are now estimated to be in excess of 90 percent of long-run marginal cost.
Even in these sectors, however, backlogs and unevenness in regional coverage remain.
Meanwhile, efforts to develop a more balanced transport system, in particular a modern
highway network, continue to be hampered by the absence of robust road financing
mechanisms, while telecommunications coverage remains at low levels, in part reflecting
quasi-monopolistic traditions and past resistance to competitive entry. Recent policy
initiatives in the infrastructure area are also reviewed in Section C.

6. Poverty. A major Bank report finalized during the last year (No. 10409-
CHA) has broadly confirmed the view of this issue taken in the 1992 CSP. It shows that,
while the first five years of reform lifted some 170 million Chinese out of absolute
poverty, the population remaining in poverty (close to 100 million) has shown no
discernible reduction over the last decade. Absolute poverty in China today is almost
exclusively rural; it affects whole communities rather than individuals; and it is heavily
concentrated on a regional basis-affecting villages in remote, resource-poor (and often
environmentally degraded) areas, primarily in the northwestern and southwestern interior.
The challenge of alleviating this remaining hardcore poverty is a multidimensional one.
In at least some of the poorest regions, technological packages now exist that are capable,
with the necessary investment support, of yielding substantially improved agricultural
incomes, on an environmentally sustainable basis, for at least part of the current
population. Other sources of employment, however, such as small-scale industry, are
widely constrained by infrastructure deficiencies and poor market access (although some
border areas, in particular, should benefit from the recent expansion of the open-door
policies). For some of the poor, outward migration may be the most promising option:
this, though, is a field where earlier policy restrictions are only gradually yielding to
pressures from below.

7. Low incomes in these regions are compounded by marked weaknesses in the
provision of social services, and resulting indicators of health and education status
strikingly below national averages. Women's health and girls' education are frequently the
most severely affected. Central policy has traditionally stressed self-sufficiency by rural
communities in social service financing and, although fiscal arrangements have long
redistributed revenues to the poorest provinces (and, since the mid-1980s, also to the
poorest counties), there is little indication that effective mechanisms yet exist to achieve
sustained social improvements at the level of the poorest villages where the worst
conditions are found. With no easy solutions, the plight of China's poor continues to
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challenge the best efforts both of the Chinese authorities and of the international
development community (paras. 42-43).

8. Macroeconomic Management. The cyclical nature of Chinese growth since
1978 has been widely discussed. By many international standards, the troughs have been
neither particularly deep nor especially prolonged: the most recent cycle, at its lowest
point, witnessed real GDP growth of 3.8 percent in 1990, with recovery to 7.2 percent in
1991. There is, nonetheless, legitimate cause for concern over the stresses created by very
rapid deceleration,1/ as well as over the extent to which, in past episodes, the pursuit
of marketization reforms has become subordinated to the imperative of regaining control
of aggregate demand, in turn achieved largely through administrative mechanisms and
quantitative controls. The prevalence of such direct levers to date can be traced to several
causes. The tax system, based largely on multiple-year contracts negotiated between the
different layers of government, has not lent itself to the fine-tuning of demand (though
Beijing has shown some inventiveness in introducing new taxes), so that deflationary fiscal
policy has primarily comprised direct cutbacks in public investment (imposed
administratively by the center). On the monetary side, although interest rate changes
played a more important role in the most recent (1988/89) period, direct quantitative credit
controls remained the principal instrument, reflecting partly the limited capability and
experience of the central bank (People's Bank of China, PBC) in the use of indirect policy
tools (and relatively thin, undiversified domestic money markets), but also reservations
over the likely responsiveness of SOE credit demand to the interest rate changes then
considered feasible.

9. The 1988/89 episode had specific features not likely to be repeated,
including an abortive preannounced "big bang" attempt at price reform, which sparked a
rapid upswing in consumer demand and complicated the design of an effective policy
response. Beyond this, the earlier experience has itself served to increase the sensitivity
of policymakers to the disruptive potential of overheating, and thus to improve the
likelihood of a more timely response on subsequent occasions. Signs of the need for
concern built over a period of time. Real GDP growth during 1992 proved close to
13 percent, significantly above the 8-9 percent level judged consistent, on a sustained

1/ Economic factors, including rapidly rising prices, curbs on wages and bonuses, and general economic
insecurity (possibly including concern over longer-term job security) undoubtedly played a part in the
urban protests that preceded the Tiananmen events of June 1989. This experience helps explain the
caution shown by the leadership over the pace of urban reform (particularly in the labor market area),
and the promptness with which Beijing has responded to the latest signs of overheating. Beyond this,
the Western press reported cases of rural protest earlier this year (mostly concerning delayed payment
for grain purchases and/or excessive local taxes), and some commentators have suggested that such
protests could now be a serious source of instability for the Government. We disagree. Careful
readers of the Chinese press know that scattered, small-scale incidents of this kind are nothing new:
the purchase of the harvest is traditionally a time of tension. But experience in China and elsewhere
suggests that only under historically exceptional and extreme circumstances do the peasants coalesce
into a larger movement able to threaten the government politically. One of the key aspects of 1989 is
that-despite similar discontent over grain purchases, etc.-the rural areas lent no support whatever to
the urban protests. All this is not, of course, intended to deny the case, on equity and efficiency
grounds, for continued reforms to gain marketing and the tax system, and continued attention to
regional differentials-all areas in which the Bank is working actively.
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basis, with noninflationary growth by the 1992 CEM (and subsequently adopted as the
official target). At the same time, however, the trade and inflation results for 1992 were,
in overall terms, still relatively comforting, with export growth at 18.2 percent (though
imports grew faster, at 26.2 percent), and the retail price index (RPI) up by only
5.4 percent (though here, too, more worrying signals were visible in some of the
disaggregated indices, including a rise of 15 percent in the "means of production" measure
of raw materials prices).

10. Data for the early months of 1993 eliminated any remaining ambiguity over
the danger of overheating. The turnaround in the trade balance was particularly striking.
While export growth (first quarter) slowed to a rate of 7.4 percent, import expansion
maintained its pace at an unabated 25.4 percent, resulting in the first trade deficit since
1989 ($1.2 billion for the quarter). This was accompanied by substantial further widening
of the divergence between the official exchange rate and that in the parallel market. Price
data confirmed the trend, with the RPI rate of increase up to 8.6 percent and the "means
of production" index rising at a rate of 38 percent by the end of March. Industrial output
growth had reached an annual 27.3 percent by May, but the single most dramatic statistic,
which said much about the nature of the boom, was the growth in state enterprise
investment, which reached 70.1 percent in the year ending May 1993. With the official
budget deficit relatively stable (in the internationally unexceptionable range of 2-3 percent
of GDP), it was the monetary sector that provided most of the fuel for the rapid expansion
in demand, through an expansion in credit focused heavily on state enterprises. Growth
in broad money during 1992 reached 31.3 percent and, on top of perennial difficulties in
containing lending by local branches of the state banks, a distinctive contribution on this
occasion originated from rapidly expanding nonbank financial institutions (NBFIs),
effectively covered neither by PBC's traditional quantitative controls nor by the newer style
of prudential regulation the central bank is attempting to introduce into the sector.

11. Starting in mid-May, and in line with warnings contained in our draft UEM,
the central authorities signaled their recognition of the need for immediate measures to
avoid further deterioration in the macroeconomic balance. Preliminary steps announced
at this time, consistent with our advice, included increases in officially administered
interest rates for bank deposits and loans, as well as on Government bonds; proposals to
stiffen enforcement of the authorization process for capital market issues; and directives
to curb the erosion of the fiscal revenue base by local governments via the multiplication
of "development zones" conveying tax concessions. While these initial actions were
welcome and timely, we made very explicit our view that these changes alone would not
be sufficient to achieve the desired results. We also expressed concern over the fact that
deposit rates had been raised significantly more than lending rates, with adverse
implications predictable for financial sector viability. In addition, we pressed the role
which further trade liberalization and exchange rate reforms could play, in addition to their
longer-term contribution to improved resource allocation, in helping to absorb the more
immediate demand pressures.

12. In June, a crucial conference on macroeconomic management was held in
Dalian, China, hosted jointly by the Bank and China's Systems Reform Commission. A
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statement prepared at this conference, on China's macroeconomic priorities, was presented
to the government and received attention at the personal level of the Senior Vice-Premier,
Mr. Zhu Rongji. Very shortly after, at the beginning of July, the Central Committee of
the Party issued a 16-point program of austerity measures to arrest the macroeconomic
deterioration. Close personal involvement with the plan was indicated by the removal of
the former governor of the Central Bank, and the assumption of this role by the Senior
Vice-Premier himself. There is a close correspondence between this plan and the measures
proposed by us to the government, which indicates a very high degree of responsiveness
to our message at both the working level and the very top.

13. The 16-point program encompasses, first, measures to address immediately
the unsustainable macroeconomic upswing, and second, longer-term structural measures
to address the underlying roots of macroeconomic instability. Important in the first
category are a squeeze on the money supply, through the compulsory issue of government
bonds and deadlines for the recall of loans issued outside earlier ceilings; a proposal to cut
government administrative spending by 20 percent; a temporary suspension of further price
reforms through the end of the present year; further increases in interest rates for savings
deposits; a tax on the appreciation of real estate (to curb speculative investments) and a
reduction in the scale of infrastructure projects. The second category of measures
addresses more long-term, structural issues. These measures include, importantly, the
proposed strengthening of the central bank, and a decision to separate commercial lending
from policy loans (see also para. 24). The clamp-down on unauthorized development
zones was reiterated, while the government also reemphasized its commitment to resolve
bottlenecks in transport and communications. The issue of new IOUs to farmers for the
purchase of summer grain was explicitly forbidden. Realizing the need for coordination
at provincial and local levels, the government also resolved to send out teams to inspect
the implementation of the program at these levels.

14. It is as yet too early to determine the economy's response to these measures
with any accuracy or comprehensiveness. However, a few early indicators are available,
which provide some positive and other more mixed results. First, the index of industrial
production, which had increased by 27.3 percent for the 12-month period ending May
1993, and a similar 30.2 percent up to June 1993, registered rises of only 25.1 percent in
July and 23.4 percent in August. The value of retail sales indicates a similar trend: this
rose in June by an annual 28.4 percent, but by only 22.2 percent in July. It is reported
that the deposit flight from commercial banks has been reversed, and that large sums of
money (estimated at Y 72.7 billion) have been recovered from illegal interbank lending.
Inflation indices are mixed so far. In May, the urban cost of living index for the 35
largest cities was 19.5 percent above a year before, and continued to rise, in June, to 21.6
percent, but declined in July to 18.2 percent. The increase in the retail price index (RPI),
standing in June at 13.9 percent above a year before, had come down to 10.8 percent by
July. By contrast, the price index for grain, construction materials and services continued
to rise, from 15 percent, at the end of 1992, to over 20 percent in the year ending July
1993. On the external front, while import growth (over a year previously) declined
fractionally from 26 percent in May to 25.7 percent in July, export growth declined as
well, from 7.7 percent to a low 4.7 percent by the end of July. The exchange rate
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differential between the parallel market and the official market has narrowed (with the
parallel rate declining from Y 11:$1 in June to Y 8.8:$1 in July and August), though this
is likely to have been influenced in part by the reported intervention of the People's Bank
of China to support the currency.

15. If this constitutes a mixed picture, such is in fact what should be expected
at this stage: allowing for normal lags, the economy's response may well not be entirely
clear until the early part of next year. On the side of optimism, it can be said that the
technical content of the Government's proposals is broadly in line with the advice we and
other independent economists have provided, and that the leadership in Beijing is pressing
these measures with considerable vigor and political commitment. It is almost a truism by
now that the key test will be the center's ability to secure compliance in the provinces and
at lower levels. If the jury is still out on this issue, Beijing is fully aware of the problem
and its approach appears to combine both toughness and sophistication.

B. External Environment

16. During recent years, with the relative isolation suffered following Tiananmen
now largely dissipated, China has benefited from a generally favorable external
environment, which permitted trade growth over 1989-92 of 15-20 percent per annum. In
1992, in particular, FDI (primarily targeted to export-oriented manufacturing) rose to
around $10 billion, making China the largest developing country recipient of such
investment. China has also continued to enjoy relatively easy access to international
financial markets, made easier of late by the opening (albeit on a restricted basis) of
China's internal financial markets to overseas portfolio investors. At the same time,
however, as noted above (para. 10) and as predicted in last year's CSP, the trade balance
has rather rapidly swung into deficit; not in itself necessarily an undesirable development,
but one which will require careful monitoring.

17. In trade, there are a number of external issues. First, China's application
to resume its seat at the GATT, which was filed in 1986, is still pending (and subject to
difficult negotiations, which may take at least one more year to conclude). If completed
satisfactorily, this would add a degree of certainty to China's external economic
environment that has for some years been lacking. Second, in May the US administration
extended China's MFN status for another year, linking subsequent renewal to progress on
human rights, but explicitly excluding bilateral trade and arms export issues (concerns in
the latter area were, however, in August to prompt US imposition of selective sanctions
in high-technology areas). Third, China stands to benefit more than many others from a
hoped-for successful conclusion to the Uruguay Round, in view of its dependence on
garment and footwear exports, which would be liberalized relatively more than other
commodities.

18. China's investment climate continues to improve, as reflected in the doubling
of FDI in 1992. The country is benefiting in this regard from the growing role of other
Asian economies such as Japan, Taiwan (China) and Korea as overseas investors,
supplementing China's original investment partners in Hong Kong. If this continues, FDI
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can be expected to make a significant and increasing contribution, both in established
manufacturing sectors and also in new areas for FDI (such as services and infrastructure).
The financial markets continue to look favorably on Chinese instruments. Bonds and
syndications are issued with ease, especially on Asian financial markets, and at very
favorable rates. China's excellent repayment record, and absence of rescheduling requests,
combine to make the country a very desirable sovereign borrower. We expect China to
continue to enjoy a strong creditworthiness position. As we forecast last year, the balance
of payments current account has returned to its normal pre-1989 stance of a moderate
deficit. We see no reason to expect this to be allowed to get out of hand (see UEM for
more detailed forecasts): the interesting question, rather, is whether its future management
will take place primarily through traditional administrative measures or, as advocated in
a recent major ESW report on Trade Reform, through a combination of liberalization of
quantitative restrictions and exchange reform. Total debt outstanding stood at only
16 percent of GDP in 1992 and this is projected to fall gradually over the balance of the
decade. The associated debt service level is also expected to remain healthy, declining
further from its already modest level of 9.7 percent of export earnings in 1992 to about
7 percent in the second half of the decade. Indicators for IBRD exposure are reviewed in
para. 53 below.

19. On the downside, some uncertainties remain. Trading arrangements are ad
hoc, as noted, and subject to arbitrary change pending conclusion of ongoing negotiations.
China's export growth has been highly concentrated in terms of markets and products
(notably in garments, toys and footwear for the US market) and some of these niches may
be approaching saturation. Finally, political tensions continue to affect relations with Hong
Kong and Taiwan (China), which reduce the achievement of potential synergies from the
much-discussed "fourth growth pole." These aspects will therefore continue to demand
attention and monitoring.

C. Country Assistance Strategy

Recent Developments and Government Policies

20. Political Developments. The past year has witnessed developments of
considerable importance at the policy-making and political levels, which have served inter
alia to cement the policy consensus around further acceleration of China's marketization
reforms. The key events were the meeting, in October 1992, of the fourteenth Party
Congress, whose decisions set the overall policy direction for the next five years, and the
subsequent inaugural session (March 1993) of the newly elected National People's
Congress (NPC), China's legislature. These two bodies, the sources of policy legitimacy
within the party and the state, took the critical symbolic steps of writing into party policy
and the constitution, respectively, a redefinition of official economic philosophy that
replaced the earlier formula of "a planned economy on the basis of socialist public
ownership" by "a socialist market economy." In keeping with Chinese tradition, the latter
concept does not readily lend itself to a precise or static legalistic definition. It may,
however, be read (particularly taken together with an earlier reinterpretation of "socialist
public ownership" to include not only SOEs but also local collectives) as an explicit
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downgrading of the weight attached to any specific ownership model, as well as a powerful
public assertion of the central role further marketization is designed to play in future
economic strategy. In summary, we see these steps as symbolizing the authoritative
removal of residual ideological constraints to the ongoing marketization process. The
socialist nature of the Chinese economic model, in turn, is likely in future to be manifested
primarily by concern to protect basic social service provision and avoid extreme inequities
in economic welfare and, more specifically, a continuing commitment to the eradication
of China's remaining absolute poverty.

21. The two Congresses also gave their stamp of approval to the planned
collective succession to the elders of the Long March generation. This included the
reelection (with a number of dissenting ballots) of Li Peng to his second (and,
constitutionally restricted, final) term as Premier; the elevation of Jiang Zemin to be State
President as well as Party Secretary and Chairman of the Central Military Commission;
and the promotion of the reform-minded Zhu Rongji to the new post of Senior Vice-
Premier. In designing the new lineup, China's patriarch Deng Xiaoping appears to have
succeeded in avoiding several potential political pitfalls. The rumored ambitions of the
Yang family (outgoing President Yang Shangkun and his younger half-brother General
Yang Baibin) were squashed, and both brothers sidelined, together with a number of
potential allies in the military. Equally, several members of the "princelings' party" (the
sons and daughters of older leaders whose activities helped fuel popular discontent in
1989), were passed over in the new appointments. The specific names that were chosen
clearly reflected a good deal of back-room negotiations, and could yet be subject to
disruption by unforeseen events (e.g., the currently uncertain health of Premier Li Peng).
However, the obvious success of and popular support for the basic policy line ratified by
the Congresses is probably of greater ultimate significance for the future than the position
of any particular individual among the designated successors. The Congresses' removal
of remaining uncertainties over ideology has legitimized the recent and very obvious
upsurge in the discussion, proposal and introduction of specific reform measures, at both
central and local levels, in many of the most important reform areas. The current policy
climate is reviewed in greater detail in the UEM, but key features are outlined below.

22. SOE Reform. The central thrust of official policy is now the aggressive
promotion of corporatization and marketization reforms in the SOE sector. New
regulations (July 1992) seek to improve the definition and protection of management
autonomy over major business decisions. The center is, in addition, encouraging the
conversion of SOEs into shareholding companies, with the ownership function exercised
by Boards of Directors rather than government bureaus: this step will also help open the
door to further ownership diverstication. In parallel, a government reorganization has
been announced, designed over several years to reduce the overall size of the bureaucracy
and to reorient the work of ministries and bureaus away from their past micro-
interventionist traditions. Meanwhile, bankruptcy provisions and mergers are being
increasingly applied to SOEs. Official sanction has been extended for the sale or leasing
of at least some of the smaller SOEs to collectives or private enterprises. A cautious
approach is currently being taken, however, to the expansion of stock exchange listings
(not inappropriate at this stage, given the gaps still to be filled in securities market
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regulations, as well as the generally weak state of enterprise accounts, an area where the
Government has recently launched an urgent nationwide upgrading program: as recent
stories such as the "Great Wall" bond scam show, weak regulations leave China still
vulnerable to financial scandals).

23. Labor Market (Housing and Social Security) Reform. As noted earlier,
this is a crucial corollary of SOE reform, and one in which the basic lines of official policy
have by now been in place for about two years. The scope of fixed-term labor contracts
for SOE workers (replacing lifetime guarantees) is being expanded. In housing, the center
has established a timetable for previously nominal rents to increase to cover management,
maintenance, depreciation, interest and property taxes by the end of the decade. In
parallel, enterprise housing units are to be transferred to commercial housing corporations.
As rents rise, the second prong of official policy, encouraging wider owner-occupation,
should also come into play. Pension rights are starting to be pooled across enterprises:
similar reforms for health insurance are, however, at a more preliminary stage. Finally,
unemployment insurance schemes are under development and introduction. It should be
stressed, however, that the detailed implementation responsibility for the above reforms lies
almost entirely at local (usually municipality) level, and this is where practical models are
having to be worked out.

24. Financial and Capital Market Reforms. Following several years without
basic policy movement, this area is now receiving reinforced attention. It is
symptomatic-and encouraging-that we received a Government request, which has been
met, for a strategy paper in this sector earlier this year. Beijing has committed itself in
principle to converting the bulk of the existing State banking system into genuinely
commercial banks, with the autonomy over lending this would imply. Remaining directed
"policy lending" is to be segregated from commercial banking-initially on an accounting
basis, but subsequently through the formation (probably by restructuring existing
institutions) of one or more banks dedicated to the provision of policy loans. Banks'
accounting practices are to be standardized as part of the basis for more sophisticated
methods of monetary control and bank regulation. Consistent with these changes, gradual
deregulation of interest rates is projected. On the capital market side, meanwhile, new
regulatory bodies have been established for the securities exchanges, and foreign investors
permitted to purchase certain categories of Chinese equity shares. Finally, there is now
active preparation for a reorganization of PBC, to strengthen its ability to concentrate
exclusively and more effectively on its central banking functions. Additional details of the
Government's plans are becoming available on almost a daily basis, and the prospects now
appear highly encouraging. At a seminar held in mid-September, the authorities indicated
their acceptance of our advice to strengthen the autonomy of PBC, and there is reason to
expect a corresponding enhancement of the effectiveness of indirect monetary policy
instruments.

25. Fiscal Reform. This is an area where progress has long been complicated
by conflicts of interest between the center and the lower-level administrations that actually
carry out the assessment and collection of the great bulk of China's tax revenue. Initiatives
under way include efforts to standardize the taxation of corporate income (another area
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where improved accounting standards are crucial), as well as the gradual diversification
of the revenue base, including phased introduction of a value added tax. Despite Beijing's
desire to regularize its fiscal relationship with lower levels, however, and experiments with
"tax-sharing systems," there appears no sign of an imminent breakthrough in this politically
difficult area: we plan to continue, nonetheless, to press its importance within our own
dialogue.

26. Private Sector Development. In overall terms, the further development of
the private sector is projected to continue to take place in parallel with the corporatization
and marketization of the SOEs, rather than through efforts at a mass privatization of the
existing public sector. The central authorities have undertaken to simplify further the
registration of new private firms, and to ease restrictions over such firms' scope of
business. Lower levels, meanwhile, are increasingly active in promoting new joint venture
subsidiaries between Chinese enterprises (including both SOEs and local collectives) and
foreign partners (even if some represent in part a response to advantageous tax treatment
of joint ventures). Such activity is likely to increase further following recent
announcements expanding the scope of the open doorfor FDI both geographically (to cover
interior regions) and sectorally (to encompass an increasing range of tertiary activities,
including retailing, distribution and financial services). The center has also extended its
blessing to increased FDI in infrastructure sectors. There are already examples of private
Hong Kong investment in toll highways, other transport facilities and a 200 MW thermal
power station in neighboring Guangdong province, as well as a recent Hong Kong-Chinese
joint-venture agreement to develop Shanghai's container port. Assessing the potential for
wider replication is now an area of active interest for IFC (paras. 47-48) and the Bank
Group as a whole.

27. Legal Reform. The authorities recognize that further marketization calls
for traditional reliance on administrative mechanisms to give way, across wide areas of the
economy, to transparent rules-based systems and a more comprehensive framework of
economic law. Given the many areas in which the current legal framework is either
clearly deficient or nonexistent, as well as the numerous fields in which, as discussed
above, new reform proposals are under active development, something close to a flood of
draft legislation is at present circulating in Beijing. The authorities have indicated potential
interest in Bank advice and assistance in helping to develop the legal framework in an
effective and internally consistent manner: exploring possible modalities for such support
will provide a new focus for our proposed assistance strategy (para. 32).

Main Objectives and IBRD/IDA Program of Assistance

28. Lending and Portfolio. New Bank commitments to China amounted to just
over $2.5 billion in FY92 and $3.2 billion in FY93. Despite modest year-to-year changes
in average supervision ratings, to be expected in a growing and maturing program, the
overall implementation status of the Bank portfolio in China, currently comprising
approximately 100 active investment projects, has continued to be robust (average
supervision rating of 1.50), fundamentally reflecting a combination of strong local
administrative capability and the powerful sense of borrower ownership that has
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consistently characterized the Bank-supported program in China. There are no major
implementation problems identified as generic to a significant number of operations, and
at any one time there are seldom more than 3-4 specific operations rated as having
significant implementation difficulties (while the Government's responsiveness to concerns
raised by the Bank is such that projects do not generally remain in this category very
long).

29. Country Dialogue and ESW. The policy dialogue between China and the
Bank is exceptionally strong, reflecting Chinese decisionmakers' trust in the objectivity and
relevance of Bank ESW, respect for the quality of the Bank's investment project work
across a broad range of sectors and regions, and recognition of the consistency of the
institution's support of China's reforms and development throughout the past decade.
Formal ESW reports are studied seriously both by the most senior decisionmakers and by
officials in the relevant sectors, and studies in recent years have contributed to the
evaluation of reform implementation alternatives in areas including the financial and fiscal
sectors, housing and social security reform, the development of urban land markets and
grain market liberalization, as well as providing comprehensive overviews of issues
relating to poverty and the environment. Major reports on China's trade policy and
budgetary issues, respectively, are currently being finalized. Planned topics for work over
FY94 are summarized in the box below.

CHINA: PROPOSED MAIN AREAS OF ESW FOR FY94

Studies: Domestic Market Regulation and Development
State-Owned Enterprise Reform
Municipal Finance
Quasi-Fiscal Deficit
GNP/National Accounts
Regional Patterns of Development
Agricultural Marketing
Water Resources Planning
Provincial/Municipal Environmental Management
Higher Education Efficiency
Health Finance Reform

Strategy Papers: Financial Sector
Industrial Policy and Restructuring
Power Sector
Transport Sector
Ports Subsector
Highways Subsector

30. Need for Innovation. Our program in China over much of the past decade
largely comprised the two products discussed above: formal ESW reports, prepared after
intensive research and providing comprehensive coverage of issues in specific sectors or
policy areas; and solid, well-prepared investment projects supporting technological
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modernization and institutional development objectives, as well as selected, well-defined
sector reform objectives, such as tariff reform in the principal infrastructure sectors. This
combination, and the "parallel track" approach which maintained some distance between
the two products, helped to meet specific country needs and demands for technology
transfer and institutional modernization during a period when China was still emerging
from its earlier international isolation. It was also broadly compatible with the relatively
deliberate approach to reform during much of the decade, and the manner in which the
leadership then preferred to receive outside advice. What is now apparent, however, is
that the earlier product range and the parallel track will no longer serve fully to meet the
requirements and demands for assistance being generated by the recently accelerated pace
of reform, and the Government's desire to see more intimate Bank involvement in the
detailed implementation of the new generation of reforms. We are thus now being
challenged to develop new approaches and incorporate additional flexibility into our
country assistance program, and this is a challenge the proposed strategy will seek to meet.

31. One clearly identified demand is for the ability to provide promptfeedback
and advice to decisionmakers on reform implementation alternatives in specific areas
through succinct analytical papers, based more upon synthesis than on extensive original
research, and produced on a more flexible schedule than formal ESW. During the past
year, informal strategy papers of this kind have been provided to the Government in areas
including SOE reform, financial sector strategy and short-term macroeconomic
management issues: to help reinforce our capacity to respond to additional requests of this
type, we are currently restructuring the staffing of the Resident Mission in China (RMC),
to put considerably greater emphasis on macro and sector policy analysis skills. Under a
second model, we have to date provided intensive assistance, through international
workshops and follow-up staff input, to two of China's most important coastal cities
(Shanghai and Tianjin) with the design of city-level "reform action plans," intended to
serve as "living documents" capable of guiding reform implementation on a multi-year
basis and underpinning future Bank lending: we plan in the near future to start adapting
this model to the needs of selected inland cities (tentatively, Wuhan and Shenyang).

32. In some of the key reform areas, the demand for external assistance with
policy analysis and reform implementation issues will clearly go beyond what the Bank can
provide from its own resources (in view of the extent of the support needed and/or the
specialized skills involved). We thus expect to make increasing use of sector-specific TA
operations in future. The first example was provided by the Financial Sector Technical
Assistance Project (Credit. 2423-CHA), designed largely to help strengthen the capability
of PBC, and approved in September 1992. We are actively discussing with the
Government the potential for additional operations of this type, in such areas as economic
law reform, further strengthening of financial and capital markets and the development of
support services for newly marketized enterprises.

33. A further area where we are introducing innovative products might be
described as reform implementation support operations. In many areas where reform plans
are now active, effective reform implementation will itself call for significant investments
in building new or modified institutions, imparting new skills and creating supporting
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infrastructure, not only at the center but throughout China's provinces and municipalities.
One example concerns the marketization of China's hitherto tightly planned grain
distribution system. This reform will not only require development of new institutions and
skills (commodities exchanges, commercial trading corporations, etc.), but will also open
up new possibilities for more economically rational domestic and international trading
patterns that, however, without supporting physical investment, could be frustrated by
infrastructure bottlenecks: a grain market reform implementation support operation was
recently approved by the Board. A second area is housing and social security reform,
where the city-level administrations charged with implementation require assistance with
the creation of viable models of commercial housing corporations, housing finance
institutions, etc. Here, too, preparation is at an advanced stage. A third example, where
we are working actively, relates to labor redeployment issues raised by SOE reform.
Existing vocational/technical training models in China focus heavily on preservice training:
new approaches will be needed to meet the retraining requirements of older workers called
on to change jobs.

34. IDA Replenishment. An additional challenge in the management of the
country assistance program, on both the Bank and Government sides, is raised by the
decline in availability of IDA resources for China resulting from the decisions, subsequent
to last year's CSP, on blend countries in the context of the tenth replenishment (IDA-10).
In this connection, we are already discussing with the Chinese authorities our aim of
maintaining our existing levels of support for the social sectors, for the development of the
poorest regions and for environmental protection and the amelioration of pollution.
Internal arrangements for onlending make this a difficult issue for the Chinese to handle
and, although the initial response has been encouraging, it will undoubtedly continue to
require considerable attention, particularly as the cuts start to bite.

35. Proposed Operational Program. As earlier discussion has sought to
demonstrate, the central policy stance has by now evolved to provide an enabling
environment for rapid further marketization reforms. Certain key policy areas will
continue of necessity to be addressed primarily through dialogue at the center-e.g.,
monetary and financial sector aspects, and fiscal and trade reform-though in these areas
too we will explore all possible vehicles for Bank support, including the types of
innovative products outlined above. In most other areas, however, reform progress will
depend largely on developments at the level of individual sectors, provinces and
municipalities, and it is at these levels that we propose to continue to concentrate the bulk
of our future lending.

36. Our earliest operations in industry focused primarily on supporting the
technological modernization of Chinese firms (primarily SOEs) in a selected number of
subsectors, itself an important contribution given that prevailing standards were often
decades behind international best-practice. Expectations today, however, are pitched much
higher, and future involvement in this sector must clearly be designed with the primary
objectives of fully supporting and advancing the processes of marketization and
transformation now endorsed at the central level. In keeping with the recommendations
of our Enterprise Strategy Paper, endorsed by Bank Senior Management earlier this year,
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understandings have therefore been reached with the Government that future Bank support
in the industrial sector (at both the regional and sectoral levels) would need to be provided
within specific frameworks fully consistent with marketization and transformation
objectives, including:

(a) separation of state firms from government bureaus through restructured
corporate forms (including transparent ownership mechanisms);

(b) promotion of ownership diversification;

(c) corporate income tax reform;

(d) accompanying social and labor market reforms (housing, social security,
etc.);

(e) competitive market policies, including promoting freedom of entry and exit
for both public and private producers; and

(f) satisfactory guarantees of access by nonstate enterprises to Bank support.

37. We are committed to experimenting with the design of industrial investment
operations meeting the above objectives at the provincial/municipal level in several regions
(including inland as well as more traditional coastal locations), and are also exploring the
possibility of applying them in selected subsectors on a cross-provincial basis. One
ongoing operation, the Rural Industrial Technology (Spark) Project (Ln. 3274-CHA,
Cr. 2186-CHA), seeks to provide support exclusively to the domestic nonstate sector, and
we will consider possible further operations with a similar focus. We will also review the
possibility to make use of the innovative product models discussed earlier to support
industrial enterprise marketization and restructuring.

38. In the financial sector, our initial goal was to help introduce modern
investment evaluation approaches through the development of a new industrial DFC, the
China Investment Bank, CIB (and parallel support, in rural areas, to the Agricultural
Bank). Recent years have witnessed a shift in focus to the imperative of strengthening the
overall sector policy framework and the institutional capability of PBC, an approach whose
operationalization was launched with the recently approved TA project (para. 32). We
expect our next financial sector operation to continue and broaden the focus on the sector-
wide framework and infrastructure pioneered by the TA project. Given the expected pace
of change in this sector, however, attention to the strengthening of PBC and other sector-
level agencies will soon need to be supplemented by a focus on the transformation and
restructuring of the operating institutions in the sector, including the commercialization of
China's state banks. This is thus a sector in which our operational involvement may need
to be intensified rather rapidly, and it is a sector in which finding innovative models for
reform implementation support will be a central challenge for our assistance strategy.
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39. China's infrastructure sectors (primarily power and-within transport-rail,
roads and ports) have together absorbed over 40 percent of cumulative Bank lending to
China. As discussed earlier (para. 5), these have been the key bottleneck sectors, with
heavy absolute investment requirements, and the development of effective new mechanisms
of domestic resource mobilization (fundamentally through tariff reform) has inevitably been
a gradual process. As also discussed, however, it is a process now paying off, with the
railways and the power sector, in particular, now better placed for internal resource
generation (para. 5) and the ports undergoing rapid commercialization, including
experiments with the introduction of FDI (para. 26).

40. These changes are now prompting a reevaluation of the future role of the
Bank in the infrastructure sectors. We recently submitted a strategy paper on the railways
sector to the Board (No. 10592-CHA), and are planning similar papers on ports, highways
and electric power, respectively, as well as a strategy document for the transport sector as
a whole. With substantial progress already in tariff reform, greater attention is now called
for within our policy goals, in the case of the natural monopolies, to promoting
corporatization accompanied by more transparent systems of regulation reflecting the
lessons of international best-practice. In subsectors where competitive market structures
are a realistic possibility, meanwhile, including ports and-potentially-telecommunications
(an area where the Bank has yet to lend but where a proposed first operation is due to be
negotiated shortly), our priority will be to promote the dual objectives of commercialization
and subsectoral policy frameworks conducive to competition and the introduction of private
capital, including FDI.

41. By contrast to the directly revenue-earning subsectors, there has been no
comparable breakthrough in the case of China's highways. Our analytical work has
highlighted the severe modal imbalance of the Chinese transport system (in which almost
60 percent of freight, and close to half the passenger traffic, is still carried by the
railways). A modern highway system is urgently needed both to support the further
development of marketized production activities and also as a key to greater domestic
market integration and more balanced regional development. Within the overall transport
system, this is the mode where future capital requirements are likely to be greatest. Our
recent intermodal transport study of Guangdong province (Bank Discussion Paper
No. 151), for example, recommended that some three quarters of future transport
investment in the province should be directed to highway development. It is also,
however, the field where domestic resource mobilization is currently least well-developed.
We are therefore proposing a major increase in the relative weight given to highway
development, and will be taking the study of, and support for, new models of resource
mobilization as our leading sector policy objective.

42. In agriculture and the social sectors last year's CSP explicitly proposed the
pursuit of poverty alleviation as our highest priority objective. In several of the regions
of concentrated absolute poverty, including areas of the northwest as well as the "red soils"
areas found in much of the southeast, we consider that farming models already in existence
(developed in part through earlier Bank projects) have proven their worth, and we are now
preparing successor operations to promote their replication on a larger scale. Rural income
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generation in the most resource-poor areas of the southwest, by contrast, has less in the
way of proven farm technology packages to build on. As an outgrowth of our recent
poverty study (paras. 6-7), we plan very shortly to launch the identification of a poverty
alleviation project in the southwest: given the difficult local conditions, innovative
approaches (possibly including a multisectoral strategy) are likely to be required.

43. In the social sectors, similarly, operations recently approved or in the active
pipeline exemplify the priority now being given to the problems of the poorest areas
(para. 7), including basic education for girls and maternal health care priorities. The
Education Development in Poor Provinces Project (Cr. 23390-CHA), which seeks to
strengthen basic education provision in six of China's poorest provinces, is expected to be
followed by a successor operation extending the approach to additional poor regions.
Work is also under way on a Maternal and Child Health Project, similarly targeted at poor
rural areas. The recently approved Rural Health Workers Development Project includes
provisions intended to help develop appropriate and sustainable financing mechanisms for
rural health care which, if successful, could provide the basis for wider replication.

44. Beyond the primary goal of poverty alleviation, there are additional areas
in agriculture and the social sectors where Bank assistance has an important role to play.
Our support for the marketization of China's grain sector has already been noted
(para. 33), as have our efforts, within the social sectors, in vocational retraining (para. 33)
and health finance reform (box attached to para. 29). In addition, strengthened water
resource planning is a vital priority for China, both for agricultural and other end-uses,
and in both the water-scarce north of the country and flood-prone areas further south.
Despite well-established domestic capability in irrigation development, particularly at the
local level, water-use planning on a regional or cross-regional basis tends to strain both the
older generation of planning models currently in use within China and established
mechanisms for interprovincial coordination. In addition, while a recent Bank review has
confirmed that Chinese mechanisms for planning and implementation of resettlement have
generally produced very satisfactory results in recent years (and a report on this study has
been issued in Gray Cover recently), it is also clear that it is the larger water development
projects that are most likely to put pressure on the adequacy of these mechanisms. This
sector is therefore proposed to continue as an area of active Bank involvement.

45. Our first comprehensive strategy paper on China's environment (No. 9669-
CHA) was completed in April 1992 and its recommendations were summarized in last
year's CSP. These recommendations provide the basis for what has become the fastest-
growing area of concentration in our lending program, and we have recently concluded that
a new sector division should be created, to focus exclusively on future environmental
activities, while permitting sufficient attention also to be given to our work on education
and health. Three investment operations addressing the amelioration of environmental
conditions, especially in the field of water pollution, and located in-respectively-
Southern Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Changchun, were approved during the course of FY93
(Ln. 3582-CHA; Credits 2475-CHA and 2457-CHA). Work is under way on a pipeline
of further investment projects in additional priority cities and provinces: as in the earlier
operations, each will include significant TA for the strengthening of local environmental
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management agencies and will also promote the corporatization of local public utilities such
as water supply, sewage treatment and solid waste management services, to ensure that
their operations are placed on a financially sustainable basis. In addition, we propose to
follow the earlier overall strategy paper with a new phase of environmental ESW that will
focus in greater depth on environmental management issues as seen from the provincial
and municipal levels. More immediately, the Board recently approved a first Bank-
supported Environmental Technical Assistance Project, intended to help strengthen further
the institutional capability of China's National Environmental Protection Agency (NEPA)
and other key sector agencies, as well as to support focused studies in priority areas of
sector policy.

46. Cooperation with Other Sources of Financing. There are no major
changes to report in our relations with the IMF, ADB, UNDP or with the principal sources
of bilateral funding. As pointed out in last year's CSP, Chinese administrative mechanisms
for financing development projects have generally not, in the past, been conducive to
cofinancing on a large scale: although both ADB and Japanese Government agencies have
sizable programs within China, the Government has to date in practice preferred to have
just one channel of major overseas funding per project. There have, however, been some
recent indications of possible interest in experimenting with more extensive use of
cofinancing, which we will continue to pursue (including possible ECOs). In the industrial
sector, in particular, we are looking to the possibility of encouraging more extensive
involvement of joint ventures with foreign investors. In addition, the Government's
expressed intention to encourage greater private investment in the infrastructure sectors
(para. 26) should, over time, open new possibilities in this area. We will be exploring the
issues involved and potential vehicles over the coming year.

47. IFC and MIGA. IFC's country assistance strategy for China focuses on
three principal objectives: (i) promotion of a more favorable foreign investment
framework, (ii) catalyst to the expansion of private sector investment, and (iii) acceleration
and deepening of financial and capital markets. To respond effectively to the rapid
development of the Chinese economy in the context of a continued move towards a market
economy, IFC opened its first representative office in Beijing in October 1992. IFC's
active participation is being sought by the authorities in China, particularly as the economy
is moving towards a more market-based system, with an increasing emphasis on private
sector led growth.

48. IFC's operations in China have so far concentrated on supporting joint
ventures between foreign investors and Chinese enterprises. IFC plays an important
advisory role in China in helping to structure these transactions and in arranging finance
on a project risk basis without guarantees from government banks. Work in the capital
markets area includes the establishment of a joint venture bank, and technical assistance
to the new Securities Regulatory Commission, which will focus on the adequacy and
regulations for the rapidly expanding stock markets in China. IFC has also encountered
lively interest in infrastructure projects, where the scope for private investment is
substantial, as China recently announced new policies to encourage foreign participation
in infrastructure development. IFC's progress in infrastructure projects in the near future
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will depend on stronger efforts by the Chinese government to develop a suitable
environment for private investments, including the legal and regulatory framework, as well
as the institutional infrastructure, for private business operations. In the Bank's fiscal year
1993, IFC approved financing for four projects in China, in the areas of banking, cement
and manufacturing, totaling $42.8 million, which brought IFC's accumulated total
investments in China to $103.4 million. As of June 1993, MIGA had approved one
investment guarantee in China, with a package of additional guarantees expected to be
submitted for approval very shortly.

49. Proposed Bank Lending Program. As discussed in Section B above,
China's external position has been generally strong in recent years, with substantial inflows
of FDI, especially into export-oriented manufacturing, and-until the recent deterioration-
surpluses on the trade account. With strong private capital inflows into certain sectors of
the economy (para. 16), and the current account deficit projected to remain moderate
(para. 18), capital transfer is not the primary objective or determining principle of the level
of Bank lending which, even at current and proposed levels, accounts for only a relatively
minor share of China's total resource requirements. Rather, we see our operational
program as a mechanism for helping to provide vital support for the nationwide
implementation of the ongoing reforms, as well as the crucial objectives of poverty
alleviation and environmental protection, discussed earlier in this paper.

50. The composition of our future lending program is proposed to continue to
be broad-based in both geographical and sectoral terms, in view of the extensive agenda
outlined in the present paper. In several sectors, as noted earlier (para. 42), social
objectives have already prompted an increased emphasis on China's interior provinces, and
we also believe a strong case exists for a similar relative shift of geographical focus in
several others, including industry and highways. More broadly, we recognize the need for
additional flexibility in the development of the lending program, including the ability to
bring forward innovative operations on a fairly tight timetable as warranted by reform
implementation needs, but equally the freedom to drop earlier proposals no longer seen as
responsive to rapidly changing conditions. As such, the composition of any multiyear
Lending Program proposed at the present time must be considered more subject to change
than in previous years: it may be taken almost as a certainty that new operations, e.g.,
of the sector-specific TA or reform implementation support variety, will in fact be
developed during the period in question, consistent with the reform impetus and support
needs in different sectors and policy areas.

51. In terms of scale of future lending, a very crucial element that now needs
to be allowed for is the change, since the last CSP, in China's status within IDA. We
have explained to the Chinese authorities that, in practical terms, they should assume that
IDA resources for China will henceforth decline by roughly $200 million a year (from
about $850 million in FY94 to $50 million in FY98, assumed to be the pregraduation
year), and this scenario has been accepted. We have additionally explained that: (a) future
IDA flows will be concentrated on supporting IDA objectives in the areas of poverty
alleviation, the environment and the social sectors, and will not be available to finance
investment operations in other sectors; and (b) the Bank would expect, despite the IDA
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decline, to safeguard its current level of operational involvement in the above sectors.
These factors have obvious implications for the substitution of IBRD for IDA lending
within the overall portfolio-indeed, on resource transfer grounds, a case could be made
for being prepared to offer such substitution on a more than one-to-one basis. As a
minimum, the delivery of any given size of total lending program will now imply greater
use of IBRD resources than was assumed at the time of the last CSP. This substitution,
in turn, has the result of advancing, compared to the situation at the time of the CSP, the
date at which IBRD exposure limits must be factored into the equation.

52. The Base Case for lending approved following last year's review of the CSP
envisaged 45 operation over FY94-96, with an associated IBRD/IDA lending volume of
close to $9 billion. With no change in circumstances, the subsequent acceleration in
reform discussed in earlier sections of this memorandum may be considered to create a
strong case for now recommending a move to the CSP High Case (51 operations;
combined lending of $11 billion). We are still convinced that the Bank should now be
maximizing its opportunity to provide support for the implementation of the next, crucial
phase of China's reforms. We accept, however, that in view of the IDA substitution factor
discussed above and the need to respect IBRD exposure guidelines (as well as internal
budgetary constraints on the number of operations the Department can feasibly expect to
deliver), such an outcome is, in practice, likely to be much closer to last year's Base Case
than the original High Case. As such, we are now recommending a lending program for
FY94-96 of 44-45 operations, involving total lending of about $9.1 billion (IDA: $1.95
billion, phased as per para. 48 above; IBRD: $7.15 billion, assumed to be phased
roughly: FY94, $2.25 billion; FY95, $2.35 billion; FY96, $2.55 billion). For purposes
of projecting exposure, we have assumed the FY96 level of IBRD commitments to be
sustained in all subsequent years.

53. Based on the Region's proposal above, China's DOD is projected by FRS,
as shown below, to remain within the 10 percent guideline through the year 2000.

FY93 (actual) 4.0
FY95 4.9
FY97 6.9
FY98 8.0
FY99 9.0
FY2000 9.9

The possibility on this basis of exceeding the 10 percent guideline temporarily at some
point in the next century is one that cannot be totally precluded. This possibility is not,
however, considered by the Region to justify a further compression of the proposed lending
program to China over the period now under review. Aside from the high degree of
uncertainty surrounding the Bank-wide totals after the year 2000, the lending proposals
made above go no further than meeting the assurances provided to the Chinese, at the time
of the IDA-10 negotiations, that any loss in IDA resources would be compensated for by
access to IBRD funds. If the Bank were now to retreat from this assurance, based on an
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unusually rigid application of the 10 percent guideline to long-term projections, the
institution's hard-earned credibility in China could suffer damage, with (arguably) no
obvious compensating real gain in the Bank's own financial soundness.
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DATE: 10-Sep-1993 04:29pm

TO: CHMOF ( CHMOF @Al@CHINA

FROM: David Rix, EA2CO ( DAVID RIX

EXT.: 85517

SUBJECT: Hiring of External Consultant for Evaluation Study in China

For attention: Mr.Hong Houqi, copied to Mr. Li Yong and Mr. Zhu

Xian, World Bank Department, Ministry of Finance.

Thank you for your em outlining the proposed revised

schedule for Mr. Khan. Although we would have preferred that
Mr. Khan visit Washington following the first visit to China --
so that we could be briefed on his first set of meetings in

China, and could therefore perhaps provide him with some
additional advice on the major part of his work to be done at his

residence -- we have no objection in principle to the proposed

schedule changes. I have been unable to discuss the new dates
with Mr. Guerrero, and his availability around the end of
November and the end of January (when the Bank visits take

place), as he is presently away from Washington. He will return
on Monday Sept. 13, so I will discuss with him then. I will let
you know if there are any problems.

We look forward to Mr Khan's commencing work on his

assignment later this month.

Best regards,
David Rix.

CC: Pablo Guerrero ( PABLO GUERRERO

CC: Zafer Ecevit ( ZAFER ECEVIT )
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DATE: 08-Sep-1993 05:12am EST

TO: DAVID RIX ( DAVID RIX @Al@VAX12

FROM: Ministry of Finance, AS3CH ( CHMOF AT Al AT CHINA

EXT.:

SUBJECT: Hiring of External Consultant for Evaluation Study in China

Dear Mr. Rix:
Thank you for your EM regarding your confirmation to the Letter

Agreement for the captioned assignment. We forwarded the

confirmed copy of the Agreement to Mr. Khan in Australia and

received today his response in which he suggested several changes

for the calendar of his consulting services. We tentatively have

no objection to the changes and hope to receive your comments or

confirmation in this regard. The changed distribution of

work-days is as follows:

Period Work-days*

Sept. 27 - October 2, 1993
Background Work World Bank 4

October 9 - October 27, 1993

Work in China 14

October 30 - November 28, 1993

Work Place of Residence 18
Briefing World Bank 2

January 17 - February 1, 1994
Work in China 10

Final Briefing World Bank 2

*Note: Work-days do not include travel time.

As you may notice from the above, there are two major changes.

One is the date of the first visit to China, which was suggested

to be shifted from the period October 5 - 22 to October 9 - 28.

The other is the shift of the second visit to Washington from

being undertaken immediately after initial Beijing mission to

immediately after submission of the draft report.

Hope to hear from you about these proposed changes soon,

preferably in a couple of days, so that we will have sufficient

time to communicate with Mr. Khan on the signing of the Letter

Agreement before his first activity for this assignment on Sept.

27, 1993.

Best regards.

Hong Houqi, project officer



World Bank Department

MOF

CC: HONG ZHAO ( HONG ZHAO @Al@EDSEL
CC: Pablo Guerrero - China Visitor ( PABLO GUERRERO AT Al AT CHINA



THE WORLD BANK/IFC/MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: September 7, 1993

TO: Christopher Gibbs, OEDD166

FROM: Graham Donaldson, Chie EDD1

EXTENSION: 31730

SUBJECT: CHINA - Impact Evaluation of North China Plain Agriculture (Cr. 1261)

Terms of Reference

1. Between approximately October 11 and 31, 1993 you will visit China

to undertake field visits in support of an impact evaluation of the North

China Plain Agriculture Project.

2. Christopher Gibbs will lead the mission and be responsible for the

preparation of the final report. The field mission will comprise

yourself, Mr. Christian Polti (Consultant) and Mr. Jikun Huang (Consultant

from the China National Rice Institute).

3. The mission will meet with relevant government officials in Beijing

and the three provinces in which the project was implemented: Anhui, Henan

and Shandong. It will also visit a sample of field locations served by

the project, and comparable areas which were not served, in order to

identify project impacts and assess their value and significance. In the

field, you will meet with project beneficiaries, representatives of farm

households, farmer organizations and local officials to identify their

perceptions of project impact. In addition, you will hold discussions

with staff of rural development research institutes in Beijing and the

study area to gain additional views on project impacts and impact

evaluation methods appropriate for field work in rural China.

4. The impact evaluation will be conducted within the draft framework

provided for "new style" OED impact evaluations. Based on a prior

understanding of intended project inputs and outputs, the PCR and the PAR,

the aim of the evaluation will be to identify development effects and

impacts which can be traced directly or indirectly to the project. To

accomplish this you will review the impact study data prepared by the

Borrower in Beijing, and apply rapid rural appraisal techniques in field-

site discussions with beneficiaries, local officials and rural households

in the project area, to identify and evaluate project effects and impacts.

Relevant indicators of project impact - economic, social and environmental

- will be sought, and their relationship to project design and

implementation will be traced. You will compare relevant development

indicators in the project areas with comparable areas which were not

directly affected by the project. The long-term sustainability of project

impacts will be addressed.

5. While in China you will also have preliminary discussion with

relevant officials and resource bases of the prospective OED study of

agricultural development in China. The draft approach paper for this

study will be prepared following these discussions.



Christopher Gibbs - 2 - September 7, 1993

6. On your return to Washington, you will write a back-to-office report

outlining your findings and your approach to the completion 
of the impact

evaluation report.

cc: Mr. K~pp (OEDDR)

Mr. Guerrero (DGO)
Work Program



International Land Management
Research Centre

University of Queensland Telephone 61-7-365 2762
St. Lucia, Qld. 4072 61-7-365 2871
Brisbane, Australia Fax No. 61-7-365 1544

TO: Mr Pablo Guerrero FAX NO. 1-202-477-1212
Adviser to DG
OED/World Bank

FROM- Denise Freeman Date 02.09.93 Page 1 of 2

Assistant

SUBJECT: Your fax of September 1, 1993 - Performance Evaluation, China
Our Ref: L-12/93

Dear Mr Guerrero

I have just received your fax and please find attached a list of persons that Adil
would like to see during his visit to Washington.

Best regards

Denise Freeman.
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International Land Management
Research Centre

University of Queensland Telephone 61-7-365 2762

St. Lucia, Qld. 4072 61-7-365 2871

Brisbane, Australia Fax No. 61-7-365 1544

TO: Mr Pablo Guerrero FAX NO. 1-202-477-1212
Adviser to DG
OED/World Bank

Date 19.08.93 Page 1 of 2
FROM: M. Adil Khan

Diedor

SUBJECT: Performance Evaluation, China
Our Ref' L-12/93

Dear Mr Pablo Guerrero

By now you would have learnt that PR China has approved my candidacy for the

above activity. As a part of this activity, I have-now made tentative plans to visit

Washington during September 28 - October 2, 1993 for briefing before going to

China. Hope that you find these dates convenient and suitable for arranging the

necessary meetings in Washington.

As I shall be away on another mission to the Philippines during the period

August 24 - September 11, 1 would like-to take this opportunity of requesting you

to kindly make hotel reservations for me in Washington. I prefer the Lombardy

Hotel - IN: 28/9/93 and OUT: 2/10/93.

While in Washington, I also wish to see the following people at the World Bank -

provided that is mutually convenient to us all.

- Michael Barnberger , EDI
- Patrice Harou, EDI
- Mehdi Al-Bazzaz, EDI
- Ian Knapp (Ph: 473-5533)
- Catherine Farvacque-Vitkovic (Ph: 473-1016)

I would appreciate it if you could include the above people in my schedule of

Meetings.

FACSIMILE SENT:

Date 1 T1 Time 1
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CANADIAN COMPREHENSIVE AUDITING FOUNDATION

LA FONDATION CANADIENNE POUR LA VERIFICATION INTtGRtE

55 Murray Street, Suite 210 55, rue Murray, Piece 210

Ottawa, Ontario Ottawa (Ontario)

KIN 5M3 Canada KIN 5M3 Canada

Telephone: (613) 236-6713 T61dphone: (613) 236-6713

Fax: (613) 236-2150 T616copieur: (613) 236-2150

FACSIMILE MESSAGE TRANSMISSION
TRANSMISSION PAR TELECOPIEUR

DATE: 3C -

TO/A: 4

COMPANY/SOCIETN: 74< 4'

FAX NUMB§ R/
No DE TNLECOPIEUR: - ~ 2-/2

MESSAGE:

At.- 4- -f

FROM/ NUMBER OF PAES/
DE: NOMBRE DE PAGES "c_!_



O6/08 93 17:24 'a256 41 259997 PER&D SECR. (WI1

TO-M-emE: 25eu «ms PUBLIC ENTERPRISES REFORM
rAx : 2W7 ,AND DIVESTITURE SECRETARIAT

62 (F-T-A> MINISTRY OF FINANCE AND
IS a W4 006ECONOMIC PLANNING

-P--1OBOX 10944

-HF REPUBUC OF UGANDA KAMPALA - UGANDA

Fax 001-202-477-1212

Date August 6, 1993

For Mr. Pablo Guerrero, Special Adviser to Director General Evaluation,
The World Bank, Washington

Dear Mr. Guerrero

Thank you for your letter of 21 July 1993. China's gradual system of
evaluation capacity development will be of special relevance to several
developing countries. While I will be delighted to assist the World Bank to
fully institutionalise performance evaluation when they are ready for it, China
would, I am sure, seek World Bank's assistance in the meantime for shoFterlm
advisers to help them assess the state of art of their capacity building and
evaluation arrangements. Do let me know if they need help as I would be
interested even in a short term assignment in China. If you need my
assistance on any aspect of the follow up of the June 93 meeting including the
September 93 meeting, please do not hesitate to get in touch.

With warm regards to you as well as to Mr. Robert Picciotto.

Yours sincerely

Dr. P.K. Basu
CHIEF ADVISOR ON PE REFORM AND DIVESTITURE

AND EVALUATION CAPACITY BUILDING



The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W. (202) 477-1234

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D.C. 20433 Cable Address: INTBAFRAD

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U.S.A. Cable Address: INDEVAS

July 28, 1993

Mr. Huang Zhao-xian, Chief

Division 2, Office of External Economic Relations

Ministry of Agriculture
Nong Zhan Guan Nan Li No. 11
Beijing, People's Republic of China

Dear Mr. Huang:

Impact Evaluation of North China Plain Agriculture Project

Thank you for your letter of June 14, 1993 to Mr. Christopher

Gibbs. We are pleased to have your interest and participation in the

impact evaluation of this important project.

We are also pleased that you propose your own self-evaluation

of the same project. As you know my Director-General is most anxious

to encourage this kind of work in the line departments of our

borrowing member countries.

Your offer to have your staff accompany Mr. Gibbs and his

team is very welcome and we are pleased to accept.

I regret, however, that my Division has like yours a very

limited budget. Since we have to undertake evaluations in about 50
countries each year it is not possible for us to contribute to the

work of Government Departments in our member countries. It is

expected that, since the borrowing country is an equal beneficiary of

our evaluations, the costs should be carried by the Bank and the

country in proportion to their interest. We also consider that in our

evaluation work there is a significant training element, which is a

contribution to your Division.

I very much regret, therefore, that I will not be able to

provide the $10,000 you request.

Mr. Gibbs will be sending a complete terms of reference for

his evaluation in a few days. We look forward to a most beneficial

collaboration for us both.

Yours sincerely,

Graham Donaldson, Chief

Agriculture & Human Development Division
Operations Evaluation Department

Cl. with & cc: Mr. Kbpp, OEDDR
cc: Messrs. Gibbs, OEDD1 (o/r); Guerrero, DGO (o/r) &



Ministry of Agriculture

People's Republic of China
Address, NONG ZHAN GUAN NAN LI No.ii, BEIIING

TEL, 5003366 Tele-x, 22233 MAGR CN Cable, CHAGRI

June 14,1993

Mr.Christopher Gibbs
Operations Evaluation Department
The World Bank
1318 H Street,N.W.
Washington D.C. 20433
U.S,A.

Dear Mr.Gibbs:
Mr. Zhang Kaiping, Director of the Office of External Economic Relations,

Ministry of Agriculture, has passed me the letter of May 4,1993 which is written
by Mr.Graham Donaldson of OED, concerning the impact evaluation of North China
Plain Agriculture Project.We are very glad to know that you will be the Task
Manager for this impact evaluation.

The Ministry of Agriculture held the lth anniversary meeting of North
China Plain Agriculture Project in September, 1993 to exchange experience of
the project operation and decide the policies and tasks for its future operation.
At that time we also worked out a outline for data collection of the impact
evaluation.Now I am sending this outline to you for your reference.

The data collection and analysis are now being carried out in accordance
with this outline though it is not perfect enough as we lack experience in this
field. I hope you could soon send us a suggested outline of preparatory steps,
a proposed timetable and tell us which counties you plan to visit,what data
you will need and what issues are most important to which we should pay more
attention, so that we can make a better preparation before your arrival.

When your mission visit China in September or October this year.one
senior agro-economist, one senior agro-engineer and one English interpreter
from my division will work with you.The preparation for the impact evaluation,
trip to project sites, translation and print of the impact evaluation report
will need some money while funds allocated to my division by our government
is quite limited,so it would be appreciated very much if you could list
additional U.S.Doller 10,000 in your budget of the proposed study for the
activities mentioned above.

Yours sincerely

Huag lao-xian, Chief
Division 2, Office of External Economic Relations
Ministry of Agriculture, P.R.of China



DATA COLLECTION OUTLINE FOR THE IMPACT EVALUATION
OF

NORTH CHINA PLAIN AGRICULTURE PROJECT

I. BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT
II. EVALUATION ON PROJECT DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

1.project design
2.project implementation
3.impact at project completion

III.PROJECT IMPACT ON AGRICULTURE
1.change of agricultural production
2.change of cropped areayield and production

3.impact on the development of annimal husbndry by the development
of agriculture

4.change of forestry production
IV. FINANCIAL BENEFIT AND ECONOMIC RATES OF RETURN

1.change of farm income
2. financial change of the project
3.project ERR(economic rates of return)

V. SOCIAL IMPACT OF THE PROJECT
1.change of farmers' living conditions
2.social status and role of women

3.impact on rural education and health

4.impact on labour employment
5.role of beneficiaries and their views on the project

6.external impact
VI. IMPACT ON ENVIRONMENT

i.land resources protection by soil improvement

2.improvement of soil nutrient
3.changes of ground water table and quality

4.area with newly increased or improved irrigation/drainage
5.deveLopment of forestry and its impact on environment
6.keep environment from pollution

VII. IMPACT OF PROJECT ORGANIZATION
1.agencies for project management
2.responsibilities and functions of PMOs and related departments at

different levels
3.efficiency analysis of the project organizations

4.sustainability of the project management agencies

VIII.GENERAL REVIEW OF THE PROJECT IMPACT

1.general evaluation of the project and project sustainability
2.experiences and lessons gained from the project
3.project prospect
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DATE: 01-Jul-1993 02:00pm

TO: ROBERT VAN DER LUGT ( ROBERT VAN DER LUGT @A1@CHINA )

FROM: Christopher Gibbs, OEDD1 ( CHRISTOPHER GIBBS )

EXT.: 31735

SUBJECT: Impact Evaluation North China Plain

Greetings. I have just received a letter dated June 14 from Mr. Huang

Zhao-xian, Chief, Division 2, Office of External Economic Relations, Ministry of

griculture, PRC which indicates that the Ministry is ready for the 
OED impact

valuation of North China Plain Agriculture in late-September 
or October. The

letter also encloses an outline being employed by the 
Ministry for data

collection prior to the field mission. The outline is well ordered and thorougi

but stops somewhat short of impacts and fails to address 
areas which were not

affected by the project, but we are invited to comment 
on the outline and

suggest changes. The letter indicates the level of personnel 
support the

Ministry is prepared to offer during the period 
of fieldwork.

Most importantly, the letter closes with a request 
for $10,000 as payment for

the services the Chinese will offer, presumably for 
advance data collection and

personnel. Before responding to this, Graham suggested that I check with you ti

see if you had any knowledge of the request for a payment, 
of the proposed data

collection outline, or of similar requests made to the Bank by the Government 
o

the PRC for payments for services rendered to missions 
similsr to the one we

propose for North China Plain Agriculture. 
Any light you can shed, or guidance

you could offer, would be much appreciated.

With thanks and warm regards.
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DATE: 12-Jul-1993 03:55am

TO: CHRISTOPHER GIBBS ( CHRISTOPHER GIBBS @A1@VAX12 )

FROM: Zhengxuan Zhu, EA2CH ( ZHENGXUAN ZHU AT Al AT CHINA

EXT.: 3120

SUBJECT: Impact Evaluation North China Plain

Mr. Robert van der Lugt has forwarded me all your EMs on

the subject. I agree with the comment made by him. In addition,

I would like to provide the following background information 
on

$10,000 as payment for service MOA will offer based on my

conversation with the Ministry:

On June 10, representatives from MOA had a meeting with Mr.

R. Pablo Guerrero in RMC on impact evaluation. It was suggested

by Mr. Guerrero that China carries out impact 
evaluation for all

Bank financed projects, while OED evaluates only 40% of 
the

projects. Mr. Zhang Kaiping, Director, External Economic

Relations Office was in agreement with the suggestion. Meanwhile

he raised the funding issue, since this activity has financial

implications. He further asked Bank's financial assistance 
in

this respect.

In view that impact evaluation for North China Plain

Project is likely to happen in coming September/October, 
data and

information need to be collected now. For this, MOA asked for

$11,000 in the letter, which is used for the 
following items:

data and information collection: $ 3,500
translation of impact evaluation report $ 1,850

printing fee of the report $ 3,000
travel cost for Chinese counterpart

accompanying the Bank mission $ 2,880

total $11,230

Best regards.

CC: Robert van der Lugt ( ROBERT VAN DER LUGT AT Al AT

CC: DAUD AHMAD@A1@VAX12



THE WORLD BANK / IFC / MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: July 21, 1993

TO: Distribution

FROM: Peter Harrold, Acting Lead Economist (EA2DR)

EXTENSION: 82341

SUBJECT: Mr. Chen Li's C.V.

1. The Research Institute of the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade

(MOFERT) of the People's Republic of China have a UNDP financial program to help junior staff trained

overseas. In this connection, we received the attached C.V. of Mr. Chen Li.

2. Would you please examine the C.V. and let me know at your earliest convenience whether

or not Mr. Li would be a useful resource for you to have on board for a 12-month period. Thanks for

your time.

Attachment

Distribution:

A. Bhattacharya (FRSCR); M. Baird (OEDD2); S. Lateef (OPRIE); G. Donaldson (OEDD1);

Y. Albouy (OEDD3)

RLall:voc
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TVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION

Ministry of Foreign Economie Relations and Trade

Attachment 1

RESUME

Name:Chen 1i

Born: October 30, 1964 Beijing, China

Nationality: China Sex:male

Martial Status: Married, with one daughter age 2

Current academic status: assistant researcher,
with major in China's foreign economic and
technical aid and international development
assistance.

Present research task: Suggestions on improvement
of Chinese aid to developing countries.

Education: Bachelor of Economics 1986. Department
of International Economic Cooperation.

Experiences: December 1988 to December 1990,
posted as economic attache of the Chinese Embassy
to Mauritius, with major responsibility of
supervising implementation of Chinese aid funded
projects. November to December 1992, visited
Sweden, Germany and the United Kingdom for
understanding and comparing foreign aid
administration.

Publications: Nordic countries aid, NGO's aid,
Comment on Japanese Aid, improving aid
effectiveness by laying emphasizing on aid
management. Comparative analysis of aid
administration between China and some western
countries in academic. research monthly journal
sponsored by this institute.
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THiE RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR iNTFRNATIONA, ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION

Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade

People's RepbTic of China

Attachment 2

Proposed undertaking research activities at the
World Bank

1. what experiences China can learn from the
World Bank in managing aid projects in
developing countries including
a) preparation of background materials of Country

Program.
b) identification of aid forms
c) management procedures in each project cycle

and
d) evaluation

2. The role of the World Bank in aid coordination

3. How does the World Bank cooperate with IMF,
NGO and individual donors to implement -aid
programs and management.



THE WORLD BANK
Washington, D.C. 20433

U.S.A.

JOHANNES F. LINN D. C. 0.
Vice President, Financial Policy & Risk Management 193 JUL 8 PM 1 19

July 7, 1993

Mr. Robert Picciotto

Bob:

I thought you might be interested in the attached BTO on China.

A question: Do our PCRs and audit reviews systematically record
our borrowers' concerns about World Bank "services"?

Attachment



THE WORLD BANK/IFC/MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: June 18, 1993

TO: Mr. Sven Sandstrom, EXC

FROM: Johannes F. -inn, FPRVP

EXTENSION: 80602

SUBJECT: China Field Trip

1. I visited China from May 22 through June 9 for GEF negotiations and for
a tour of three provinces to familiarize myself with the current situation and Bank
projects in China. On my return trip I stopped for a day and a half in Tokyo; this
note reports on my field trip.

2. The trip lasted a total of ten days and took me down and up along the
East Coast through three provinces and six cities besides Beijing. It was superbly
organized by the staff in Resident Mission and the Ministry of Finance. On my trip I
was accompanied by Messrs. Yang from the Resident Mission and Mr. Lu from the
MOF. In effect, the trip started with discussions in Beijing with central and local
officials; I then proceeded to Fujian Province in the South East where I visited
Fuzhou, Quanzhou and Xiamen; from there I flew to Shanghai, and on to Jiangsu
Province (northwest of Shanghai) for a visit of Wuxi and Suzhou. In Beijing and
Shanghai I gave a seminar on central-local government relations and urban finance
issues, based on a recently published book by Roy Bahl and myself. The remainder
of this note briefly summarizes some major observations from my trip; I will also be
sharing some more detailed notes with Regional managers.

Macroeconomic situation

3. From my discussions with senior officials at MOF and the People's Bank
of China it is clear that there is now serious concern in the central government about
the increasing evidence of "overheating" (import and construction boom, export slow
down, inflation increase). However, the meetings confirmed that the leadership is not
unified on how to deal with the macroeconomic situation; moreover, the picture is
complicated by the fact that in the increasingly decentralized economic management of
China, central authorities do not have strong indirect macroeconomic management
tools (monetary and fiscal), while provincial and local governments are seen to resist
central efforts to limit growth through direct measures, such as limits on credit
expansion and public expenditures at the local level and increased local tax revenue
transfers to the center. Getting a handle on its macroeconomic policy levers is
arguably the greatest challenge that China faces. This involves principally credit
control and fiscal control, which are briefly discussed in turn.
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Credit control

4. The recent interest rate increase put into effect by the PBC seems to have
brought back some deposits into the official financial system, but appears to have had
very little impact in cooling off investment spending in the provinces. The PBC
indicated that a further increase in rates may be considered in June. From
conversations with provincial plant managers and local officials it is clear that modest
interest rate increases will not have much, if any effect; there are, however, signs at
the local level that access to credit may have become a binding constraints as some
PBC branches may be following central PBC requests for putting the breaks on credit.

Fiscal control and central-local fiscal relations

5. I had frequent opportunities to discuss this topic with central and local
officials all of whom are well aware of the fact that this is a central issue in the
management of the reform process. The core of the problem is that while China in
principle still has a unitary fiscal system (in the sense that provincial and local finance
bureaus are branches of the MOF and collect all taxes), in practice the subnational
bureaus managers are appointed by their respective provincial or local political leaders
and respond substantially to their directions. One provincial finance bureau director
told me outright that it is his job to keep tax revenues out of the pocket of the
Minister of Finance. Under these circumstances it is not surprising that the central
government does not have effective control over revenue collection (reflected among
other things by the proliferation of tax exemptions granted to township and village
enterprises--the ubiquitous TVEs--and hence a very low revenue elasticity) and cannot
use the tax instrument as a means for short term macroeconomic management. At the
same time, controlling expenditures of local authorities may have become virtually
impossible, a fact that is aggravated where local governments can borrow directly (or
indirectly through local public enterprise) from the local PBC branches.

6. The central dilemma which China faces is this: In the long term only
fundamental fiscal reform (designed to introduce a conventional fiscal system where
central and local governments have their clearly delineated expenditure responsibilities
and revenue authority) is likely to solve its fundamental fiscal problem--a process
which will be politically very difficult, given the clearly very entrenched provincial
and local interests and their great sense of independence from central control. But in
the short term there may be no substitute for reestablishing a degree of central control
over subnational government finances if the government is to establish a modicum of
overall macroeconomic control. In this connection two complementary steps might be
taken relatively quickly: The first order of business is to establish firm control over
the lending activities by subnational branches of PBC and/or to raise the cost of credit
substantially; second, firm rules of the game, reasonably uniform across provinces
and localities, need to be introduced which govern (a) tax sharing upward of fixed
proportions of all locally collected tax revenues and (b) exemptions that local
authorities can grant to enterprises in their jurisdictions. Of course, these short term
measures will also cause serious political difficulties for exactly the same reason that
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fundamental fiscal reform will be very difficult: Subnational leaders will not easily
cede control over their local financial base.

7. What is encouraging in this connection is that local leaders were generally
very interested in developing new revenue sources outside the traditional tax arena,
including user charges (witness the wide use of tolls on highways), infrastructure
development charges, property taxes, taxes on automobiles, etc. Building on this
willingness it may be possible to start redesigning the revenue structure of central and
local authorities for the long term. However, this will take time and require a lot of
intensive external support. One critical area of support will be to help local officials
better understand how urban land markets function and how to manage urban land
development in a market economy.

Local economic conditions

8. When travelling up and down the east coast of China one is struck by the
extraordinary surge in local economic activity that is gripping this large region. All
medium-sized townships that I visited (in China this means cities with populations
between 500,000 and 1 million inhabitants) reported GNP growth rates in 1992 over
1991 of around 50%; the entire region appears to be one huge building site with new
factories, apartment building, shophouses and roads recently completed or under
construction everywhere. I am told that the 200 miles of roadway from Nanjing, the
capital of Jiangsu Province, to Shanghai are now solidly lined by TVEs--I personally
saw this for parts of the road that I travelled by car.

9. Much of this development is fuelled by direct foreign investment of
Overseas Chinese from Taiwan, Hongkong, Singapore and even Thailand and
Indonesia. But much of it must also come from local savings and credit. None of the
local officials with whom I spoke saw any inherent problem in this investment boom
and nobody seemed to be worried about it coming to a sudden halt. To an outside
observer like myself such an event does seem possible, either because of a sudden
turning of the macroeconomic screw by the Center or, perhaps less likely, because of
a collapse of foreign investment, possibly linked to a belated recognition of excess
capacity having been created. In either case, the impact of an investment crash at the
local level could be traumatic, as the substantial expansion of employment and
incomes related to the construction boom could be quickly reversed. A "slow
landing" from the current investment boom would therefore seem highly desirable
also from the local perspective. Making sure that local officials understand this
would appear to be a high priority.

10. Another possible source of instability might be the very ambitious
investment programs in infrastructure and urban development which many of the local
governments have currently at the implementation or planning stage. Shanghai, for
example, is planning an investment program of $ 3 billion just in the new town of
Pudong for the next 2-3 years, and possibly as much as $ 20 billion over the
subsequent five years. One wonders about the ability of local authorities to service
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the resulting debts and whether they have adequate financial planning tools to assess
the financial risks which they incur in the process.

11. Of course, the headlong economic growth in the region has created major
public investment needs that need to be addressed:

Transportation is a major bottleneck as all intercity road arteries are
seriously clogged, even though there are still very few passenger cars on
the road--most of the traffic is trucks, buses and vans, agricultural
vehicles and bicycles. Also, traffic congestion is becoming a serious
problem in the larger cities. These problems will only get worse as more
private cars come onto the roads and streets as will inevitably happen.
The current transport infrastructure (roads, railroads, ports, airports)
seems woefully inadequate. Incidentally, how China will manage the
transition to an individually motorized society is one of the major policy
questions that should be addressed early on, if that is not already being
done.

- Electric power is, or will be a bottleneck in many places; addressing this
in a cost effective and environmentally sound manner will obviously be
critical for continued smooth economic expansion.

- Environmental degradation in the region is dramatically evident wherever
one looks--all water ways are seriously polluted; a grey-brown haze seems
permanently to hang in the air; acid rain is said to be a serious problem
in many places. Fortunately, all local officials whom I talked to are
acutely aware of these problems, and plans to deal with environmental
degradation seem to be at the top of their agenda.

12. Local officials of all provinces and cities that I visited pleaded for more
Bank support to help them respond to these investment needs. In particular, our
record in the area of environmental protection appears to be particularly strong in the
eyes of local officials; this may provide an opportunity to expand lending in an area
that is both crucial for the country and important in the eyes of our donor countries.

Bank and IDA Projects

13. During my trip I had an opportunity to visit, and talk to many officials
about a substantial number of Bank projects at various stages of preparation and
implementation. Throughout I was struck by what appeared to be a generally
excellent record of project implementation (confirming the well-known record of
China in this regard), the overwhelming interest by local officials in Bank support and
the extraordinary goodwill towards the Bank which is notable wherever one turns.
Even the resettlement components of the projects that I visited appear to be handled
very effectively, again confirming what is generally known about China. In cases
where local officials raised concerns about Bank procedures--as they did in response
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to my specific question on how the Bank could be more helpful (see below), this was
generally prefaced with a statement of great interest in continued Bank support and
with praise for the task managers and project officers with whom they dealt on a day-
to-day basis.

14. The issues that were most commonly raised regarding possible problems
and improvements in the way the Bank does business were the following:

International Competitive Bidding: While most local officials welcomed
ICB as helping to lower cost and providing access to a greater range of
technological options, many complained that it required an excessive
amount of time and was not helped by a slow Bank turn-around for
review of bidding documents. Some thought that the cut-off limit for
Local Competitive Bidding (LCB) for projects involving mostly civil
works (e.g., construction of sewerage interceptors) should be raised and
greater authority be given to the Resident Mission in Beijing for clearing
documents.

Lengthy preparation process: Many local officials felt that the Bank's
project preparation process was unduly lengthy (18 months to 2 years),
particularly in an environment such as China where the conditions
surrounding a project change so rapidly.

Lack of flexibility in Bank projects: There was generally a sense that the
Bank is inflexible when it comes to changing project design or
implementation in an environment of rapidly changing economic
conditions. This view was particularly prevalent for the industrial credit
projects in Shanghai (SIDP) and Jiangsu (SPARK). In both cases local
officials and managers expressed considerable unhappiness about the
Bank's cumbersome and slow process for preparing, reviewing and
approving subprojects which in their view makes these projects very
difficult to implement in a way that is useful to the dynamic enterprises in
their respective regions.

Slow down in Bank disbursement: A number of local officials
complained about a notable slowdown in the Bank's payment performance
after disbursement had been authorized. Apparently, what used to take
two weeks, now commonly takes over one month. What is more, telexes
of inquiry by the borrower are not answered. Apparently, they see this
linked to the fact that the disbursement officer whom they used to deal
with has moved on to another job. More generally, some project
managers saw a need for more intensive training of their staff in Bank
financial procedures and wondered whether more could be offered by the
Bank in this area early in the project cycle.
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- Excessive staff turnover: While I heard only good things about specific
project officers and their hard work and willingness to help wherever
possible, some local officials professed a sense of frustration about
excessive turnover among task managers.

Decline in access to IDA: Local officials were unhappy about the lower
share of IDA which they saw leading to an increase in borrowing costs.
On this point, I had to gently break the news that this is only likely to
intensify as one of the side effects of success, both as regards the success
of the particular region of China relative to the rest of the country, and as
regards the success of China relative to other poor developing countries.

Other matters

15. Officials from the Shanghai Finance Bureau expressed a great interest in
learning more about the possibility of cofinancing, both official and private, in
connection with Bank projects. Apparently, they see this as a way to expand and
enhance their access to external funds on favorable terms as they see that access to
Bank funds will in future be limited to levels below what they regard as desirable.
They feel that they can take a lead in this area for China as a whole and would like to
be in touch with staff from the Bank who can explain to them the cofinancing
experience of other countries and point them towards specific country and project
examples which they can study as a way to find out whether and how to get into this
type of financing.

16. Throughout my trip, Chinese officials reminded me that the eastern and
southern provinces are much better off than the rest of China. Moreover, they
vigorously complained about the "IMF/World Bank" purchasing power parity (ppp)
income calculations which reportedly have put China number three in the world
among countries ranked by size of economy.

Conclusion

17. In sum, based on what I saw and heard on this trip I am very optimistic
about the development prospects of China and about the scope for continued
successful collaboration between China and the Bank. This presumes that three
potential clouds on the horizon can be effectively dealt with: maintaining
macroeconomic stability, preventing excessive regional disparities, and maintaining
political stability. My hunch is that each of these three issues is related to what may
the one of the thorniest questions which China faces today: how to structure its
central-local government relations. One other issue which stands out as needing
urgent attention is the need for environmental protection--fortunately, on this issue the
Chinese officials themselves seem to be eager to move, and move quickly.
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cc. Messrs./Mesdames. Preston, Karaosmanoglu, Stem; Kaji, Burki, Bottelier;
Serageldin, El-Ashry; Kashiwaya, Sud; Eccles, Raghavan;
Donovan, Nishimizu



Ministry of Agriculture

People's Republic of China

Address, NONG ZHAN CUAN NAN LI No.11, BEIliNG

TEL, 5003366 Telex, 22233 MAGR CN Cable, CHAGRI

June 14,1993

Mr.Christopher Gibbs
Operations Evaluation Department
The World Bank
1818 H Street,N.W.
Washington D.C. 20433
U.S, A.

Dear Mr.Gibbs:
Mr.Zhang KaipingDirector of the Office of External Economic Relations,

Ministry of Agriculture,has passed me the letter of May 4,1993 which is written
by Mr.Graham Donaldson of OED, concerning the impact evaluation of North China
Plain Agriculture Project.We are very glad to know that you will be the Task
Manager for this impact evaluation.

The Ministry of Agriculture held the 10th anniversary meeting of North
China Plain Agriculture Project in September, 1993 to exchange experience of
the project operation and decide the policies and tasks for its future operation.
At that time we also worked out a outline for data collection of the impact
evaluation.Now I am sending this outline to you for your reference.

The data collection and anatsis are now being carried out in accordance
with this outline though it is not perfect enough as we lack experience in this
field. I hope you could soon send us a suggested outline of preparatory steps,
a proposed timetable and tell us which counties you plan to visit,what data
you will need and what issues are most important to which we should pay more
attention,so that we can make a better preparation before your arrival.

When your mission visit China in September or October this yearone
senior agro-economist, one senior agro-engineer and one English interpreter
from my division will work with you.The preparation for the impact evaluation,
trip to project sites, translation and print of the impact evaluation report
will need some money white funds allocated to my division by our government
is quite limited,so it would be appreciated very much if you could list
additional U.S.Doller 10,000 in your budget of the proposed study for the
activities mentioned above.

Yours sincerely

Hu hao-xi an, Chie f
Division 2, Office of External Economic Relations
Ministry of Agriculture, P.R.of China



DATA COLLECTION OUTLINE FOR THE IMPACT EVALUATION
OF

NORTH CHINA PLAIN AGRICULTURE PROJECT

I. BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT
II. EVALUATION ON PROJECT DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

1.project design
2.project implementation
3.impact at project completion

III.PROJECT IMPACT ON AGRICULTURE
1.change of agricultural production
2.change of cropped area,yield and production
3.impact on the development of annimal husbndry by the development

of agriculture
4.change of forestry production

IV. FINANCIAL BENEFIT AND ECONOMIC RATES OF RETURN
l.change of farm income
2.financial change of the project
3.project ERR(economic rates of return)

V. SOCIAL IMPACT OF THE PROJECT
l.change of farmers' living conditions
2. social status and role of women
3.impact on rural education and health
4.impact on labour employment
5.rote of beneficiaries and their views on the project
6.external impact

VI. IMPACT ON ENVIRONMENT
1. land resources protection by soil improvement
2.improvement of soil nutrient
3.changes of ground water table and quality
4.area with newly increased or improved irrigation/drainage
5.development of forestry and its impact on environment
6.keep environment from pollution

VII.IMPACT OF PROJECT ORGANIZATION
l.agencies for project management
2.responsibilities and functions of PMOs and related departments at
different levels

3.efficiency analysis of the project organizations
4.sustainability of the project management agencies

VIII.GENERAL REVIEW OF THE PROJECT IMPACT
l.general evaluation of the project and project sustainability
2.experiences and lessons gained from the project
3.project prospect
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DATE: 01-Jul-1993 02:00pm

TO: ROBERT VAN DER LUGT ( ROBERT VAN DER LUGT @Al@CHINA )

FROM: Christopher Gibbs, OEDD1 ( CHRISTOPHER GIBBS )

EXT.: 31735

SUBJECT: Impact Evaluation North China Plain

Greetings. I have just received a letter dated June 14 from Mr. Huang
Zhao-xian, Chief, Division 2, Office of External Economic Relations, Ministry of
Agriculture, PRC which indicates that the Ministry is ready for the OED impact
e' uation of North China Plain Agriculture in late-September or October. The
letter also encloses an outline being employed by the Ministry for data
collection prior to the field mission. The outline is well ordered and thorough
but stops somewhat short of impacts and fails to address areas which were not
affected by the project, but we are invited to comment on the outline and
suggest changes. The letter indicates the level of personnel support the
Ministry is prepared to offer during the period of fieldwork.

Most importantly, the letter closes with a request for $10,000 as payment for
the services the Chinese will offer, presumably for advance data collection and
personnel. Before responding to this, Graham suggested that I check with you to
see if you had any knowledge of the request for a payment, of the proposed data
collection outline, or of similar requests made to the Bank by the Government of
the PRC for payments for services rendered to missions similsr to the one we
propose for North China Plain Agriculture. Any light you can shed, or guidance
you could offer, would be much appreciated.

Wi-- thanks and warm regards.
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DATE: 12-Jul-1993 03:55am

TO: CHRISTOPHER GIBBS ( CHRISTOPHER GIBBS @Al@VAX12 )

FROM: Zhengxuan Zhu, EA2CH ( ZHENGXUAN ZHU AT Al AT CHINA )

EXT.: 3120

SUBJECT: Impact Evaluation North China Plain

Mr. Robert van der Lugt has forwarded me all your EMs on
the subject. I agree with the comment made by him. In addition,
I would like to provide the following background information on
$10,000 as payment for service MOA will offer based on my
conversation with the Ministry:

On June 10, representatives from MOA had a meeting with Mr.
R. Pablo Guerrero in RMC on impact evaluation. It was suggested
by Mr. Guerrero that China carries out impact evaluation for all
Bank financed projects, while OED evaluates only 40% of the
projects. Mr. Zhang Kaiping, Director, External Economic
Relations Office was in agreement with the suggestion. Meanwhile
he raised the funding issue, since this activity has financial
implications. He further asked Bank's financial assistance in
this respect.

In view that impact evaluation for North China Plain
Project is likely to happen in coming September/October, data and
information need to be collected now. For this, MOA asked for
$11,000 in the letter, which is used for the following items:

data and information collection: $ 3,500
translation of impact evaluation report $ 1,850
printing fee of the report $ 3,000
travel cost for Chinese counterpart

accompanying the Bank mission $ 2,880

total $11,230

Best regards.

CC: Robert van der Lugt ( ROBERT VAN DER LUGT AT Al AT CH
CC: DAUD AHMAD@A1@VAX12



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: July 13, 1993 01:01pm

TO: ROBERT VAN DER LUGT ( ROBERT VAN DER LUGT @A1@CHINA )

FROM: Pablo Guerrero, DGO ( PABLO GUERRERO )

EXT.: 31717

SUBJECT: Re: EM copied to you from Zhengxuan Zhu on 7/12/93
North China Plain Impact Evaluation

Just to clarify some misinformation in the EM.

1. I met with the some 15 ministries in Beijing, including MOA,
to discuss evaluation capacity development in China and the role
of MOA, not to discuss impact evaluation.

2. Mr. Zhang mentioned impact evaluation in connection with
OED's announced North China Plain mission for September, but made
no reference to financial needs tied to this work.

3. i did not suggest that Impact evaluations be carried out for
all Bank projects in China, so I am not sure where Mr. Zhengxuan
got this Information or what Mr. Zhang was agreeing to.

4. You know that OED's budget (except perhaps when we had a
trust fund from CIDA to hire local data gathering) does not allow
financing for data gathering by the borrower. If data gathering
is desirable, the decision to fund a request for it would fall
squarely on the country department. Mr. Zhang mentioned his
desire for financial assistance out of the IDF grant but, as you
know, this would be conditional on a series of steps yet to be
decided on by MOF. If this is the case David Rix should be
consulted.

5. You told me that Mr. Zhang Kalping had met with you after my
meetings; perhaps he mentioned this impact evaluation related
request to you. I had no knowledge.

CC: ZHENGXUAN ZHU ( ZHENGXUAN ZHU @A1@CHINA )



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: July 13, 1993 12:01pm

TO: Graham Donaldson ( GRAHAM DONALDSON )

FROM: Pablo Guerrero, DGO ( PABLO GUERRERO )

EXT.: 31717

SUBJECT: Re: China-North China Plain Impact

Dear Graham:

I have not discussed or made any arrangement with the
Chinese on this impact evaluation or on any other matters related
to OED's work.

You may be right but only you can Judge; I was not a part
to any agreement.

I do not know what is intended since I did not discuss the
matter. The task manager for the Chinese IDF "grant" for ECD Is
David Rix and you might ask him. I doubt though that these funds
can be use for that work, unless they evaluation work Itself (the
Chinese side) were to be turned into case study material for a
future evaluation workshop.

I agree with you that quality should be priority number
one. However, I fall to see how the Chinese effort to collect
data In anticipation of the OED mission would harm the study
quality In any way. Given our long-standing offer to help the
Chinese develop their evaluation know-how, the least we can do is
show them how we go about this business in their own country,
specially when they express an interest.

CC: Hans-Eberhard Kopp ( HANS-EBERHARD KOPP )
CC: Christopher Gibbs ( CHRISTOPHER GIBBS )



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
0 F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: July 13, 1993 11:18am

TO: Pablo Guerrero ( PABLO GUERRERO )

FROM: Graham Donaldson, OEDD1 ( GRAHAM DONALDSON )

EXT.: 31730

SUBJECT: China - North China Plain Impact

Would you please inform us of whatever arrangements or
commIttments you have made with the Chinese authorities (in the
Ministry of Agriculture or elsewhere) in respect of this impact
study (and any other audits or studies?)

It would seem that we are being dunned for their expenses -
was this agreed?

If what is intended is training in the context of ECDP can
we charge the amount in question to our ECDP vote? Or can it be
funded under the Chinese "grant" funds for this purpose? If the
latter, whom do we see about arranging this?

Please note that this will be the first of the new-style
Impact Evaluations and a major one in view of the scale and
character of the project. Given your interest in the quality of
our output in OED you will appreciate the need to keep our
activities focussed on quality output as a priority.

CC: Hans-Eberhard Kopp ( HANS-EBERHARD KOPP )
CC: Christopher Gibbs ( CHRISTOPHER GIBBS )
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DATE: 26-May-1993 06:22pm

TO: 4RGUERRER

FROM: PABLO,GUERRERO@VAX12@A1&DGO, ( PABLO,GUERRERO@VAX12@A1&DGO

EXT.:

SUBJECT: WBKR1416 WBKS1767

ZCZC WBKR1416 WBKS1767

QK WDIAL 4RGUERRER DROP

.PABLO,GUERRERO@VAX12@A1&DGO

OINFO

-SUBJECT : ECDP Consulting

-DRAFTED BY: Pablo Guerrero EXT: 31717
-AUTHORIZED BY: Pablo Guerrero

FAX

-FAX # 901162215712251
-#RETURN 202-4771212

-Mr. Alain Barberie c/o JENNIFER BARBERIE
-Canadian Embassy

-JAKARTA, INDONESIA

-Telephone 202-4731717
-Urgent

BT

* ALL-IN-1 ORIGINATOR DROPCOPY *

SUBJECT: ECDP Consulting

WASHINGTON, D.C. 26-May-1993

Dear Mr. Barberie:

You may recall that we met in May 1991 when you visited the
Bank prior to moving to Jakarta. At the time I mentioned that we had
some efforts under way in the orient in the area of helping borrowing
member countries create or strengthen their public sector evaluation
function. There has been some progress in this area in China.

The Bank has recently approved a grant for a two-year
institutional development program focusing on setting up a
performance evaluation system in China. I would be very interested
in knowing whether you would want to be considered as a possible
consultant for parts of this work. Depending on the assignment,



visits to Beijing of varying lenghts could be required (but no longer
than four weeks at any given time). If you are interested, I would
like to know your earliest availability. It would also be useful for
me to have copy of your updated CV and some idea of the daily
honorarium you would expect.

I am leaving for China on June 4 to discuss the
implementation plan of the grant with the authorities. It would be
helpful to receive your reply before I leave.

Alain, best regards and I hope that you have been having a
good time in Indonesia.

Pablo Guerrero
Adviser to the Director-General
Operations Evaluation

=05261820

NNNN
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DATE: 22-Mar-1993 12:03pm

TO: David Rix (DAVID RIX

FROM: Sumiko Sato, CTRTA ( SUMIKO SATO

EXT.: 80527

SUBJECT: IDF China Org. & Dev. of a Proj. Performance Evaluation Capability

On behalf of Mr. Lau, I am pleased to clear the IDF
grant agreement for the above project. The grant number is
28735. A copy of the signed grant agreement should be sent to
each of the following divisions: the Office of Trust Fund

Administrator, Trust Funds Accounting Division and LOAAS.

CC: Suzanne Morris ( SUZANNE MORRIS
CC: Nancy Lim ( NANCY LIM )
CC: Nimrod Raphaeli ( NIMROD RAPHAELI
CC: Kah Hie Lau ( KAH HIE LAU )
CC: Herbert Langer ( HERBERT LANGER
CC: Suzan Huang ( SUZAN HUANG



THE WORLt SANK / IFC / MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 2, 1993

TO: Mr. Abdallah El Maaroufi, Senior Operations Adviser

FROM: David Pearce, Chief, EA2CO

EXTENSION: 82350

SUBJECT: CHINA: Request for IDF Financing - Project Performance Evaluation

1. I attach herewith a revised request for IDF financing of

activities designed to strengthen project performance evaluation, and

ultimately the creation of a national institution, in China.

2. The revised draft incorporates the comments made by the Bank-wide

committee. Specifically, the matrix of planned activities has been

simplified and made clearer; the government contribution of RMB 250,000

($44,000 equivalent) - for local overhead costs of seminars and courses -

has been spelled out; the preliminary timetable for initial training and

consultants' activities during 1993 has been adjusted; and the $13,000 of

contingencies, previously shown separately, have been 'folded' into

identified cost categories.

3. I have noted the committee's suggestion that twinning arrangements

with performance evaluation institutions in other countries be considered,

and this will be reflected in the terms of reference of the two study, tours

proposed.

4. Finally, you may wish to note that OED, as well as EDI and this

department, is expected to provide significant back-stopping to this

activity. Indeed, this initiative is the outcome of a request made by the

former Minister of Finance to Mr. Picciotto last fall and, if the IDF grant

is approved, I expect to discuss arrangements for its initial implementation

with the Chinese authorities during the Country Implementation Review (CIR)

later this month. Similarly, OED staff are ready to proceed with hiring

consultants without delay. In t-e cIrBcmstanc~erTZaonsider-the-peliinary

timetable quite realistic.

5. I hope this note and the attached revised request respond to the

committee' s concerns.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Burki, Kimura; Ody, Rix o/r; Guerrero (DGO).

DP rce:jd



The World Bank Group

REQUEST FOR IDF FINANCING

Region Country
East Asia and Pacific Region China

Country Dept. Task Manager Amount of Grant Requested

EA2 David Rix, EA2CO US$ 440,000

Title of Proposed Activity

Organization and Development of a Project Performance Evaluation Capability.

Purpose of Grant (a brief description of the activities to be financed and likely outcome of grant)

While China's project implementation record to date is highly

satisfactory, there is a need to pay increased attention to, and provide more

systematic support for performance evaluation, including the assessment of

development impact. While performance evaluation has to date been carried out

mainly by the project executing agencies concerned, its effectiveness and

independence are inhibited by the lack of an overall national 
organizational

framework, shortages of staff, inadequate knowledge of performance evaluation

methodologies and techniques, and general inexperience in this area. During a

meeting with the Director-General, OED last September, the former Minister of

Finance expressed the authorities' interest in obtaining international

technical assistance for the organization and development of China's project

performance evaluation capability, including performance evaluation seminars,

professional staff secondments, study tours by senior officials, hands-on

participation in the evaluation of externally-financed projects in China, the

development of performance evaluation guidelines, and the setting up of a

performance evaluation information system. Against this background, and with

the ultimate objective of developing a national organizational framework,

including an institution, for project performance evaluation, the proposed IDF

grant would support the objectives, activities and outputs outlined below.

Relationship of Grant Proposal with Country Economic and Sector Work (or Business Plan)

The proposed IDF grant would be consistent with the department's goals

(and ESW) of assessing China's reform experience to date, and of seeking to

operationalize it in terms of new and/or reformed institutions.

[IDFl
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Objective Activities Outputs

1. To define the a. Design and deliver a. Seminar content and

role, responsi- seminar on perform- materials.

bilities and ance evaluation
structure of system.

proposed project
performance b. Review adequacy of b. Report and recom-

evaluation unit or existing per- mendations on

institution. formance evaluation existing perform-
arrangements. ance evaluation

arrangements.

c. Develop proposal c. Report and recom-

for national per- mendations on

formance evaluation national perform-

system, including ance evaluation
organizational system.
structure.

2. To establish a. Review national and a. Report on national

policies, guide- international poli- and international

lines, and stand- cies, guidelines, evaluation policies

ards for proposed and standards for and practices.

project perform- project evaluation
ance evaluation in China.
unit.

b. Propose operational b. Manual of policies,
policies, guide- guidelines and

lines, and stand- standards.
ards for project
evaluation in
China.

3. To ensure adequate a. Develop training a. Training curriculum

staffing for the curriculum for and materials.

performance evalu- basic skills in

ation function. project evaluation
methodology.

b. Develop and deliver b. Training course and

course to train materials.
trainers in project
evaluation
methodology.

c. Design and arrange c. Study tour program
study tours to design and
familiarize senior delivery.
officials with
international
project evaluation
practices.

d. Arrange national d. Internship program.
participation in
evaluation of Bank-
financed projects
in China.
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Government Agency Responsible for Execution
Director, World Bank Department, Ministry of Finance (MOF)

Government Contribution (cash or in-kind)
RMB 250,000 ($44,000) for local overhead costs of training courses and

seminar.

Other Comments
If successful, the activities to be financed by proposed ftt. grant are

expected to lead to creation of national institution for project performance
evaluation.

Preliminary Timetable
The timetable for initial training and related consultants' activities

would be approximately:
- 1st Performance Evaluation Seminar: June/July 1993.
- Preparation of curriculum for, and delivery of, 1st Project Evaluation

Methodology Course: March-August 1993.
- 1st Project Evaluation Trainers' Course: October 1993.

Proposed Use of Grant Funds (breakdown by consultants, travel, studies, equipment)

- Study Tours: September 1993.
- Internship Program: November 1993.

See attached.

Modality of Execution (indicate modality - government agency, UN agency, NGO, international & local consultants)

The institutional development program would be implemented by external or

local consultants, under the guidance of the World Bank Department of MOf.

Statement by the Director, Country Department

Following discussions with donors, I confirm that alternative and timely
funds are not available, in particular and in the first instance, from UNDP.

Signature:

Date of Submission to the Screening Committeeo

Date of Review by the Screening Committee .

Decision by the Screening Committee 4 1A " W

Grant No. (issued by the Trust Funds Administrator

upon approval by the Screening Committee)

[IDF]
DPearcelcdd:em
02/2/93



CHINA

ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF A PROJECT

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION CAPABILITY

Estimated Costs over Two-Year Implementation Period

Unit cost/rate Total cost

Quantity ($/month) ($)

Consultants
Fees 12 m/months 12,000 144,000

Travel 9 China visits total 5,500 50,000

(2 consultants)

Subtotal 194,000

Training Courses/Seminars
Performance evalua- 3 seminars x 15 1,000 45,000

tion participants

Project evaluation 3 courses x 15 1,000 45,000

methodology participants

Project evaluation 3 courses x 15 1,000 45,000

trainers participants

Subtotal 135,000

Study Tours
To developed 1 tour x 6 4,500 27,000

country participants

To developing 1 tour x 6 3,000 18,000

country participants

Subtotal 45,000

Internships
Mission partici- 2 missions x 5 2,500 25,000

pation participants

Equipment

Computers/software 3 workstations 2,500 8,000



Unit cost/rate Total cost

Quantity ($/month) ($)

Miscellaneous
Training Facilities Usage 13,000

Translation services 10,000

Supplies and materials 
10,000

Subtotal 33,000

Total Estimated Cost 440,000

Cost Summary

Consultants' fees and travel 194,000

Training courses/seminars 148,000

Study tours 
45,000

Internships 25,000

Equipment 
8,000

Miscellaneous 20,000

Total Estimated Costs 440,000



THE WORLD BANK / IFC / MIGA

OFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE: March 12, 1993 ' 4 D.

TO: Mr. Shahid Javed Burki, Director EA2 0 ' R 7 41

FROM: Daniel Ritchie, Director, AS

EXTENSION: 81312

SUBJEc: "Retooling" - Improving the Bank's Business Processes: Meeting in China

1. As part of the effort to reexamine and simplify the Bank's
business processes, Mmes. McCollom, Sato, and I from Headquarters and
Messrs./Mmes. Ashraf, Dai, Hou, Lin, Zhang and Zong from RMC met on March
1 and 2, 1993 in Beijing with about 50 representatives of Chinese line
ministries, local governments and implementing agencies. The purpose was
to listen to the comments and suggestions of Chinese officials on the
"receiving end" of Bank's assistance on ways to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of the Bank's business processes in support of China's own
development effort. A list of participants is attached.

2. The meetings were remarkably open, honest, and constructive.
Participants had prepared carefully and were anxious to express their
views. According to later feedback, they were pleased to have the
opportunity to offer their recommendations, and fully supported the
initiatives suggested at our wrap-up meeting on March 2 (see below).

3. A number of specific suggestions were made which are summarized
in the attachment. We have also attached a summary of the views of
individual speakers, to give a flavor of the comments and their sources.

4. I thought I might give you a few impressions from these
sessions, which were corroborated by the RMC staff who also participated.
Clearly, we have a very healthy and maturing relationship in China, but
one in which the Chinese seem to be anxious to move faster and assume more
responsibility.

The Good News

5. There seems to be a strong agreement on the objectives of the
Bank's investment program. No speakers disagreed with the purposes of our
projects, even if they were sometimes described as too idealistic,
complex, and ambitious.

6. There was also a consensus on the appropriateness of the Bank's
policy objectives. Only one speaker criticized our policies (relating to
lending to state enterprises).

7. Many speakers expressed genuine appreciation for the Bank's role
in China's development. These were not the usual courtesy statements
prior to criticism (there was virtually none of such formality). There
seemed to be real respect for the Bank's professionalism, commitment and
teaching.
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8. The Chinese seem anxious to accept more responsibility for
project preparation and implementation. Lack of ownership is clearly not
an issue. The representatives expressed the views that these were their
projects and they should have more of a role in consultants' supervision
and in monitoring project progress.

9. The overall relationship seems very healthy. The suggestions
for improvement were constructive and not unexpected, often reflecting the
discussion at the CIR 4 meetings. There is a clear sense that the Bank
can usefully undergo a "reform process", just as the Chinese themselves
were undertaking. There is an appetite for improvement both in the Bank's
business processes and in their own bureaucracies and in "harmonizing" the
two more effectively.

The Bad News

10. There isn't any really bad news, given the quality of the
portfolio and the initiatives agreed during the CIR and elsewhere. Still,
I sensed some real impatience from the speakers that China was changing
faster than the Bank, and we needed to show greater recognition of the
need for speed, flexibility and the growing competence of Chinese
professionals.

11. There was a strong consensus that the Bank's preparation process
was too long and inefficient. One ministry's slogan describing the Bank's
preparation process used to be the "three two's" -- two years, twenty tons
of documents and two hundred thousand yuan. Now they say it has become
the "three three's". (There have been 13 missions for one project we

_J visited which has yet to be appraised.) Since their own feasibility study
and SPC approval process takes 2 - 3 years before Bank preparation even
begins, the overall elapsed time can be enormous.

12. Some representatives questioned whether the Bank hadn't become
too expensive, both literally and in terms of the hassles required. Since
the end users bear the full repayment costs, they mentioned the higher
interest rate (and commitment charges) than the ADB, higher interest rates
than commercial banks and, especially the foreign exchange risk, as real
deterrents to future borrowing. They also mentioned the very expensive
and extensive preparation cost, the high supervision overhead and
sometimes irritating micro-management of implementation.

13. Some implementing agencies regretted the loss of the Bank's
technical leadership. In the initial years of our relationship, the
Bank's most valued contributions were on technical alternatives and design
solutions, they said. Increasingly, task managers are younger economists
and financial analysts more interested in economic and policy matters.
The amount of technical contribution has decreased.

14. Some speakers criticized the Bank's working style. They felt
that some Bank staff failed to appreciate local competence and were even
rude or condescending to Chinese professionals. They cited several good
examples of genuine teamwork and collaboration, but also occasional lapses
in respect and communications.
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15. In the same vein, several representatives expressed concern for
the lack of staff continuity, slow response times, poor service
orientation, lack of knowledge of the Bank's own procedures, and the over-
reliance on consultants.

16. Finally, there was a common theme that China was changing
rapidly, and the Bank's own processes and procedures were slow to respond.
The lengthy preparation process of sub-projects in industry, for example,
often meant that economic circumstances had subsequently changed and
affected viability. Micro-management of implementation by the Bank in
some sectors was cited as unnecessary, time consuming and inflexible.

Next Steps

17. Several of these themes are familiar from the Wapenhans Report,
while some Wapenhans recommendations are not relevant as they are already
common practice in China. Still, there seems to be a number of actions we
might take to respond to this interesting feedback.

18. As a beginning, it might be useful to review the comments of the
Chinese representatives with Bank staff working on China to separate the
real issues from the rhetoric. In connection with the CIR 4 follow up, we
might see whether additional actions specific to the China program might
be appropriate. My sense from Task Managers is that they share a number
of these perceptions, so dealing with them would be beneficial to all
parties.

19. I mentioned two possible actions at our wrap-up meeting on
March 2 (obviously without commitment):

(a) A review of the consultancy industry in China, to assess the
size, scope, competence, independence and potential contribution
of local consultants to help prepare and implement Bank financed
projects. (This would be a companion-piece to a review of the
contracting industry about which I am writing you separately);
and

(b) An analysis of China's project preparation process, to see
whether and how the Bank's preparation requirements could be
further "harmonized." (Mr. van der Lugt and I raised this
possibility with the Vice-Minister of Finance, Mr. Chi Hai-bin,
who agreed that informal harmonization of a pool of projects
larger than the lending program might be considered.)

20. In addition, I wonder if we might not consider reinstituting
staff training in "client relations," ranging from negotiating skills to
setting service standards. As a service institution, we offer little help
to staff in managing relationships with customers.

21. Beyond China, several of the themes reinforce the need for
"retooling" certain business practices Bankwide, including project
preparation financing (the ADB grant facility was mentioned explicitly),
project preparation itself, financial reporting (the representative of the
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State Audit Administration said he had received comments on only 20 of 160
audit reports sent last year), and project implementation planning.

22. Many thanks to you, Yo Kimura, Mohammad Ashraf, Robert van der
Lugt, and the several local staff in RMC (who were very thoughtful and
insightful themselves) who enabled these meetings to take place. I
believe they were very useful, and should encourage us to have similar
seminars in other countries over the next two to three months. If similar
themes emerge, it would point the way to more experimentation and
adjustments in the Asia Regions' business processes.

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Ashraf, and RMC staff

cc: Messrs./Mmes. Kaji, Thomas, El Maaroufi, Kimura, van der Lugt,
McCollom, Sato, Bottelier

DR/ddp



Attachment

Improving the Bank's Effectiveness

Meeting to Identify Passible Improvements in World Bank
Processes and Procedures

Beijing, China, March 1-2, 1993

The following themes emerged from meetings on Monday morning, March 1,
1993, with representatives of China's line ministries, Monday afternoon, March
1, with representatives of local government and implementing agencies
(including audit and procurement agencies, provincial authorities, etc.) and a
wrap-up meeting on March 2, 1993, at which these findings were presented and
agreed. The Ministry of Finance, World Bank Department, co-chaired the three
meetings, and enforced the suggested next steps.

1) Project Preparation

• Project preparation is much too long, according to several speakers.
The Ministry of Agriculture's slogan of Bank preparation -- the
"three two's" (2 years, 20 tons of documentation and 200,000 yuan)
had become the "three three's." Given the SPC's own requirements
before projects are submitted to the Bank, the preparation can take
six or seven years. Ways were needed to harmonize these processes.

• There should be an early agreement on objectives, technical
solutions, information requirements to avoid lengthy iterations;

• Once agreed, there should not be costly last minute "add-ons" (often
resulting from the Bank's internal reviews). The Bank had to be
more consistent. Project conditions should be limited to those
required for project success, not for moving the project through the
Bank's bureaucracy.

• Drop the FAO-CP.

• Good preparation is critical to project success, but over-design is
not synonymous with good quality preparation. In some rapidly
changing sectors, excessive detail limits essential flexibility
during implementation.

• In these changing sectors (industry, technology, some agriculture),
a better assessment is needed of risks, and the potential impact of
changes in policies, prices, the reform environment, etc., and
design flexibility introduced accordingly. Static designs in an
evolving economy were not useful.

• The Bank and implementing agencies need much better project
implementation planning, including procurement planning.

• Finance preparation on a grant basis, A la ADB.
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2) Data

• Have greater "respect" for data already available. Do better data
management at HQ -- don't have different TM's asking for the same
data.

• Be realistic and clear in requesting data. Don't "fish", hoping to
catch something interesting. Don't insist on statistics if the data
doesn't exist, or the risk will be "data invention" (as one speaker
said he had done on resettlement statistics).

3) Consultants

• Have greater respect for the growing consulting profession in China
(joint ventures, design institutes, universities, private firms).

• Use more local consultants rather than assuming only international
consultants will do. Cost of "training" international consultants
is very high.

• Ensure more borrower/implementing agency involvement in preparing
TOR's for consultants and supervising them.

• Manage greater continuity of consultants hired by the Bank.
Inconsistent and conflicting recommendations by successive Bank
consultants is a problem.

4) Documentation

• Clarify the purpose of the SAR - sales document, description of
project rationale, or implementation guide.

• Strengthen implementation planning section of SAR significantly (or
produce a separate implementation volume).

• Improve clarity and simplicity of project financial reporting
requirements.

• Review project reporting requirements.

5) Project Supervision

• Supervision needs to be taken more seriously, by Bank and borrowers
alike.

• Strengthen the roles of provincial governments and the RMC
(especially for procurement and disbursements).

• Make supervision more forward looking, not just retrospective or a
current status review. Review likely impact and outputs, not just
inputs.

• Ensure consistency, continuity and accountability of Bank staff.
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• Give regular feedback on project reports, financial statements and
project studies.

• Review current audit requirements.

• Introduce reference numbering system on correspondence, especially
related to procurement.

• Revise pre-review contract, special account and SOE thresholds
consistent with the growing size and complexity of the Bank's
operations.

• Revise prequalification standards for civil works (where
responsiveness has been limited).

• No mention was made for the need to increase the amount of Bank
staff super-vision.)

• Harmonize Bank and borrower requirements on resettlement, EA's,
procurement, etc. (CIR focused on this.)

• Change procurement procedures for bulk commodities procurement
(underway).

• Improve price estimations for project components (agreed in CIR).

6) Borrower Relations

• Bank is increasingly expensive in preparation costs, implementation
overheads, interest rates, on-lending spreads, commitment fees and
foreign exchange risk; ADB said to be more competitive financially
(different commitment rate, lower interest rate, single currency
option) and less hassle.

• Need to find other ways to manage Fx risk than passing on cross-
currency risks to complementing agencies.

• Several comments related to the style of Bank staff -- sometimes
overbearing, dictatorial, condescending, and lacking in respect; not
a partnership; need more constructive working relationships.

7) Bank staff

• Many complimentary comments on professionalism, dedication,
effectiveness and efficiency of Bank staff.

• Several pleas for more continuity, especially of consultants.

• Complaints of over-reliance on consultants rather than regular
staff.

• Ruefulness over the loss of technical leadership, which was the
hallmark of earlier relations; growing number of young TM's with
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economic/financial backgrounds; less attention to technical
alternatives and designs.

• Some complaints that Bank staff were unfamiliar with Bank's own
policies and rules (especially on procurement) and too rigid in
application (especially on resettlement).

• Several examples given of very slow or no response to letters,
requests for action, sub-project approval, document clearance,
project studies, periodic reports, and especially audit reports;
poor service orientation.

• At least one borrower (the Ministry ofHealth) has started a course
for staff on "how to survive the World Bank".



Summary of Participants' Comments

I. Proiect Preparation

1.1 Ministry of Agriculture. Projects becoming more complicated.

During the last 3 years one project received 7 preparation missions, 4 of
which were FAO-CP missions. The largest mission included 12 persons. It's

difficult to receive such large groups particularly in terms of translation,

documentation and transportation requirements.

1.2 Working with FAO-CP is very difficult. There is too great a

reliance on and too little continuity in FAO-CP consultants. There is poor

coordination between FAO-CP and the Bank. Ministry would prefer to rely on
Bank staff for entire process. When Bank staff enter the preparation process

at preappraisal, it's too late to introduce any needed changes to the project.

1.3 Another problem is with both Bank and FAO reliance on consultants.

Creates inefficiency as each new consultant must be taught again about the

Chinese situation. Also, technical solutions change with each new consultant

introduced during project preparation. Example given: Red soils project.

1.4 Selection of consultants, particularly those working as Bank

mission members is not rigorous enough. There is an insufficient

understanding of the reality of China. Would be preferable to have more use

of local consultants or joint reviews by foreign and Chinese consultants.

1.5 Sense that consultants arrive at technical solutions too quickly

without adequate consultation with government. This leads to a frequent need

for changes in recommendations regarding technical solutions.

2.1 Ministry of Communications. Bank staff less technically qualified

than in past. Even the same person on various preparation missions offers

different opinions from mission to mission. Difficult to come to closure on

project issues.

2.2 Consultants often suggest such technical solutions and

specifications that leads to procurement from their country.

3.1 State Scientific and Technology Commission (SSTC). Based on

experience of SPARK project, there are implementation advantages to long

preparation periods. This project was started in 1986, but didn't become

effective until 1991, but implementation is good so far. Several changes in

Task Managers, however, was a hinderance to project preparation.

3.2 China is a huge country with greatly varying conditions. Would

suggest that attempts be made to restrict project areas. Also changing

conditions reflecting progress of reform program require greater flexibility

in project design and implementation criteria.

3.3 Bank should make better use of the Resident Mission (RMC),

particularly by delegating more approval authority regarding S-ubprojects.
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4.1 Ministry of Education. While the financial and economic analysis
contributed by the Bank is important, there is too much time spent in project
preparation.

4.2 One project started in 1988 was appraised only in 1993, too much
detailed information is requested as a routine requirement. Some information
is impossible to deliver as it is not systematically collected. In some areas
despite weak statistical base, Bank staff demand information. This leads to
delivery of imprecise or even incorrect information just to meet Bank demands.
A request was made to have Bank staff develop a greater appreciation for data
existing in implementing agencies and line ministries and to minimize requests
to build data "from the bottom-up"

4.3 Bank should have greater respect for abilities of line ministries'
research and design institutes.

4.4 Would suggest greater use of sector loans rather than customized,
specific investment loans. Better support of on-going programs could reduce
project preparation time.

5.1 SPC. Bank needs grant facility for project preparation similar to
ADB's. This would allow local implementing agency to take on more of the
project preparation activities. Currently there are three methods for project
preparation:

(a) ADB's way: funds provided to borrower to carry out
preparation activities;

(b) Cooperative preparation: Chinese take lead with Bank
assistance; or

(c) Bank takes the lead.

Want to see less of Bank taking the lead.

6.1 Ministry of Public Health. For some projects, preparation time can
be cut. For others, a heavy preparation effort will be required.

6.2 Lessons learned and experience gained from good project preparation
helps to improve the quality of the ministry's routine work. Three areas
where time could be saved:

(a) Composition of mission team - keep staff the same during
project preparation.

(b) RMC could be used to help identify, screen, support local
consultants. Need to make better use of those Chinese
experienced in Bank projects, particularly those staff in the
provinces who have management experience.

(c) Working style of Bank staff: focus should be on building
effective teams with local staff and consultants. Bad
experience when Bank staff view themselves as decision makers
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with Chinese counterparts only there to collect data for Bank
missions.

7.1 Ministry of Communications. 2-3 years of preparation for big
investment projects is to.be expected, but in the provinces there is a belief
that processes are too complicated and too time-consuming.

7.2 Domestic procedures for preparation of infrastructure projects are
too distinct from Bank procedures. Bank comes to project after several years
of domestic preparation which leads to problems. If Bank enters process after
prefeasibility study completed, the preliminary design is usually also already
done. Bank comes in and opens up scope of review again. Need to harmonize
domestic and Bank preparation processes and cycles.

7.3 Resettlement and environmental issues complicate project
preparation. Bank should request specific information in these areas as early
as possible.

8.1 Ministry of Agriculture. Differences between World Bank and ADB
are limited. With regard to Bank project objectives, however, these are found
to be too high, too idealistic and too many.

8.2 For example, a recent project had as its objectives the
reorganization of a core agency, the establishment of farmers' associations
and improved agriculture extension and husbandry. This is too much for one
project and leads to implementation problems.

9.1 Ministry of Finance. Whether consultants work as staff on missions
or are hired by Chinese for project preparation, they are: (1) hired under TOR
normally written by Bank staff; and (2) work to please Bank staff rather than
Chinese.

10.1 Ministry of Education. Terms of Reference for TA are often too
specific and not flexible enough to allow for implementation under changing
conditions. Too much detail (i.e. timing of seminars, who will be trained.)
is specified that introduces too much rigidity and doesn't enhance
implementation prospects.

11.1 Tianjin Bureau of Finance. Project preparation cycle too long,
procedures too complicated, too much data required and there is too much risk
in Bank borrowing.

11.2 Light industry project under preparation for 2-3 years, another 4
years has gone by and there's still no money. The supply of materials and
international market has changed considerably since project preparation.

II. Documentation

12.1 Ministry of Public Health. With regard to the SAR, it is not clear
who it is written for and what use is to be made of it by the Chinese. Is it
a descriptive, selling document for the project to the Board, is it a legal
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document, or is it an implementation document. Lots of data is requested for
SAR, but little is utilized in the document.

12.2 Need to harmonize requirements of Chinese feasibility study with
Bank SAR - Both documents justify project, provide basic implementation
conditions.

13.1 Resident Mission China. Conditionalities perceived as tools to
sell project to Board, not to enhance project quality.

14.1 Tianiin Bureau of Finance. Tendering for ICB takes so long that
project costs escalate, leading to a shortage of project funds.

14.2 Project conditionalities often introduced at last minute. Little
discussion of rationale with Chinese. This timing creates a "take it or leave
it" situation and does not foster meaningful debate.

15.1 Beiiing Bureau of Finance. Confusion regarding standard bidding
documents, particularly with quantities under lump-sum contracts. With regard
to qualification and tendering, want more decision-making authority delegated
to RMC. Quarterly reporting on disbursements too much.

16.1 ITC. Procurement could be accelerated if Bank staff were more
responsive. Also, decisions Bank staff reach with implementing agencies,
often not communicated to procurement agencies. Subproject reviews too slow.

17.1 State Audit Administration . Bank not clear in its financial
reporting requirements. In some loan agreements the financial data to be
audited is not specified, nor is the agency responsible for the audit.

17.2 A specific description of the financial data required should be
spelled out in the loan documents. As project is usually only small part of
agency activity would suggest restricting scope of audit. Bank rational for
entire agency audit not always clear.

17.3 Last year 160 audit reports sent to Bank. Received comments on
only 20 (and one of these actually reviewed previous year's audit!). Seems
that reports are not reviewed or utilized by Bank.

18.1 Shandong Bureau of Finance. Speed and quality of procurement has
direct impact on project performance. Need to better coordinate domestic and
Bank procedures.

18.2 Bank believes ICB guarantees best price and quality, but long-
drawn out process limits benefits.

III. Project Implementation

19.1 Ministry of Railway. Bank insistence that Ministry of Railway
ensure proper resettlement reflects basic misunderstanding of -authority of
this ministry. Responsibility for resettlement rests with local governments.
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19.2 Bank interest rate and commitment fees too high. Bank should
consider graduated commitment fee similar to ADB.

19.3 Currency pool also too complicated. ADB has single currency risk
that is easier for implementing agencies to manage.

20.1 Shandong Bureau of Finance. Organizational structure at local
level for Bank projects worry some. Temporary organizations are created for
project implementation, but what happens when disbursements are completed?
Who will assume long-term responsibility, particularly loan repayment
responsibilities? Public Finance Bureau in Shandong gearing-up to assume this
responsibility.

21.1 Ministry of Construction. Bank Staff in H.Q. review outdated
reports. Need better mechanism to gain up-to-date plan of project studies
prior to going on mission.

21.2 Bank reviews look at past and present need better focus on future.
Guidance on post-evaluation is necessary and has been requested in the past,
but Task Managers often aren't interested in this activity.

IV. Bank Staff

22.1 Ministry of Agriculture. There is lack of respect for the
sophistication of Chinese staff. Bank staff "think China is like Africa."

23.1 Ministry of Education. Report studies are routinely sent to Bank,
but no response comes back. Question whether these are even read by Bank
staff.

24.1 RMC. Quality of Task Managers reported by provincial leaders to
have declined. In early '80s staff were specialized and could converse easily
with local technical specialists. Now, Task Managers less specialized and
often don't identify during project preparation the technical issues that will
later lead to implementation difficulties.

24.1 Tianjin Bureau of Finance. Staff changes in Bank have required
some documents be sent to the Bank more than once.

25.1 General Comment From Several Ministries. Bank staff are not
responsive on a number of fronts: Procurement documents, periodic reports,
special studies, audit reports and subproject approvals. Delays in response
of several months is not unusual; several examples of complete non-responsive
were also cited.

KMcCollom:de:c:chinakate.038
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Follow-up Meeting on Wapenhans Report

(March 1 - 2, 1993)

Ministry of Finance

1. Mr. Luo Qing Director, World Bank Department
2. Mr. Chen Junshuo Deputy Director, World Bank Department
3. Mr. Zhu Xian Division Chief, Energy,transport & Industry Division
4. Mr. Pan Xiaojiang Division Chief, Technical Assistance & Training Division
5. Zhu Guangyao Deputy Division Chief, Agricultural & Rural Development

Division
6. Ms. Yang Junmei Project Officer, Agricultural & Rural Development Division
7. Mr. Shi Jin'an Project Officer

Ministry of Communications

1. Mr. Sun Guoqing Chief, Planning Department
2. Mr. Li Daming Chief, Industry Management Department
3. Mr. Liu'e Chief, Technical Coordinating Unit of World Bank Loan

Highway Project, Construction Management Department,

Ministry of Agriculture

1. Mr. Xie Guoli, Deputy Director, Office of External Economic Relations,
2. Ms. Zhang Xiaowan Project Officer, First Division, Office of External Economic

Relations

Ministry of Energy

1. Mr. Liu Jiayu Deputy Chief, International Cooperation Department

Ministry of Public Health

1. Mr. Zhou Ji'an Deputy Director, World Bank Loan Office

Ministry of Forestry

1. Mr. Qu Shuye Director, World Bank Loan Management Center

Ministry of Water Resources

1. Mr. Cui Boxun Deputy Director, Foreign Affairs Department
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State Education Commission

1. Mr. Xu Ling Assistant Director, Finane Department
2. Mr. Zong Gang Deputy Chief, Training Division, Foreign Investment

Department
3. Mr. Xun Fuqiu Project Division, Foreign Investment Office

State Science & Technology Commission

1. Mr. Sun Zhongqian Director, Office of World Bank Loan Project

State Audit Administration

1. Mr. Sun Baohou

Procurement Agencies

1. Mr. Qin Daohua Deputy Chief, China National Chemical Construction
Corporation

2. Mr. Chen Shaotang China National Machinery Import & Export Corporation
3. Mr. Sun Xun Deputy Chief, China National Instruments Import & Export

Corporation
4. Mrs. Ci Bin Deputy General Manager, International Tendering Company,

China National Technical Import & Export Corporation
5. Mr. Qin Daohua Deputy Manager, International Tendering Division, China

National Chemical Construction Corporation
6. Mr. Sun Fajun China National Instruments Import & Export Corporation

Shandong Province

15. Mr. Pang Dunzhi Chief, World Bank Loan Agricultural Project Management
Office, Finance Bureau of Shandong Province

16. Mr. Qin Fengkui Officer, World Bank Loan Agricultural Project Management
Office, Finance Bureau of Shandong Province

17. Mr. Xu Debin External Finance Division, Finance Bureau of Shandong
Province
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Others

1. Mr. Kong Yan Agricultural Bank of China
2. Mr. Zhang Jinru China Investment Bank
3. Mr. Kong Jie Agricultural Bank of China
4. Mr. Ying Liwen Deputy Chief, External Finance Division, Finance Bureau of

Tianjing Municipality
5. Mr. Dong Pinru Deputy Manager, Beijing-Tianjing-Tanggu Highway

Corporation, Beijing Branch
6. Mr. Li Yang Chief, External Finance Division, Beijing Finance Bureau
7. Mr. Zen Shouli Deputy Director, Project Management Office of Da Xingan

Mountains

RMC

1. Mr. Mohammad Ashraf Senior Operations Officer
2. Mr. Hou Dingyong Operations Officer, Social Sector
3. Mr. Dai Dongchang Operations Officer, Transport Sector
4. Ms. Zou Youlan Operations Officer, Agricultural Sector
5. Mr. Lin Xiaosen Operations Officer, Energy Sector
6. Ms. Zhang Hong Operations Officer, Procurement & Disbursement
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About the Compilation

Mandated by the State Planning Commissionthe evaluation of the project,stage I of Qinghai Alumini-

um Smelter (QAS) which has been completed is made according to "the notice of evaluating the completed

major construction projects of the state in 1990"Issured by the State Planning Commission. Based on the Ex-

post evaluation report draft prepared by Qinghai Aluminium Smelter,China International Engineering Con-

sulting Co. arranged a group of experts to go to Qinghai Aluminium Smelter for investigation and research at

Qinghai site. The experts put forward a lot of proposals to the Ex-post evaluation form 5th to 10th,March of

1990. The evaluation was examined and approved by China Non-ferrous Metals Industry Co. (CNNC) in

December, 1990, then Qinghai Aluminium Smelter submitted an official evaluation report on the completed

project,stage I of QAS. In Auguest of 1991,China International Engieering Consulting Co. examined the

report and approved it, and the comcerned examination and approval report was made by the group of ex-

perts,and then reported to the State Planning Commission in March of 1992.

The document includes the Ex-post evaluation report on stage I of Qinghai Aluminium smelter ,and the

examination and approval report on the evaluation report of stage I of QAS made by the group of experts.

China International Engineering Consulting Co.

January, 1992
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The Ex-post Evaluation Report on the Stage I of Qinghai Aluminium Smelter

Part I The Outline of the Project

1. Location

Qinghai Aluminium Smelter lies in Huangyiazhal Township,Datong County,Qinghai Province, 28km

away from Xining City,occupying 170. 27 hectares (2554. 16mu) of land with altitude of 2403m above sea

level.

2. Production Capacity

Qinghai Aluminium Smelter's construction is divided into two Stages,ie Stage I and stage I with a

total design production capacity of 200,000 tons of AL ingots annually ,in which the capacity for Stage I is

100,000 tons yearly.

3. the main production technology and equipment

In the potrooms,there are 260 pots,for which 160KA current,closed type intermediate feeding, auto-

matic break as well as prebaked anodes and 10 multiple cranes are used. The computor control, automatic a--

lumina feeding cars as well as the vertical droptype Rectifier units are adopted for production system in the

potrooms while calcine, kneading,vibrating compaction ,and baking technologies are used for anode produc-

tion system with main devices such as rotary furnaces, ballmills, pitch melters, kneader ,vibrating compactor

and anode baking furnaces.

4. the main engineering amount of the project

The project ,stage I of QAS consists of 4 parts, ie , production facilities, aux. production facilities ,com-

mon production facilities and walfare facilities, covering 127 subprojects as well as 343808ml of building

area totally.

5. investment

An investment of 712,390,000 yuan was made for stage I of QAS totally,and the corresponding ac-

count settled after the project was completed was 813,120,000 yuan,in which 100,730,000 yuan of loan

interest during construction was included,forming 779,630,000 yuan of fixed assets.

6. the units for design and construction

The overall design of stage I of QAS was made by Shenyang Aluminium & Magnesium Design and Re-

search Institute(SAMI) that undertook the design of all workshops and other engineering works at the work-

ing site mainly while the Architectural Prospecting and Resign Institute of Qinghai Province, and Lanzhou

Non-ferrous Metallurgy Design and Research Insititute took the design for living site,And Sian Non-ferrous

Metal Prospectiong Insititute was responsible for the survey and prospecting of hydrology and engineering ge-

ology. No. 8 and No. 11 construction Co. s of CNNC took the full responsibility for the construction of work-

ing site while No. 1, No. 4 and No. 7 construction Co. s of Qinghai Province for the construction of living

site.

7. About the completion and acceptance of the project

The project, Stage I of Qinghai Aluminium Smelter is one of the major projects of the state during the

seventh five-year plan. It started officially on April 5,1985. Its first 66 pots were put into operation on De-

cember 10, 1987,and aluminium was produced on December 19. The project was completed in December
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1986 and at the same time reported to CNNC that 100, 000 tons of comprehensive production capacity of

electrolytical aluminiam were formed. The preacceptance of the project was passed on May 18,1990 and the

acceptance was adopted by the state on July 31,1990.

Part I the evaluation of the earlier stage works

1. setting up the project

1. 1 For the development of Non-ferrous metals

the state formulates the policy that gives priority to the development of aluminium, encouraging the joint

development electrical power and aluminium, transfering the products with high energy consumption from

northeast and north of China to northwest and southwest with rich water conservancy resources. Depending

on the fact that the present aluminium production capacibility of country's industry can not meet the require-

ment of the development of our national economy. Aluminium needs to be imported over a long period of

time. At the beginning of 1979,it was planned to set up an aluminium Smelter in Qinghai Province by mak-

ing use of rich and cheap water conservancy resources,and by cooperating the construction of Longyangxia

water power station,in the meanwile forming a complete set with the alumina project of Shanxi Alumina

plant. On January 5,1982 it was decided to use the superior water resources of Yellow River to carry out the

joint development in northewest of China. Longyangxia Water power Station was planned to generate elec-

tricity in 1985. In such case, there would be a surplus of eletrical power in northwest and an aluminium

smelter with an output of 100,000 tons of aluminium could be set up,and then further opening-up could be

made to this area step by step.

1. 2 the process of setting up the project

At the beginning of 1979, the address of Qinghai Aluminium Smelter started to be selected, three reports

on it were put forward early or late. By the investigation,study,comparison and contrast to the contruction

plan,finally the present address was chosed after the approval of the Economy Council of the state.

"The feasible resarch report on Qinghai Aluminium Smelter"was put forward by Shenyang Aluminium

and Magnesium Design and Rearch Institute in April of 1982,and the examination meeting on it was con-

vened jointly by the former Non-Ferrous Metals Bureu of the Ministry of Metallurgy and the Planning Coun-

cil of Qinghai Province in June,1982.

"The design mission report for QAS"was submitted to the State Planning Commission by the former

Non-ferrous Metals Bureu of the Ministry of Netallurgy in June of 1982. The meeting on examination of the

preliminary design for QAS was held by the former Non-ferrous Metals Bureu of the Ministry of Metallurgy

in Datong County in July of 1983. At the meeting, the design capacity of annual Al ingots stated In the feasi-

ble research report was changed from 80,000 tons into 100,000 tons. The preliminary design was approved

by the State Planning Commission on May 3,1984.

1. 3 the evaluation of setting up the project

Aluminium is a kind of industry with high energy consumption. Electrical power is the life of alumini-

um. Therefore,there will be no aluminium without electricity. Based on the international and domestic experi-

ences,all the electrolytical alumininium smelters are set up near electrical power source,not near alumina

plants. The upper reaches of Yellow River is rich in water conservancy resources and is being opened up grad-
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ually. The water drop difference of the main river course with a length of 340km from Longyangxia to Liuji-

axia wthin Qinghai Province is 714 metres,along which,many step type water power stations can be set up.

Up till now,Longyangxia Water power Station has been built up with an installed capacity of 1280000KW,

and Lijiaxia Water power Station is under construction,and planned to put into operation in 1996, which will

open up vast vistas for the development of aluminium industry.

Since Qinghai Province is far away from the centre,there are less factories and mines. The setting up of

Qinghai Aluminium Smelter would play an important part in bringing about a great advance in the industry

of Qinghai Province,in opening up the northwest of China, in developing Qinghai and in adjusting the indus-

trial arrangement of Qinghai Province.

The work site had the features of wide and smooth ground,less cubic metres of earth ,good engineering

and hydrographic geologies, unnecessary for house-moving around,rich in water resources,needing less water

supply pipes, reliable electrical power supply and needing less electrical powerlines, convenient in traffic,

good coordination for developing the industries around, having reliable and advanced production technology

and main devices.

As stated above, the setting of Qinghai Aluminium Smelter was correct in general terms.

2. The process of decisive policy is compatible with the process of capital construchion.

During the policy decision-making to the project,the reports on each link was given by SAMI and the

project construction command post ahead of time,and reported to CNNC for examination, then reported to

the concerned ministries and councils of the state for the policy decision by CNNC. The official and written

replies to each link were given by the ministries and councils of the state. The decisive policy was identical

with the process of capital construction with all the formalies in a general way.

3. The depth of the work done in the earlier stage is satisfied with the requirement of the construction.

The engineering in the earlier stage included the address seclection of QAS,the feasible researches of the pro-

ject, and the equipment import,the compilation of planning mission report,the technical talks for equipment

import,devices distribution , the preliminary designs,geological survey of engineering as well as hydrographic

geologies. A great amount of work was done for each thing in the earlier stage,and a great deal of investiga-

tions and study were made in order to have a good grasp of the first hand materials. By which,a good founda-

tion was layed for the design of construction drawings and diagrams in the later stage. The fast speed and re-

markable beneficial results of the project were inseparable form the well-done prepartation in the earlier

stage.

4. The edsign is made according to the concerned rules and principbles of the state.

The Examination Deparement of the state thought that the design basis, standard, specification, quota

and rate were in agreement with the stipulation of the state,and the design capacity and the main construction

content were in keeping with the demands which the state approved.

The design drawings for construction abided by the preliminary design princibles that the state approved

and accorded with the concerned rules,specifications and standard of the state,and at the same time adopted

the related standard of SAMI according to the actual situation at site. The budget estimate of the project was

based on the quota and rate stipulated by the state, provinces,cities and the quota centre of CNNC.

Part I the evaluation of the project implementation
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1. The preparation for implementation of the project satisfies with the requirement of starting the pro-

ject.

1. 1 land purchasing and house moving

The land purchasing for the project was done according to the related documents which were approved

by the state and by Qinghai Province. The total land purchased was 1554. 16 mu, which took 9, 910, 000

yuan . The mean cost per mu 3880 yuan.

1. 2 About water and electrical power supplies, highways,railways, and land levelling

Before starting the project,two wells (which named well 1 and well 3) were drilled, 26km of temparory

water pipes were laid to supply water for the construction at working site; A well was drilled for the construc-

tion at the living site by laying 2km of temparory water pipes. Two branch water pipes with diametre of

350mm and 250mm respectively were connected to the main water pipes which ran to Xining City from Tal

water resources for supplying drinkingwater at living site and working site.

Tn order to provide electricity for construction temparorily,transmission lines were erected from Maoji-

azhai Tansformer Station to the switching station and then from the switching station to six temparory substa-

tions. For which,.14km of temparory powerlines were erected ; At the living site a switching station was set up

to supply power both for living and cocstruction with a total length of 3km temparory powerlines.

The living and working site of QAS lies along the Ninzhang Highway. It is unnecessary to pave another

way, therefore, only 12km of temparory highway were paved at the worksite, 4km at living site; To take it

into consideration that a lot of materials and installations would be transported to working site after starting

the project,special railways were laid,which opened to traffic in March of 1985. By which,the construction

was made much convenient and the cost for short-distance transportation was reduced.

The site levelling was finished completely in September of 1984 with 939000 cubic metres of earth re-

moved or land filled in the working area,and with 67200MI of earth filled in the living area,which laid a

very good foundation for starting the project.

1. 3 About large temparory facilities

The unified programme and layout drawings were made to the construction site while getting ready for

water, electricity supplies and way pavement. Tow concrete-mixing stations with an annual output of 6400-

I 0000MI were setup; One concrete prefabricated components facfory with 10000MI of components yearly

and two comprehensive timber processing factories with an annual pressing of 2000M3 were built up. Berides,

a reinforcing bar processing factory with a processing capacity of 4000 tons as well as a metal structure pro-

cessing factory with a yearly processing ability of 5000 tons were setup. The offices built were 8031M3,bed-

rooms were 577M3 , which laid a good foundation for the construction.

1. 4 the fulfilling of goods and materials

In order to do well in goods and materials supply befor construction,the command post establisbed the

Deparfment of Goods and Materials Supply, built and rented temparory warehouses. Before April 5, 1985,

3720 tons of steels, 311M3 of timber and 6750 tons of cement had gotten ready; According to the list for

large special eguipment handed over by SAMI,the installation supplies were arranged to site one after anoth-

er,which satisfied with the requirement of goods and materials for construction.

1. 5 the fulfilment of construction funds
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From preparing the project to the work done in the earlier stage in 1984,9830,000 yuan of investment
had been used to allocated within the state budget,it war changed from funds allocation within the budget of
the state into credit loan with the budget because of the economy system reform of the state later. From
1984,investment for the project from funds into loan was executedand in the same year,27,310,000 yuan
of loan investment was arranged to make use, which met the requirement of funds before the construction.

After 1985,CNNC arranged 534,290,000 yuan totally,mainly from foreign currency on hand,com--

mercial loan,loan for capital constrcuction from Construction Bank,special kind of loan instead of funds,

ect. In 1986, CNNC signed the agreements of joint investment with Shanghai Joint Development Co, Qinghai

Aluminium Processing Facfory as well as the Goods and Materials Supply and Marketing Co. of the Aviation

and Spaceflight Ministry respectively. By which, 178, 100,000 yuan of funds were raised. Up till then,the

budgete estimate investment for the project got ready.

2. the evaluation of tender-invitation,tender-submitting and contract execution.

2. 1 about tender-invitation,tender shbmitting and tender management.

In order to arrange the tender invitation well,a tender group consisting of construction commanders as

the leaders of the group,and the members mainly from CNNC,SAMI, commercial Bank and from the com-
struction command post of Qinghai project,was responsible for the tender invitatian of the engineerings.

According to the general construction schedule,the whole project was decided to be divided into the fol-
lowing parts for bidding in turn work site levelling,residential buildings,electrolytical production system,an-

ode production system,and common production system.

To the key production items requiring high quality with conplicate technology, the construction units
subordinated to CNNC that had good experences for elecrtolytical aluminium smelter construction with skilled
and qualified workers and a complete set of quality control and measurement means were invited for tenders;
To the items for civil facilities, notices were made in the newspaper for the public bidding within the range of
Qinghai Province.

2. 2 the evaluation of tender invitation and submitting as well as the execution of the contracts.

For the project,Stage I of QAS, 25 items of engineering tenders were invited publicly, 5 items of tenders
were discussed. By which,remarkable benefits of economy were obtained,about 20,300,000 yuan of engi-
neering cost were saved;The time limit for the project was half year shorter than the limit approved by the
state. The quality rate of all all engineerings came up to 100% ,in which, 63. 5% was better qualified; the
disputes were reduced,and the formalities for settling accounts were simplified.

347 contracts were signed for building and erection of the project. In which, 93 contracts for large engi-
neerings and 381 contracts for small engineerings. During the execution of them,generally speaking,the both

parties were able to carry out their own commitments,do what should be done according to the items stipulat-
ed in the contract and ensured the rights of both parties. Especially for the small contracts,since there were
less duties and a short time limit,the result of its execution was better and the work could be done strictly ac-

cording to the contract. As for the large engineering contracts,since the construction cycle was longer,the ex-
ecution of most contracts went beyond the year ; Besides,it was the first time to make the design for such en-
gineerings domestically with so many design modifications; except that, there were a lot of changes in the con-

cerned professional personell, therefore, there was not enough trace to the contract cxecution and some dis-
putes occurred to a few items of the contracts. As to which,accounts of some items with disputes were settled
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by budget plus visa in the later stage. An overall check up was done before the acccptance,and the disputes

occurred were handled properly.

3. the construction administration

By tender invitation and submitting,the main construction units were determined to be No. 8 Construc-

tien Co. and No. 11 Construction Co. of CNNC,responsible for the construction of work site. These two Co. s

set up their own capable administration department first of all,arranged a vice manager as its commander re-

spectively for the project at Qinghai site,then dispatched their construction teams and transported their com-

struction machineries. 7 days after obtaining the tender,No. 8 Construction Co. of CNNC moved their work-

ers and machines to Qinghai site from Jinchuan City, 400km away from working site; 30 days after obtaining

the tender,No. 11 Construction Co. arrived at Qinghai site from Liuzhou City; which was 2000km away

from the site. These two Co. s arranged their technicians to work out construction plans and tried to get a

fourable condition for speeding up the construction as soon as they set up their construction bases. They had

complete engineeting control systems respevtively,and maintained the system of"3 inspections" and examined

engineering quality each year,and carried out the construction based on the concerned construcion rules and

technical specifications. At the same time, they set up the rewards and penalties system for engineering quality

control. These years,no great engineering quality accidents had happened.

A set of complete and strict administration system was set up for safety. Each construction unit had its

owm full-time safety men and each construction group had its own half-time safety men. Their workers were

often taught in safety. As a resulf of that,death accidents had never happened to No. 8 Construction Co.

since 1984,and no heavy injuries and death accidents occurred to No. 11 Construction Co. either.

During the construction ,the two Co. s grasped the total construcrion time limit firmly,paid special atten-

tion to the controlable engineering,adopted new technolegy and new ways for construction,quicken the engi-

neering speed. By which,the project was half year earlier put into operation than the time schedued by the

state.

4. the administration of the project construction

The construction command post for Stage I of QAS was the agency dispatched by CNNC and the con-

struction unit of QAS. On one hand,it took the full responsibility for the construction of the project,and for

the production preparation of QAS,that meant that it coordinated the relation of each party in construction

on behalf of CNNC;on the other hand,it had economical contract relations with each construction unit,and

played an important part in guarantee and supervision of constructian according to the items stipulated in the

contracts.

During the contruction,the command post held the whole time limit closely and distinguished the work

which should be done in order of importance and urgency, caught hold of the focal points as well as the com-

mon and auxiliary engineerings matched with it, recommended the spirit of "joint administration and joint

construction" accorcling to the programmed overall construction plans.

By whicha complete set of effective management was formed by SAMI,construction Co. s, QAS,Con-

struction Bank and command post in full cooperation unity.

During the construction,spot was combined line and surface while twig was combined with lump,all the

tasks were fulfilled down to each worker,and the responsibility was taken to each work ,and a lot of problems

were solved in time at site,which brought about so much convience to the construction and sped up the con-
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striction of the project.

5. the evaluation of envirement protection

There are 46 envirement facilities for the project,and investment for them is about 66, 000,000 yuan,

making up 9. 26% of the total investment, which, satisfies with the requirement of the designed specifica-

tions.

The east and west scrubbing systems for potrooms were put into operation respectively on April 10,

1989 and on Feburary 19,1988. The scrubbing units for anode baking were put into operation on November

2,1987. The whole scrubbing system worked properly and easily. The dry scrubbing technique was used for

potrooms and anode baking,that meant a lot of harmful smoke appeared In production was enriched by fresh

alumina. After filtering,the enrich rate to hydrogen fluoride come up to 98. 5%. The smoke after filtering

went into air and fluoride bearing alumina was retrieved and transported to electrolytical pots for melting.

The smoke after solidification reaction contained only 10 mg/Nm1 of dust, 3 mg/Nm3 of pitch and 10 mg/

Nm 3 of fluoride. It was proved by practics that the scrubbing result was good and the dust and harmful gas

content discharged into air lower than the discharge standard stipulated by the state.

Most of the ventilation and dust removing system worked normally after put into operation,and just a

few worked without ideal result. As to which, modifications had to be made. The content of discharged car-

bondioxide,nydrogendioxide as well as carbonmonoxide was less than 1/10 of the allowed value of envire-

ment protection.

The water for production was circulated by close circuit and waste water was not drained to ouside. The

waste water from office buildings and from livingsite was treated by the sewage treatment station of QAS and

the test result came up to the drainage standatd stipulated by the state. 48,000 tons of residues were drained

each year for stage I of QAS ; in which,the harmfulless coalcinder and garbage accounted to 70% ,and harm-

ful waste residues from the overhaul of pots containing aluminium carbide and fluoride. Fluoride, methane

and acetylene,etc. could be separated out of the residues after they were immersed in the water. Then,they

were transported to a residue site with a capacity of 46000ml,3km away from the working site. By which,

the pollution was controlled.

In aluminium melting,a lot of poinsonous smoke and gas were harmful to men,animals and crops. If ef-

fective steps were not taken,the bad results would be resulted in. Therefore,a great amount of money was

spent for the proper measures to waste water, harmful gas and residue, and pollution was controlled, which

met the requirement of envirenent protection standard stipulated by the state. However , further attentions

should be paid to the envirement protection while full use of the existing facilities for protection of envire-

ment should be made.

6. About the operation and production

The project,stage I of QAS was the first large electrolytical aluminium smelter designed by SAMI itself.

The most of the installations were China made,and only some special equipments were imported. As to

lack of experience,there were some deficiencies in design and device manufacturing. Beside that,there was a

lot of AL ingots were produced in the first year of test run,in which,AL ingot of Grade I and beyond Grade

I making up 50. 13%;34000tons of AL ingots were produced in 1989 with 63. 8% of Grade I and beyond

Grade 1; 44000 tons in 1990 with Grade I and beyond Grade I up to 96. 4%. According to the data listed

above,it was shown that AL production was getting better and better one year after another not only in AL
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quality,but also in quantity. By strengthening the enterprise management and training to the workers,all the

technical and economical targets rised step by step, From 1988 to 1990,most of these targets had come near

the designed ones.

The time to come to the designed capacity of AL production will be in 1992,which was arranged de-

pending on the ideal situation. By the end of 1990, 98000tons of AL ingots had been produced totally and

76500 tons were sold,the sale rate was 78 % ;the main reason why AL sale was influenced was that the mar-

ket slumped. In recent years, AL output was not ideal; specially in 1990, the planned output was 65000

tons,but the actual yield was 44000 tons only. The reasons for that were as follous:

a. raw materials

There were no stable supply channels for the main raw materials which needed for stage I of Qinghai A-

luminium Smelter. For instance, the normal production was menanced by coal,coke and alumina,espeially a-

lumina. The distributed quantity of alumina in 1990 could not satisty with the production requirement,which

almost made a great number of pots stopped. Since there was a shortage of alumina in longer timemore pots

were unable to put into operation quickly,technical conditions could not be met with and the output could not

be raisedand the economical benefit was affected.

b. electrical power

During water-storage of Longyangxia Reservoir in 1988 and 1989,each province supported it,and elec-

trical power lacked in common all over the country,so was in Qinghai Aluminium Smelter. Because of elec-

tricity limit,33 pots were switched off totally,which brought about great losses to AL production; the electri-

cal power supply in 1990 was not enough either.

c. funds

Since the market slumped,it was difficult to sell AL ingots. More than 7000 tons of ingots were kept

long in stock in the first half year of 1990,taking up over 70,000,000 yuan of funds,together with fuels,

materials, the loan for circulating fund came up to 220, 000, 000 yuan. The chain reacition of short fund

caused the production benefit dropped.

d. design and installations

Multicranes are the main devices for the production system of potrooms. Since they were designed do-

mestically first time; besides, the grasp to them was not so skilled, they could not work in multifunctions. And

alumina conveying system could not work properly; the life expectancy of electrolytical pots were still unable

to reach the designed one.

7. the evaluation of execution to construction investment

7. 1. the execution of the total investment of budget estimate

The total budget estimate approved by the state in 1984 for the proiect,stage I of QAS was 498,630,

000 yuan plus 74,000,000 yuan of expenses allocated by CNNC for temporary base,the budget estimate in-

vestment came up to 512,630,000 yuan. with the reform of economy system,the price for some raw materi-

als and some products as well as the rate of manpower cost,the rate of construction management fees and in-

dependence expenses were adjusted by a big margin by the state and localities. Therefore,the original budget

estimate became different from the actuals. Based on the concerned stipulations of the state,the adjusted bud-

get estimate approved by the state was 712,390,000 yuan.

7. 2. the analysis to they adjustment factor of the investment
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The preliminary planned budget estimate approved was 512, 630, 000 yuan, then It was adjusted to

712, 390,000 yuan. The final account after the projest was completed was 813,120,000 yuan (including

100, 730, 000 yuan of loan interest during capital construction). The amount of adjusted budget estimate and

the final amount after the completion of the project were increased netly by 39% and 59% respectively by

comparison with the amount of the preliminary planned budget estimate. Looking on the surface,the net in-

creased amount was much higher, but it was reasonable if looking beneath the sarface.

The reasons why the net increase of the capital construction investment occurred was analyzed as fol-

I ows:

a. 30,910, 000 yuan of investment were increased because of price adjustment according to the policy

document ,which took 15. 47% of the total increase amount.

b. 113,630, 000 yuan of investment was increased because of the price adjustment of materials and in-

stallations,making up 56. 88% of the total addition.

c. 23,150,000 yuan of investment was increased because the exchange rate between the foreign curren-

cy and RMB used to buy the special import installations rised,which accounted to 11. 59% of the total addi-

tion.

d. 32, 070, 000 yuan of investment was added because of other costs and design modification, which

took up 16. 05% of the total addition.

Based on the analysis above,more than 95% of the total additional account of investment was caused

by the objective reasons. Therefore,the addition of investment was reasonable.

7. 3 less investment spent for construction and for aluminium per ton

The investment proportion for each specific field accorded with the stipulation which the state stipulated

for setting up electrolytical aluminium smelter.

The main reason why less investrment spent was that the technique and experiences from other alumini-

urn smelter were sucked up in design,and the main installations and materials were bought domestically and

only a small amount of special equipment and techmology were imported. By which, a lot of foreign currency

was saved. The project planned by the state was executed strictly by bidding and the responsibility of the

"five guarantees". Because the project was strongly supported by the local governments,and full preparations

in the earlier stage were made,the construction cycle was short; a great number of costs for temporary engi-

neering facilities were saved because the permenant building were used for engineering construction.

Part IV the Evaluation of the Economical Benefits

1. the evaluation of national economy

The evaluation of national economy is to survey the benefit and cost of a project from the point of over-

all view of the state,to calculate and analyze the net benefit which the project brings about to national econo-

my by means of shadow price,shadow exchange and social discount rate,and to evaluate the project rational-

ization in economy.

1. 1 the direct benefits

Aluminium produced in China has not met the social requirement and needs to be imported over a long
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period of time. stage I of QAS after completion would play an important part in relaxing the tense situation of

aluminium in China,and lay a good foundation for aluminium selfsupporting.

The designed members for stage I of QAS were 4000 persons. The building area of the living site was

128605M , in which, the residential buildings were 88739M2 , the buildings for culture and hygiene were

23549M1,and buildings for administration and services were 1667m'. For which,63, 160, 000 yuan were

put in,accounting to 7. 77% of the total investment.

1. 2 the indirect benefits

The construction of QAS would produce an important impact on the economy development of Qinghai

and the outlying districts. Qinghai Province used to be an area where there was no bausite. QAS after com-

pelation could satisty with the requirement of the raw material supply for industry such as aluminium pro-

cessing,aluminium power lines, cables; and at the same time,it would give an impetus to the development of

other industries and play an important part in promoting the local industries.

1. 3 the evaluation of national economy

According to"the national economy evaluation specifications "issued by the State planning Commission

and the Ministry of Construction in 1990, the basic data were adjusted based on the stipulated calculation

rules. The evaluation result to the main indexes of the national economy was as follows:

a. the net current value of national economy:159,558,000 yuan

b. the internal gains rate of national economy (total investment) :14. 62%

c. the net benefit rate of national economy investment: 15. 28%

The internal gains rate of national economy was 14. 62% ,which was higher than the stipualted social

discount rate (12 %). The net current value of economy was more than zero,and the net benefit rate of in-

vestment was 15. 28%. The beneficial result was better.

2. the evaluation of financial affairs

If the designed production capacity could be achieved in 1992 and the loan could be paid in 12 years,the

economical life would end in 2012. It was estimated that the net profits would be attained for ten years.

By determining the basic data,the evaluation indexes to finacial affairs were achieved as follows:

the internal gains rate of enterprise: 16. 49%

the profit rate of investment; 17. 25%

the profit tax rate of investment: 26. 79%

B. E. P. : 33%

It was shown from the above data that the internal gains rate of enterprises(16. 49%) was higher than

the basic gains rate of the trade (13%). By B. E. P (33%) it was shown that the anti-risk ability of QAS

was better.

98000 tons of AL ingots were produced totally by the end of 1990 by test run with 76,500,000 yuan

of profit. 42,210,000 yuan of taxation was turned over to the state,and 59,950,000 yuan of loan were

paid.

If the actual production capacity achieved the designed till 1994,not till 1992,the internal gains rate of

national economy (14. 62%) would be still higher than the stipulated social discount rate (12%),the inter-

nal gains rate of enterprise(15,54%) would be higher than the basic gains rate of the trade (13%), which

proved that the construction of stage I of QAS was comparatively successfull,and the beneficial result was
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good.

Part V Problems and Suggestions

After the project was put into operation,the designed production capacity should be achieved in 1990 ac-

cording to the plan. Howeveronly 45000 tons of AL ingots were produced in the same year,even it did not

come up in 1991. There were many reasons for that, some were that the market was slumpy and aluminium

ingots were overstocked, which caused more pots unable to be switched on,and some others were that the

quality of a few devices was poor,the supplies of electrical power and raw materials were not enough as well

as the poor qualily of the workers. In order to make stage I of QAS into full play,it is suggested that.

1. Ensuring the supply of electrical power

Originally the State Planning Commission approved that"electrical power for stage I of QAS would be

supplied by Longgangxia Water Power Statien".

Therefore,one incoming line would come to the Substation of QAS direcfly from Longgangxia Power

Station; and the other line would come from Xining Substation as standby according to the original design. At

present , both of these two incoming lines come from Northwest Power Supply Networks. Since the power sup-

ply for stage I of QAS was changed from direct supply into the netsupply, besides, elechical power all over the

country was short in common at the end of 1988 and at the beginning of 1989,the elechical power for QAS

was limited as well, which made 33 pots switched off totally in the same year. As long as the pots were

switched off,it would cause enormous losses when the pots were switched on again. Since 1990, electrical

power supply became better.

2. alumina supply

If the designed capacity of aluminium production was to be achieved, 200,000 tons of alumina should

be needed. According to the document approved by the State Planning Commission, alumina should be sup-

plied by Shanxi Alumina Plant which was in correspondance with QAS under construction,but the plant only

supplied 40% of the total amount which QAS required because of shout alumina and its high price,which al-

most made a lof of pots switced off.

3. the management problems existed in QAS

Since there were not enough technicians and skilled workers for production ,and there were some devices

which had defects,some targets could not be obttained after being put into operation. For instance,the de-

signed life expectancy of each pot was 1200 days,the current efficiency was 87. 5% ,the overhaul period for

each poy was 48 days,and annual output of aluminium ingot each pot was 414. 547 tons. However ,the actu-

al average life expectancy of each pot was only 620 days, current efficiency was only 86% which was 1.

5% lower than the designed value,the overhaul period of each pot was 54 days which were six days more

than the designed according to the statistics of the first half year of 1991. Because of that,the actual average

output of each pot was only 380 tons yearly which was 34. 457 tons less than the designed.

For the reason of this,a lof of efforts had to be concentraded to raising operators'technic al levels,and to

strengthening the enterprise management. And at the same time,technical modifications should be made in or-

der to make the life expectancy of pots up to the designed requirement as soon as possible.
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4. about the further processing of AL ingots

At present,each piece of aluminium ingot QAS made weignts 16 kg,sold to aluminium processing facto-

ries. Before rolled in the factories, aluminium ingots should be remelted and casted into certain forms. If the

melted aluminium can be casted into the forms and rolled into all kinds of materials direcfly in QAS, the

remelting process can be cancelled. By which, not only related devices and labour powers can be saved, and

the freight can be reduced, but also the energy consumption will be decreased, and remarkable economical

benefits will be obttained especially, which should be taken into consideration by SAMI.

5. There should be a reasonable design cycle.

The design is done according to the processure of ground first,then underground while the construction

is just vice versa. Generally,the drawings for comprehensive pipingnet are made at last and pipes should be

laid first in construcfion. Therefore,there should be enough time for design. As to lack of time for the design

cycle of stage I of QAS,the drawings for the conprehensive piping net were made one year later than for the

other engineering works. In order to hold time limit for engineering,the works on the ground had to be done

first,then laid pipes under the ground when the drawings for them were ready. At that time,the engineering

works both on and under the ground were done simutaneously. In such case,the working site was in disorder,

and ditches were dug everywhere, roads were blocked, which made the construction very difficult. Since the

roads started to be paved as soon as the piping was laid before the backfill for piping ditches sank naturally or

proper steps were not taken to it, many places of the roads became cranked and sunk, which had to be done

over again,and for which,a lot of materials and manpowers were wasted.

The evaluation metioned above was discussed once together by the gentlemen from the construction

command post of QAS,Shenyang AL and Mg Research and Design Institute(SAMI),all the Construction u-

nits and construction Bank. Please be kind enough to give valuable comments from leading bodies at higher

levels and experts to what unproperly worded.
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The Examining Opinions on the Ex-post Evaluation Report(EER)on QAS

(state I ) by China International Engineering Conulting Corporation (CIECC)

Expert Group.
Mandated by the State Planning Commission (SPC),CIECC carried out the examination in EER on the

QAS(Stage I ) worked out by QAS Constructron Command Post. In March,1991,an expert group was or-

ganized to make on -the-spot investigation and research. They draw the conclusion that the EER about the

QAS was drawn out on the bases of carefully summdeup experiences and analysed problems. The report was

basically in conformity with the actual situation of the QAS. The main points of the Examination Opinions

are as follows:

1. The project was decided to set up at the beginning of 1980s. It is a large scale electrolytical aluminium

smelter, built synchronouly with Shanxi Alumina Factory, Longyangxia Power Station as a complete set. Its

construction was in conformity with the strategic policy of joint developncent of aluminium and electricity.

Its production practice proves that the finished project's production not only provides the country with one

hundred thousand tons of alumininum ingotshelping to alleviate the tense situation of alumininum supplies,

but also, to some extent, plays an active part in developing Qinghai area economy, changing the industrial

layout of our country. Therefore,the identification of this project is correct.

2. The design of the project's technological process is comparably rational. The electrolytical technology

uses 16 OKA to feed in the raw material in the mid - position ,260 pre - roasted anode electrolyzers, ten over-

head carrying cranes with multiple functions. The project also uses computer control,automatic alumina feed-

ing pushcars and rectifier groups of vertical falling type. Carbon production system mainly uses roasting tech-

nology and calcining ,mixing and kneeding,vibrating for modeling. To view the situation as a whole,the peo-

ple engaged in this project have raised the design level and used the investment sparingly.

3. Qinghai Province Government and China National Nonferrous Metals Corporation attached high im-

portance and gave full support to the construction of QAS project,so the project construction was well orga-

nized and put into effect, besides, it is one of the projects taking the full responsbility for the fixed invest-

ment,guaranteeing five aspects,ie time limit for the project,quality, investment,amount of materials needed,

and completed productive capacity. The time limit for the project and the investment have been effectively

controlled and the project quality assured. Thus success was achieved when conducting test run by feeding in

raw material only once , moreover,experience was allumulated for further construction of project of nonfer-

rous metal industry.

4. The investment for the unit capacity of the project was comparatively lower. The investment of alu-

minium perton was 14% lower than that of Baiyin ,Qingtongxia Smelters'extension projects built during the

seventh-five plans'period. Provided the production output of QAS reaches 33% of the designed capacity,

the capital invested will be surely recouped. The evaluations from the projects national economy,social bene-

fit and finacial affairs get better result.

5. Problems and suggestions

After the project,Stage One of QAS went into operation,it should reach the designed capacity in 1990

according to the stipulations. In fact,the production output of the year was forfy-five thousand tons of AL

ingots.
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In 1991,the output was not obttained,either. There were mamy reasons for this; ie, aluminium ingots

were overstocked because of the slumpy market, besides, because of some devices with poor quality ,short sup-

ply of electricity and raw materials as well as the weakpoints in enterprise management and poor quality of

the workers and stuff member in culture and technology,which made it impossible to put all the pots into op-

eration. For the reason of that,it is suggested as follows:

1. Ensuring the electricity supply. Originally it was approved by the state that"electricity for stage I of

QAS would be supplied by Longyangxia Water Power Sfation". At present,it is supplied by the Northwest

Power Networks, which can not ensure the electricity QAS requires for AL Production. Now, the electricity

supplied by the network still can not satisfy with the requirement for AL Production. For the reason of that,

kindly ask the Electrical Power Administration Bureu of Northwest of China to supply electricity for QAS ac-

cording to the concerned stipulations made by SPC in order to ensure the power supply.

2. The alumina QAS requires is not enough. Kindly ask CNNC to make an unified plan for alumina sup-

ply by Shanxi Alumina Factory according to the programmed plan in order to ensure the normal AL produc-

tion.

3. Because of the management problems of QAS, the technical and economical targets of some devices

have not achieved the designed ones. Therefore,the benefit of enterprise must be improved by strengthening

enterprise management further,and market ideology,paying special attention to the circulation links,promot-

ing the sale of AL ingots actively , training the workers and stuff members at their jobs and raising the quality

of them continuosly.

4. The further attention should be paid to the envirement protection in order to make full use of the ex-

isting control facilities.

5. About the aluminium processing. At present , the weight of each AL ingot is 16kg. It should be remelt-

ed and casted into concerned forms before rolled. If melted aluminium can be casted into the forms directly in

QAS, not only the related devices and manpowers will be saved, but also the energy consumption will be re-

duced especially with remarkable economy benefit.

The expert group of PEER

China International Engineering Consulting Co.

January 9,1992
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c ipa nt 1 Ii fording tW f ur i le hfter i ts commi siu thp main reala is fhi,
geoulogi al Iondi ions cha'n g d re a t .Al thugh i' f I 844p ,cit ()of :! I 1 f4 1 a4 Ir

pa Ir r 1 ' 44m ing q 1 t p ' i Q e hni4al pol in in al O Shortai g rgIO

he life 0pan of- a 3MN tn( ' eol ier al ow s not lW er an gu 4er ) 1p, it

a1Junf ,orahte r or fellt !ad bailanoe pro1duc tion.Al',ording toi thle ge l i l
feature', of Bandian and its > apacitly of WMtons ar, the calculated period

of full and hanl 1aurt p Toruin to m igho h Maral ! m;l,. aintalinelod Ngg r, ther

after". the 1,roduc ti1on swon dectrea , Itn i.5 tmn p r.The reanon isn that the
r'emer ( f Raw W mi fi I d I i [S 4 of 4Wo p 'rt Iand the thin s;o4 i r4 a I

fover d t Ih 4ickI- N:I a r(4su 1 .t i4n a r Iy ti me th !o4 thinll s 4ams Call ' he mined

a4 n ti4h t1e h1 UK, bup inu Intel, thle 11hi! se 444cam wa!d 1' o' ;t! 4 4 I4d I 1

hft 4 o u 1 [t 44 d on4 w var n %. I f t he Nilp i I 4 m l t ed at 2. 4 ns ear,
4he bala4 e 44 p ru t ion pfriod m ight ( h 4e prolon[ d t i ar 1 s.from the vim,

point (i of l long te m o nowmica- l be'nefit i is fair l uitable to et t hlle
i aci l, f '44 di c 4 l41 I r f, a .on") ar. '

C . a i aI " a L i On on " I d S I nii

TO X(1 of K&din m ! er cWI 1 rW Pdaot b obouFool ViA, Deign
an 444'Is it t . h preliminar desig 4 44i11itted 4in De [444 tt



its capaci ty was selected at 3Mtons year, if e !pan was 73.6 years. (on the
basis of co-mining the thin and thickMwo verticat shafts and two levels
were adlopted to develop the whole take, the fNirs level was selected at -43(im,

5 mining districts including 15 working far' w're arranged, the total

diivagets aounted 0o Ia.surface buiing we re- 2202m M the systems of

ho i s i i ng, hautage % ent i lti 1 on, omp rCs ai r, pumi g wou ld he equi pod wit h
domes tic plants,. the producti Vity was 2tons nuishift, the total capi tat fund

wal 157i2i mi!ion yn.n(M.B).IN 1980 and in tile preiliminary drvign was

reiei for two tlime ai hag sqi igifiran I. The main iidexes of final

"ignwer prodfured as fo!imdag'i~:

bife span 8 ISears;

Three districts inc hling I faces eqguipp ! witI fulIy inII aliiz'd mtathlfiieriols;

Hi stint. mining and Safe Moni toring s st' o b lbe in ll ; M led w ih impor ted ptait

DIivages reduced to 57790m;

urface bui Idings inocreased to 249454m1;

Prod cin v ity rai sed t o J tons mianshi ift

Total i opi tal fol 491.753 i li on yuan

[i ri ng evatuating on the des gn, t was athi' i Wiravsl b tint a ompar e vrly

identi i i ta poi nt has bie n I reached is fo llii n':
"The a jor tech i-a I proci p tes adopted in th W ig are r rec t, tI

Iuns ide rat I ions against the geotogicat and gpotechnic at data are fai rl
a e fi l , especially r i ig the ci st ruct ion, ilu design ra t imely ti s orb

Itoth do st' " iI and f e i gn di vaniced Ei te liiI Ill:, I ofi e i ienc s ho lid u pt I te

o e at ion prIof' e S se a to, equ Ptien ts ,ra i s e ', chii ot;-, d d e ta P to a ii ty IF

r onc en t I a ion mining ts it dois ror res p(lil til I r eq uie m n t I Ite toim s and

theteciiCat p rogres ,bhU t in the other hand, tie design haS oe apparenlt

d r ahacks mai l re:

ORThe caparito of Suiface) coat handling sos temn does 'ti malth wi I tat of
nderground, tHie R.O.M can't flow smooth t o its d stilatiomb;ni e it

impairs the i potential devoloplient of other stems.

CIThI major duipwnt s letel aI r shit of ft ex i )i t i I y, fo r x r tie

s t ation o f power Supplj 1 i ins tat le w it two a0 M!'A t ras; for rs,

it ini t iaial ( yea th 1 e output i ' It hio h till ii rt rici ty o ! i!

ritainll mucih lower thain i t rating apa i y-on y ,01 i MVA .so it would

lo5 qnit a lot of ee ti icity fee, abou several hu Ned thoutandi yuan

pe'r yew.id eii Co the foal- Il: N t h i i has also ap paroelt

drwb ck ad would pay 491 thouanids yua, more than that of normwal.

1h liorth main hail Wa yt is a rr angd in a wt ak ilt ti r att lund i N ical

am mt hilin fte inInl W hod ado !- a 1:1h in te r' It

with o pil lar and no s p i W ! nsider tion on thi roa si ti I.

iln tHie w r i g faa! rda c d over thn hau ag way qui to I length woul

he t col apt edl and f !a , n qn m1any' di fficul ! ti :, andl o s then !!w oper t



fell il to ass ive pov i ion.
ih d t r a ing if gen r a I I ayout of sito nquare is pr ucired IatIer than'

lite n ed, so a Ia I ollfunt of ( i piping and I Or liniks S ould be I =n tr ted

Sr a ted anil an In tIh o on n I rcl ing s ir I i sonbq t d as r e I W the

In rI I I t i on fund - .

2.3 Evaul ua ion on the exp I or at i on

The xpi lora i o report i h major basis bi th for the tl dane t and thel

de:ign of a projeut.

The pr( ious g oeo ogiciia iir po t of Bad ian minlr f l wan parpared mn loI itted

by the formetr 2nd Exploration Team of East C , in Coal Mine ConstoI t ion

Corporat ion. The eval at in has made two tompara xi on againt the piecioun

expl 1rti)1 r por t:

0 % c omparat on again t the state-rP Ieased explorat ion speifiratIn i;

GA cimpxaraion againn! the artual findings d yi rion tt ii ion md operatio.

Ti e t s that the eoptoratinn report do: basically oxrrespwin to

actual I ondi ion, furthmore, in s om aspectsit rqu ill o i rt' if

the exploration speiification of its kiO!, b t n n so the pr ciOii rport is

hardly o satisf thle re q irem otIs of mining liopration. thi main reitons ar':

OThe contents and acu-nracy of prei usii explor aion report s ipiiate in

pr.init spei fication han een far behimin ti pi l need of !y 0t AM

oncentrating iining sysim, for example, the prepiC ou Kxploration P ti

dontify al the fa!t:. larger th an 3 m i n 1in ii a m H Mining distrin it .

suth rquirement is fl filled very wetlbut b a of aoipting fully

w a m ! in n t t i stipultii n hi been 1 o ou tdate ¶d tha t il

in longer mt ets t he r ii remets of up-to A no PO W e n n rating miig "I'

fri m o e ! ,I Ii n ffault displa[ ing - : I ixa ault, i ning

tio iubl o !in fully me hanized fare, let ran fa ii t d isp inj > d n t i

p Imi' fll i s h t i m is n for ai , so the pr i ati o

m w h r vi ed I l an c ring .

xploratin program , a rriid oIt mo 1  by d i iy and sh rt of

M UAn in Vrp I Inhs 1t sol ly.Bu t o actual operatmilo on ol 11 minor 1 !ructur:
1IT.1 i: 1' 1) i ,1 I~ I Pnt xI i ii a t 11x I. [,,% f.1 t i oxl ox t x a II I Iir! 11 ;1! r r

I alo a In if i t a contIin a D fa .r vTh er " K r v, i I i

a u it able m i t rengthel exp a i t b q I pp n Md r

3 1 1rie bourd



The course of the impleient of Baudian project might he briefly devided into

four phases as fo I lowin gq:

S it e p)rep ar at i on, i - I nc i ng fo a cces:e n i one pl a i n"( r oadi power supp t y

ommn icat in and wate r are a lI arcces si b ,and a p ain site), th o p p o t I ni 3

arn! freezing fari li ties for ground I eatmet alto gether 22 months (Per

197 5 O t 1977).

,h aft rikingj,33 months (Pct 1977~Ju li .

I h pulage way d i lopmen 55 moiths (Ali 1980-- ept 198 .

P ane v iv a g e , i t all a I an ! and omm i ss o 1 m iont Ih ( DIt 198! 0 o 1 195,

wi t I some i t emqs ove I app ed).

The actuan tota t rons truct lion period of the p:j t ( exclud ing r i e preparation)

vas 111..i m2; lont , 26.2 man ilt : ahe ad of the p a11 enI esl I e " 21 maonth on

the ba sis of m iiI sry' retleased norIII).

3.2 Ma ii act tua I performance

The miain et onomical and teInical perf om n whived tbefore commi s in are

lNistd below:

ites units design atual

Capital fund nillion yun 494.753 112.5297 3.3K

D rivages 57790 0 16 87.33

Surface building m: 249454 244515 us.

Installation Piere 11411 1591 95.0

plping Em - 103.61 9.U I 0 .9 ;

Poear ru pply I ine

(greater than (KV) m 23.27 21.27 -101

Rai lnay Km 5. 25 i. 2. 10

Road Kul 15. 'I5. 9 10

Filled materials M; 44730 4320 96.07

3.3 Evaluat ion on Lthe i mp It eentLa L i oni

According to tha design and the stae guidel ine of const rat inw a e fu !!y

revi nod and evia! iated all the phases one by oner he sumriarmr coennnt is that

aitl the phases f si e prep aration t0 cOMm on are implement di b tter,

e ciatly on the follaowin aspert:

1h orga1nzat ion of the constructing wa 5  8 powerful, iI are rrfleied

1n "h a Th & cv I ap a f urI I a I I 1  V 0 nt h t I H e n tr t A F i hI 1b Ng

Irried wit wnmnialyil woarI> wer advrr w1 influienid by fin;:The project

Ii t a emn t adnpi td t ,he I r nd Ii t ii ng offi er a i rec t ire

a t "f ont linae" a '' t I he p ratbl ems ln Itred iii :i~in n r io I been



solved timely;At I kinds of work were carried out on the basis of reasonable

scheduON by using critical path network systemlso the progresses were

controlled bet tr;The site preparation was rulalively sufficient. especial ly

oi the technica! at eornat ives of IIe const Iu Iion which Ih ad been deepIy

studied prior to slift ain ling.
* The te hnique> vmpl !y ed ifi oist ru t ion w ere fai I ly l : ui tabl . 1and onitainingj

th i ll a llvium and I o n a t in s Suit us h rae 1I1s afnt p it in to liit
I I i I I a l (I x' otil) Irt! cms if t I a wit t 11* hi lii H I 12 r t a ' I 21l,0 1 o OI I , I,2 si .I i la 'I

omi it ions had YI: s ft t m P sployed th pru I groting a Id r1o I Ing

22 s s tels, fu y I m h n 11 I i o era I ions, pou r in 2 1 'ilg I on r t iin wi ith ft l iI

pressured slippinj fatltsework etc. This hall inific all I 2ilotang tho

I ons t rut t i oil I e li i 1ue of I ar ge s fi f I I li to na n ;" t o l ve
ful fi Ied Si khing u rat ion in a dritmp11 fini sh e a11f51 dr" > s it h rated

the atP I abo f I o h I I eav psit i ca I work s. TI I i Ima e i ion awd uppei b ase

rock of tle hafs ")ere all t eated spei a w ih t ater pro grnoted,

the former frozen.i T s l st ured the quality ail o nt : n It of :ha f 2 wall, t

whi ci are ito rial inie red the weakest, m I l wate t I lakag q a th 11ough

ite wall is onily i a hI, far hel I the requirmen t ( 9 t l l >T e i n s e

area is up to 115 , the st rut lure of skip loading poIket is very c:oile.t

bt y I eipl 1y1 p i ot t ep 1 11s supp o rt sy s te ill, 2t1 o)trua 11 i to ope ratI wit

simlplified, the progress spieoded up, the safrly secorvdand the quiality

improved.The piI hotom si was onsIr" b drillinU upward and

enllargingy downw~vard, then tining withl slipping i fait o E t i a firt ly

S1itr d 11ced inI Y a n i nj AreIa,a n d the I f i t p d i I it ' 1 I 1 m1 o f h at

I The hnt n i r i t s s uc e I c s Il I 111 Iteed f or I I fi rst t illm

I rOm jlm tI o I6m, ai wll it ll eakthrough ti it 1 original tihory.Al th eas new)

tIch ig9ues and opel ations would create si f(iI an t;f fect not i o l y upon

the onr1 i o 1 n 1 q &f Ya ihot Mint Al a, it al t uipol t shlfl : I t itk Ing
t echnique of th ti Vhol ei' nuntry.

The quality of on truition-t was excellet . tIh qualifira2ititonl rate owiaS til

to 10110%(, the c omposite e ettent. gradie ittt12> 5 t' I9.4 % itt whi t tie

drv g~a c ie tural and inslatala ion wore =2 % , 72.5 , and 7 5. 'f

respect ively.Besidps, i' x items were praised a excel nit grade of linistri

OThc stanard of commision was hig hsixteen tystems had been I comp te CId

11 e fo 2 I ~ v ,oillii1t i c;I122. It h e I tilli% i it i11 d i Ii vwi 9515 l : 11 f i o It i i ii lu w I e oil tI

It] Uu and 6 1i t 0 I i t I v'e I.t Ih e state ec1 k ing i ii i and a e pt ing commshi i tt0

dtuetm edI that the11 c(1m i i s1 ''ti it anII of Padi I, 1 pr 1 oje t I s thl 22 hihi st

f111i 1, 51 * 5j 2.c ' 22 I 1222 t221' 1 "Ir 15i5 on va 2" W ' 0 11 q

3 . d E v a I u a u ion o n c a p ! i a p en u r es

The capital ost 1 st1im i of the pre iwin r 1iqn 1f Fawhla p j M v ,



0.15 biilon yuan(R.M.B),b ut it was revised formally for five times and

adjusted part Ailly for two times, at last, up to I. 19 hit ton yuan.The above total

rost expernii tures was analyzed by audit departmnt and the ex post eva lat i i

team, the conl ision is:

rIi of tlie total i ost expenditures is re sonab 6le;6% exat ly to say,

31 . A i Orn an i unreasonable, in which 1. ' is the result du to

design (haan ge and tIhI nosuitibi e plants sON ti on;t.( due to poor

(nt -lion manragment ; .06%4 d to tie tnge of invetntt

aliat ion hanged to Baik loan, 3. 1 millon -nan if interest needed to

p 77 V d1 e t o tih pric 0 inflation of kand.

From abIo e onatysis,we may find out the folliowin problems:

*Th i o't estimation was prepared arcording h, fixed nrimi which biased

toward low, the act i o I ast was ront-roted b y the hnigoet rath tro han It

estirao t hiiIi e B odian's estimio nio was revisned and adjusted for so man

imles a> above, tire amount changed from 0. .i9 bit tor. in the mattr

of fA , it had lost its controltinlg firirtini imd sigii fir se.

*The con Tirrt ion period of a large coll ier I n ver long. the p ants

so e r rti and pro rm nt is a p robl em wo i I s ci i u bis and stidy.

B a r tolliery Iaid paid mior e than 2.19 mi lil on lo u i d i to a nsi r it abl

plint-, selectioni.

The capital expend itiures were impaired by the exteornal fataors such as-

Ith iand price inflation and other imran--milio exor itrt demiard had iaund

hii part of cstimint ion ha irilV to he at ro lted arnd had to pay ia thain

i I iloI y i ir.

Te enIt-rprise mnagemeit should 1bre enhanced. dur ing the ronIstrt ion- many

plants: was rusted to be useltss and lost 30 thousand yuan; the tiraining

expenditie had to pay 94.67 milon yuan more than the planning amount

dnue to arl icr rerruitoment and training fee inflat ion.

-eeric ally, i te preseo n t I h mne Of preparing r'esIimati on Shoulh d Il hajing the

rn t rin mani gmrent hle enhared,ard tire investmeit condition hre fur il er

improved.

3.5 The drawbacks in construction

The e-vautrion has analyzed Ite praobems in constructiomi ar';:

The s;itie prparat ion still has some drawha-k, the standad of road pavement

in somw s lctions was 't high enoiugh to main ain tr sportation in rainy

dIn i re tilt, tthe constru tio was once interirupted for 7 I ontr due to

thre re n i c rouldn't ip I ona, yed to si t !!- fti o 1111 i g of ro r: i ting

i tio hl dn't be n pr liduiced,and the aft was open l fresh t rolind

in oth bas i f a oarged or izit i n o f irhaft ni ng",

Ot- quW t ly aui: d Ih iate! r phias -wor s to b,1 dijoi- inted.



*The time diffe renceas of start i ng among fou sha ft s(ma inl, servi c. nor th
vin t i tat i rig, south vi en t I at in g) wer le arranged isuii t ally, for exampl e,

Ite d if fe ren e bI' Ie twe en1 ia in and servi ce shafts was 5.5 , ritmontIs at start in
it was Ii, 2 mnth at rea hing t the i i ir s, thid hod impaired th i

schedi le 1, of ri I c al pa Il ; tle another i srl a as nIr tI h I v n t in1  slaft.
originil iv. t iI was d teril ined to coni ssion I&o north side di stri t s firsn,

o tIhe nor t vent i I A i ng sha ft was sunk aihead. hu t Iiter I t was - hanged to
to i s bi! si' I i ! -!. the rnrstru-K « p ri A vw prl onged for 14

limcmth t h ' i air 1 u i I atI pat I h ho o s oI for 7 mol te.
Plrirng the t onstrut os of north main hala h,. thW pumping apitQy

was low and opera!ed ot in timieso the ioi oy was soAked and its strength
we akened, this worirl i aise hidden trou le I , !bfi operation.

I Economical and social benef i ts

4. 1 Evaluation on the operation after coInmission

In Felb 198 the preparat ory department of Bra dia! r ollier was estallished.
r! im rmediatel dv o p its works.I 1 O I I :(he t raininlog IouirOes for

operation workers started .in Dier 1989, the r olli rr w as roriissisned.The d siga ng
totat fi xed per anniie were 4747, the artuial imbei on b ok were 6(f)001 at Ihe
time of rommission, the min part of operation worke r r fi rom Wizhrang

ollivr pa r tially fimr Tiantrin colliery( oh nf 0/ hinarng Mine BIureahnt the
new r lruits o1ere 130

The state therk and a c crpt rommittee and the mini stry of rual Air industry
stipulatedIl tie oriut i 19H would he 600 thon toir(raw moat reafte,
it wonid be ir reas I essre el ffl thoilsrA t= ' vh n'li and up to
full apa ity of mi lion lons by, tHie endil of le M'\ I Ie rema inig i pit l

Works wIruld have leen finish'ed inr 198.
The first ther a r a e its a romiissi oi, the frtpu did inrcrease progres sivoel
at ar avera ge amount oi i6, 00 tons per year. th poliiy loss index did

dec rea rse I3, 0 0 iuan per aear.Brt in the later half of 1980 a Aine panel
caught self-coibustin fire and the north imain W lage wa. caolap ed by te

abutl menrit pressurr the Iuiput was no onger inti-r sing ai mor . Ile operation
cost and losses were sorirg higily (see taile 2) the formerly stipulated

output target wa i, fulfilled.



Table 2 Actual performances

Year rtaning out pit Ar tu output Loss Tax Remark

II I i u o ns million tons 10thotmand 1thousani

1986 0. 55 11,6002 --49 20. 5 71.06

1i9 7 1.25 1.35 3 261. 16 1.

19o 2. 01 2.2n -2299 6 36 51.

I1 q 2.20 2. 212 - 1 5 448. 3

199 2,301 2.01 nsol

uit ng oVs lti on w, e cmt IIado an analy i ti e r easOl of w'h the c1 1lli

c0 1d re each its de si gn ig apac i ty aco ri gl .

GThe rol apse of not I h main iuIage way is the ma in fart or cI auin i he

olliery failing to reath its designing (apaci y arrordingly, the von cre

a. r heorizoi and satptort system setee ted for north main hau aI way is
u it ab i l lo. uri ng t he I O rse Of des i gn, the s tra t ' a r Ihe Itird i mest o e

wer o rev i ewed anl anal ys"ed.- the des i gn spe if ira ti on po in t ed out the s ta 1 m

hai ng prop' of se li ng when wet A, howtver. n h haulage way was stiMl

arranged in the strata aid no speci al onsidera t ion was paid to its support

sy ntm so it caused ihe operation falling into a passive position.

P.The exp-loration report interprets the lithilogy of strata near the third

lime isone ; ilisione , it is not so accurate, in fort, th . are m inly

iuistone witi sitlitonie ilnter heded.

During rst rut ioN. m I eng ths of roadwy were dr i en d o ma t id i Itout I

p UmIp intl n t er t imel y o t1Ihe roadways wereo s oaked and lthe t rengt h de reased.

And ia n f i Id ho ates at the axtis zone of atanIti r i s t ruc t "re. t he

t s s r g tie mI inor -trut ures aret so ang tht a total

of 4t faults ranging from 1,5s5.6m havn i r unveilrdi s- farwhbih auninj

1t0u h difficu lt ie tt he t on t inuoutly i ni N .

oTh " .I s m lhickn s ihangn s sha r plI itn a Ii s distric s for eInple,
It, N 3 spa split zigzagly in No 2 distr ii t;the upper s tel m th k ess

in the exploration vport is 4.im artuall y 3. m,whiht t au:n i ffti ulty

to liting mining; the dip in No 4 district is actua lY 7-i 2W Iut the

Se p ort indicat s 2s120 .which causing the fuly me h nized support

fai ing to ar Iomimodate.

The d igin arranges to mine the No 2 seam ( thin coat) prior to the

umlerl ying No V scam c innth conal)atr fommissin, the No 2 sem i s

oiull I f t t t V 1 t Inc Q it s I forc e i 1 t p d t hol U, " %i io tI'

e o f i S a s so I i. ' rr i ' ftoIred ' toil I f t lI t' VIn 1 1o t f t ('I1



*The cit ral amn tchnicaIl quali ties of thI workern are relativel Il w,
the I ta ffs andf sen i ors are so It of Ihe ep r i ni I c of or 11 a iigI 9

conceent I at iiI ini ng' wi It fuit y meh Iian i ze el eqij jnen I I, f o r p le, t he
quality of wire ne t la ing i s not high enoughi to selur Uh I ower s I i ing
f a e; (me timn : III i ii i millr weak and br okien i f I t i i l l n d in e ave a th i
laier of : al t p teht itpbut the horizon in ontrolld un itabIII wichl
impairiin i l11g lu it  moi lower ;il slic l o be i 'I[o d (lt sIoorlthly', 81m1! lea ing
h: iilden I ri:k f seIf ombusti on.

4 .2 1 va I uat i o ntl f i n annc i a

Owi to I the re i ono im m t Ishileml S eiefi f s avai a b. W1* e h ave& t o t eipo ra r i ly

wor k out 1li foIl ow ig d I at a a t he basi :s for f i iiinn i l eva ut i onl.
*Pr smu ing the romp et ion date as the time limit, Iefore it the f inlancial
f ig ures t ake a: Il at u li rfor iao n aeafter it, take I e f i g ri p red i I Ited

ac cordin to the art ua perforni cw es of t193;
Th cash flow rate takes .77 vuian ton, the inferesi in tldes inl the

Tolrat 0!1 r Ii: ;

STh rof it rate iakes n ;ll

*The rate of expendit 1ure beond hus iness takes 1.S yuaI ton. after 19;
(11iroduit t 80, i: it I y o int ru 1o an t ax and ed urn 1i o1n s r Iax a re oial!ed to

3. 21% , lie resourse t ax t ake s 1. 5yuan I
OTh f irm reta ind jirofit is ignori exept K 1987 and 18.(tAke w I

pe r formancesn)

OTh eiolliery life f pan t la i 29 yars.

The results cal r lated are lI sted beloiw:
C' fI n anlil v I ia e --t92. 93 Mil UM u ovan!

* \i , f i nan ii t va lu rat 1 21 . 32 tr
ller p 1 rofi rate

GRurn on invstment rate, 9. 6
Ivi h im nt rveco ery peril.

Unde 1 r p i t stat' pol iy i : is rat Ihir it iff1 u f t ri I : ohe r aol nmi c 1a

b n fit on b y d I e( rea n o r 1 :a I oil Ist, eveI l I I ope rat ion co!t d1 1 crea:e
30% ,all the finaici Iat indeoxes' aloive reilla in n a t ive.

The rinj iin reason caus ing 111 suf I a n10 und es i rabl$2 e ituti on ti i 1 i thI
The coal wino indu try is assigned hy state policy an a lo: trade, the oal

ill iP l iMi e d a n the lo 1 s s bi d both i s h h ta I t ! i.T l v thaI

h i Io entierprise an r1a i e i ts clinmii al h n i K i i fit i o n h a
pric huieve th pi n r ises 90% mor th n p rat (ii rAn tti i-n ,

t I nn r pr r r I ir ' rI !a to the pr l, i co unt 1 ;u ( !1 11 CIteI I an d ll ).
i!Iw - i- fi r ir (nt,1 on h to th p on rt di co il i~ h- : ,,nd id 11"0



4.3 EvaluaLion on social b)enefits

The s ia l n fi s i ! a ver y si li ficanI after the- commission of Baodian .oll ier .

4.3.1 It was reported thali ir the mid 198gs, ea It 1g thonsuoi tons of coal

c prodan a'vo .i ' I ion 1 o iI avn( ragr )of GNP Aa i ng! t o t ho de i gn i ng cpac it w

of Broa n 3 "K 1 I1 i mi I O uI 'f ear ), t Ie G'P wold I b- ; I i h i lln p' Ia .If it i

Il Il ai by r in actu I I rat of fGNP in i n .7h j ing g ini sh Alangha
(where the ca ! supplies in) , the tot al I2G wonl bIe Iv en mIr .

.n 2 dlring the c onsi nao t ion of Baod ian ol I , at ma, ,aewp tedm l i gAae

and opprati t S are mp lo d a and created which no! oly prolmm1 ta h p Mveopamen

of cons t r ct i technir in Ya n izh I tiouii Mi i e Are h 1 I isI uld I o , p a f n 0ItiI

ilfl uenc e ipon tIle coils t Mr technli ies i th- hole t rade.

4. '. 3 The lonal iLrnust riat alai a gr i rc Itu ral pr o til I i ona of t o nsh i p i p rotl i l,

so Ialy jobs are prov ided to the local peasant n Bu in the Ater hadisme fari

Iand s are sbi si ded and raasitgi some di f f icu Itie: an dt i imTp a ir 1 0 th I ema.

5 Problems and recoimriendatiotins

Thao lh I thI e r. -lpos evalat aa t i a oi ) n oa Bamdian pr oj a' t .we have f a o lolanm su ai Ia s

worth to disc 1:uls ari think deeply, they are I ist a b alow andl il bmitt to I leaders

and respomsible di tarme s at all levels for refarIr:

5.1 About the capacity

The d signing cipac i ty of Ba a'ial l o I re vas hap d for t aims du ing il

estabt lim nr .The prat ie proes tat if the riing capac i t of Badian

wass seleI ed at 2. 1 milo a oaas year, it would be !'air sr a I ila . u ing

valaa tion aI' hmav learned evin ii not yet acoaanis ioned, the depa rtmil!

I Inr d had ra sed I&t issui' of 'nlarging the, t apacity fr oma A m i l on in 4
ai i n ¶ ill . Not t o la aa i aon t li t i o i " (af sucvh a mi 1 ion, ol I y the moa t i eI i Ise1 f

wlas rt I a ali i l obj Ic i on11. IF h a ia a IV I o l i r V W It J ail n n s I W he I a

a lam r e n I, to ac hive Is t %Is ig n a iaipnrg a ity bya.car1c" a m ,a of pr es nIt i n ai ngp

i h i q e s ado l a a a i leve I lir; ha been an anaa i IT as sa ' II.Dar a inp a a at I ie a r

war ie I r on I u t IIll i ', ni th' r conali i ss i oned uIr i' hiev d i t cr ' apai ty t h 110 1 10

of n argin ha been rA SA h motion is on eeking hii ontpuat and nao

attention is aid on Ih ecomlimia ca! he fits so t ib aunac el' le . ies taha

ainlongzhng and lo Baiaa coll i eA r were t ls Io 0 P i ai eIed lhe Saml' pratot lm

of atl temip ing to Illa ('b e l ged.

Th avatuniit illei m ''a Iu nimouslIy that all th, m Ioin of nl ri ngh OWN b,

i' da r r h u I I Iii a aen or depart ment tshoo r m oil nat I if' to lie a

do rmin I conon t l ery 1o b2 en r d.
12--



5.2 About the estimation and capital expenditure

The rpos e of estimation is to Ton rol the capital expenditur hut noone of

he fr= pr ejneparal estimation of Baodian proj ict had funftion of cron otro! in .

ii have toen lain one is hP the inisi tr released normlv

It i (I f F ti t ti tbt t rates i ri I n i were far aw

1r on r it th e I lon tolli"Ing q ot dn wa al i!! tat iounar-. Dur-i ng Ionstiruci on

jiiliioi i 11d0 I changed for e Pi ii o r I ! wa Ill b in 11!

r e aIr adjst ed , I e eni or departinen t emplin .ied t he I'- p-:t i ii on

Amy entante "t deah".imme, Se Inew vntiain nem hr iantraut&

i Iy just i im time of commision.w as the eOimation given the fina app ro '

M I me "o Prp raf iq st fi mytI on has been unnm ept Iabl I VV ip in E w t ,Ood ti

econoill ai o >s lmi , i toulid lie more uiolt pl ablle 'I the m r tini

W1 3V Tei mmend that the depatmIents conerned should tak e rounter mnasure

a rk ot. nii i i to scheme which] would i(e suitahle for reforming': and

o l icy, then t e estimatirn may art as a true means of aot oln' t Ig

apit al allon- 10 i I tiaos al l ari 1nged thl ma : e op ra i n1

i s first then thp e u' iariesah shaft inlking he ia i ad f itr d bt :

Siell1 irl a .:iezie I I i l a se r eof i p t one of them

Anst of ge imporary faci lities alway remaining b gh for Pnmpic

Of ttiiipirar fai ii i of Xingtongzhuang a I I !

)i 10.77 n lI i eai , almo t adouile the f r anw i, 1 nore tle

wo is w ,t mo the IV, -iO s te square d i d ci'sing a g t

ripf rtji epd I'. I fl t rac t i w'ork a d a" was t Furth ermor ia kin U ds a f wor.

I o--o rd iina d smoo h y betF Iween f the ir reIatIi Ons; and st p hus

r the s stem I ! coml d iet e C t y ind fi r h o ru ct I O o r p r o

" i. Las but not the leas t the poor stI andiard of r oad paveient i nf luencetd

vHy on the "iporion ad iruirased the tanspo in% oni.

d& recommdil tat tHe antaW alocation isnur shouM e iiAed deep,

ce thlie ast ad the frui I less capi tal inane meunt and Ch1n 16i

Scapitital profits.

5.3 About the equipment selection anid procuremntA

Tnes frm the roustru t ioi of Badiaini ! nd 0th m in Yainhou area

nsetpw d nman probles in e-quipmen selectiru and pl ,'u!rPInt-i thll m r

Ngand the 10pat :eece Suld lr ordpit" Pantim Umv FKplo mlyy

n rw on: O rde ;' , bU t woul t1urn " Hf dl i de1 1 up " of

talla ion.T tz Kf pele mi in plantsl alre ve y E 'h u i s of
.3 5't't



Some p Iai s raller Ino and Ili a I rnatives of pinn f s lw I Pt i Con s t t I r a in d;

Ith proceidiur (e:,s of pin asing fe v igi plants u I III fr It fre ab I Iorat e and Ihr

spare par n t s cou rbI a' t he iured; bpsits A , the equ i in i ( t i sni i i t I p I ed

f (r Ity I a 1in i *o SsI thev c onbl ' I hr r is f ! b 4 the m Aer I s, Al 11I sp
woild noi t only F ' !oI o h t sI i bring al en sh ur e f f t s i O e

opf r1i 1 a1 f t I Si i mUion ; is the onstr li I n of h ar i I lht a I au i f I ir
fapital wastes INV to unI thiA e Oquipments Aele 1tio n a up t 2.H9M I!o M nM.

AIlIto g ' pl 1 be n 1, j pir I known un t i ll I r i0 1 i: a
e Ief!t-l a n, ltere j w " no it 1: pos:,iblIe altt ernti Ii ,h i h a s n 1h 1t !1

We do rPomen ! that th iFstt departmen llrn a rd -sh 11  wnin <P ilS

(f ejto jtdy and Te u c Ph! PO 11 manO NtAuring t `, P! r pOulud t h, d n iu ate

,na mI, ing a hinery al vt , riA al equipmein A i 5h - Ae Aui tabl for (1h 1" 1

c ondiIlo imprv thep Ip ngd bwhind I lte of mom s'i ing m n q u P I

Ith 11 i coar rlpr duet i 1n c n f 'ry i s I nt'i I5I5,: .

5.4 A b u 1 1 t) e pti on p a n I

eS IS l i' e isa 1, i~lS'F 555,~ TI P'' Vl I' iiiif;~ I5 T I V iI,1i I,s 51

Ie e al y In onihn mfn Ir the co s :i, of I pr p r t o .<i t

s A erI seir v influenced the r m o m ical b a I Pe ne f it I f thr r t l ier ab ut s evoral

M15 P! MIN '5 - fr1 
55 Iiii 5' 555551

The p 1 rii g and a h in the vr c a I could ' h l nl h ",il I : din

ec rs le s of t ras por t'!tio I n spr adin [)IIIn t!IJina i n to 1 ide

v S 

S l 1 nI rIt r nId n T r aIl S le Var- ou t P ill o d 'I p 1t

in d r o d that Ito prq l Ion plant sho ld fr Io rU tl b i mlta no t,

i h 1 r i I I itm I neugh' f I ! 1S 1 iT I I S b e c o f r d 1 on fi r i , ( 1 I f S' bii '1 il

bl Ti , omp n I w i 51 sh a p iin mv' b i p lT. o ila, 0r l " u Ientr p r PaI & l in5 11Man

may bp ot,1rurted wAod ing to the requiremni. M iK " 1he funct ions oA

pr paration p ant hould bI -Wmpr h I e' l ni v V k,s the prod Ict SSm ition "I i:,ght hi

adju tId timely a o t o r I tIe mar kt:e t demaniAfho I a i y U r 6 i I ' I Sa pion p I t
s d t1 cn t r 1 I i't ed wi It S f in t ion If n lp od", I

5 5 A houL I i v n i IFi ~~ a t o i Ir ii L1 i 0 :if

Th % i i ng fi ll i i o p.i ' i ! is -1 l! l! x, n t Jri fi t h i igl FT i t

o 1 apat wid th of u 'iw n 1 . ui ing area lSS' l t I ie 'e iv. !i

facl i t ha ia w an i



$Elllaiging t1he site s quare pilIlar;

A living Kw ility Q t ing so fat away fromt IIhe I inie m tru l

to the schooting ali i employmna t of chibirnen. ides. it iKn'I bneficial to

devt lop he hi d i rdr I I y
'' dh j ing di f fi IuIIt ie t' Io th ol(1 ,ievry maonagement. the ~ manage; ha ton I id l

both the op r ati' oI i n liv t i tg f ai rs.

We 1d1: rerfommend that .Hev living fAmcility shonmi ho 101e bu i n hp rb cit and tw o
wher -i, a O rilp zso ilhn it wonlt id be i ! i : se fU I n d i a

rotlier ; Iibe I au iiary Q~ ili ty .in the siteV SquAr honu he min mizW d an far

as ' p ,ihte.A! ! tieW e shouMI he pla wnned an"d a ia d 1 a Awo c in Ah V enerat

L a M f M t tf I n o opm nt ra A s i s e t h e 1 P gen Ur li i 1, it hin1 f i of h min it

THE END
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TEE FN fin! nN V P t.r JE7T

E trustIe bv the state P in g f mmItto, the Internat ional F yinver j

o f Itaut Vfororation to i he n l Corpora tinn of Sti -

ayF aaa th e np t m-f:tion on P al. -e n e al!

Uame to Site and made a fld in v st ig atien in iin , at H rev t and

examned the ex-postA e Vuatin e twn wa mad aA com g

1 Generi-ral

BW oiod n c i i ocate; atI the iddle part of Yanzh a lfi l I'.

1ie "fie d area of' j7 .,iai i s 1 in rike adul "Im in dip.Tc tutalt in-

<ita nserv is 0.62 billon tons,minAble r erve is U. 33 ti toni t he total

thicktness of root Seams is 1.25m, te mine able ses are s.even, in i h the

a oin min -e it No 3 v wit aYn verP a th ckne of 9 m,i its re v vP

stable in the inef ielii a cd lsi ied as meditm metamorphod gas onal and ran

he utd for cooking as a ingrediiet, or for pow-er fuel.

The designing cpaci ty of BAW ian is3 mion ton (ro toat) year, its i fe spant

is 1.6 years, all tHy rn Coal is Cnvalypd t he cot iry preparat i plant to

be cleaned.

The first version of Batian estimation vas 151.73 milMn yluan(R..B but Was

formally revised for five times ant adjusted partiatly for two tA-im , the

last version of Baodian estiatian is 491.733 miton yan.The reaons for

estimation rhange were that for the purpose of improving the mntining productivity,

safety and economical benefits, the design was revised to adopt composite mechanized

operati on systems all te fully mechanized miiAng malhineries.hoist plants ni 'afety

monitor failities awre jlo yed with foreign products intead of loa-tie ones;

Five ininii g districts i nl ing fifteen faces w ere redu ed to thre inito, i ng

five fares. ih productivity of 2 tVia manshift was raised to 3 tons:Besides

N;-i-



B'1%'! t kei :s also ih groud 1 n O C 1977,ce m o in i n

Z In Un' 1% Pnpi t -'J i NfA' of uA j1

MI P1&~hnPOI P 11U!IOi Th 15

her d an! accepted in une 19phby the state asbigned ommiMtee. t prod ed

iw,,os in 190, dh, product vity of AM dsr was up to un of the

2 comue nts on the owner's ex - post evaluation report

So ring to the e ert te a's invest igation and analysis it is d ' eed that

the . tPost evaluation report presented by the oner(Yanzhou Coal Mine Bureau)

is co peted Aith fult Iformations, reliable dAt, hj tlive in analtAing, o it

1a g raped the key points, at I he main arhievent and e ssons din the

onst mct ini of the coll ier have been snmmarized and ilP are hasiPatly

correUpng to the bjintihe pratices

2.1 Cominents on the estabil ishment.

2.1.1 The estalish of the project is correct, it does pay at tention to the work

of site preparation, the decisions correspond basically to the reqirements of

the onst ruct ion procedure, and can arry out the rule: and regulations of the

cool mine industry.

2.1.2 The size of the colliery an1 its devolopment layout do corespond both

the lnral Layout of Mine Developmnt and the geotoqical conditions of

Baodian minefield.

2.2 Coflmments on the exploration and design

2. 2. 1 The qeologic at exploration report satisfies the requirement of design

basical y.

2.2.2 The design has systematically absorbed both the domestic and foreign

2



ndv d I hniqules nd! bas UhN anunated A h n A then flly merhanzed mining

:e . f ro k ro! k v bs m It r fa i t in a d I upo t I bI

anchor hotts aid grout ,je tiou the binions and various brc t art a lI fi xed

Aith nsin mnchors; foiu instaltations of large matergenera4 ers for main shaft

hoist plant are insta t d at the upper deck of the headgear tower, etc.At I these

new rIni qnes have redo el nom s amounts of works;speedlf ied up the progress;

impro ved the qualit

2.2.3 The horizon sele ted for north main haulage way is not so "fi ttedness".

2.3 Comments on the construction

2.3.1 The uostructing progress of the colliery is speedier than that of its,

kind in the country, tO total actual period iP 90 months and 6. 21 monlis aid

of the sihdule calciated per the norm.

2. 3. 2 The mechanized level of construction has great l been raised by empnying

a)dvanced techniques and sciecre, sch as. the new technique of pre-groutinrg from

surface is firstly employed in the mine area, so four shafts are sunk to hot toms

in a dry ronditionhiich has improved the sfaft sinking environment..speeded up

the progress and sec-ured the quality.

2.3.3 The quality of works is gootalt the individual works are up to standard

of quatification, the composite eretlent rate is 5V.04%, the construction

quality of the project is fairty good amoung its kind.

2.4 Comments on capital expenditure and social

economical benef it

The total capital expenditure of Baodiai cotlltiery is 94. 7530 mi lon yuan,

its main part is basical ly reasonable, the unreasonable part is about 6N6

(31.95 A I ton yuan) for examplIe two hydra-lathe' r have been stored up to now

because they are unsui table for mine cndit ion, about 1.9 milten yuan of capi tat

have been wasted.



The M p le tio W l t o mm is si Pf E Wito Iolir a pr t ut 1 i s ii fiant

s10 cin! k onVivat bn iO fo O East China Vere k shor of o. I a! cut

it rMief the : tnoa Af rwl tranpwtaion from %es too shimt pho

1n r moro P e VaO S ( ..P> due to the GP rate 'i ' chit i h g r thni

t1h tt of other re ion.

ing to the cist of cal m ining is ratler high,but the price of coat K low,

the ner profit role of n coal min yin -n trr ie i too lo .Atcc ring to the

eseot coal price and ;os t all the financial  ihndxees wocull remain negative K

least within tweenty nine ears the in sti ment fnd coutil nceer be rec.overed.

If thI coat price i adjusted and increased In%. the inner profit rate would he

1.65 Wch is on 0.60 higher thani I b asict profit rate (M%) of -oal

industry.

3. ma in exper in es s and I essons

Dr ing the constrot-ion of Baod ian oIliery all works in each phase have been

carried out bettr.TThe geological report inforations, are proved basic ally

carrect by the actual findings.Tle preliminary design has been revised for two

times and changed significantly to employ fully techanized miiing system and

eqiip with advara ed mahintries and devices for the main operation ssts, ad

make the coliery up to the international standard of earlier hol2so Baoolian

collerx is a modernized one which has been cons truced more suocessfully.

lain problems:

3.1 The north main hat Iage way

The not main haulage way has been heavi ly influenced by the mining abutment

pressure when the faces advanced straight over it. Athough it has beet treated

for neNral times yet P problem never ie solved at at 1, ad still int had

diti Hon. -ch Ps: ithe Setion rea being shrn 'deormed and floor haved.o the

haulage ay is hardiy to uertake its normat transporting iLy, then the efficiency



Of full' me'hanizd1 equipments could never he broughlt into full play and even

be forced ot r W ang the nrtlh halat& wa' being o w'ierely

broken are from man& aspectsmainly are:

. 1.1 The exploration eport inferprets the stir toumil Istone, in fa I, it is

1.d y ' if t one r ith ait one i nt rbe e .i

!I. - Ti vorth Ioa ha ylag way is arraNg" in ab T Oa Men ioe strat o Will

Ii elow 1he 1 ho Vm nual above the th ir t ime st one (33 apa t

from he f lor of 'o 3 .Ta h stratum is an aqui f r aid yould br, w ak wid

to reit te abimeint ; P! osrre a fter it has been oked.

3 11 ag coi t;uc wion i has beni fmmri a the radmy is in a10 !a

soft o izon of m Mohtne- but still sOpported With anchOr holts and grouting

according to Hi d ign. tlhe strnigth of suih s potf is app raotly not strong

ienough. I f a W c hn ton em lOy the Shaped S t ee l suppor t in ha t t ime, and

maint in lhe intr ity and stability, of urround ing tock.menwhiie, pm ing out

water timely, the situa ion hou l e bet ter.

3.1. AfNer the rommission. nortl main haulage ivy has been deformed,

haved, shrunk anl even rollapsed by the mining abutment pressur. but the

coIlliery administration has not studied thoroughly from the basic Ivin and

Filed to take effective meassures of tarkling the problemns left oaer by

construction.

The qjiai It of tie support system employed in north haulcage way has further

demonstrated the disjunt tion ietween the design and construction nilswhich

causii many losses ant problems to the project. If they has co-ordinated each

other during the constru tion, and the univeiled geological stirutures can be

feeded back time- to the design unit, then male a joint study and take

necvary sudmsure i npumpin ont the aiumulatnd ater; improving the

sipport system;pr tct ling the integrity of sur; rondling rock, etc;Even i f the

roadway 1s compressed 1b the mining abutment pressure, the consequentialt

-5



ae o ud't IG utI to: u been changed fArn the

1 ir o along Arm Q, % the SKINit o f pa r ra ,

the ndi jin 1M ' ir fo e er tin

3.2 Part ial geological informatio in tiasn't beei

identified clearly.For exanple, the coal seim dip in No 4 distrit i

actl72P" hit the eA-loration report interpets it 3-12° and the design

h ,:i s uch.So it has imought along ome diffiicalie.The coat sem in No 2

di i t splits zigzagjkI as a 'Z shape, the thidliness chainges froml; t hi ki to

thin, auing difficu ty to 5!1cing m iing.

3.3 Problem cs ill mantirlagement

The fully mechanizd mining ioperation necesites the operaters mut po

higher cultural quality and skill levelbut the workers acceptihg the operation

are from Weizhuanga swull colliery of Zaozhmang Bureau.The large telliery is

hoded over to those fron a small one, the staffs' rlturat ad silt t qualities

are not high, and not trained sufficient ly.So it is hardty to accomuriodate the

requirements of large-cale Iechanized operation.

'oNwadays, the colliery's operation deponls only upon two full.%echanized frares

in No 2 dintrict, the No 1 district can't give its play due to the influence of

north haulage wo.ithout the question being solved thoroughly and enianciog

the operation management, the cottiery would bI hardy to rech its designing

capacity in the near fuirr.

4 Several recoinmfndationis

4.1 Enhancing the geological exploration

Tie fully mi1echanized mining system requires the exploration report mlore

prec ius.S 0 it is in relInt need to raise tile accurary degre of a 1recious

Ueological plorati on r aprt. for it is the basis of des in co trurtion ad

operotion.The Coaifield geological exploration issu wOld be promient

inc'reasely,along with the con truc tion of cojlery shifting to deep coat



3aue S m nmC IPI"T 1 A "Mtamia cdiin; th operation being f ,Y

I ~ ~ MT 1011 a: fOaW 0,PT oitiwld -aQenA in 71 11jiq (1C

p orat i ire e a W ll as the persoa l r ning.0et tle tw

exor1ttc ing1 y te 1 shoi d e h ombined together very . K

1.2 Th h i aP i i n tenance of northl t ma i n hau I age way Whild

he oe W s ioo to omend that an Vpt sWn team sFYN be

to s u ii !i ni al pr o mes of ihn Iteo for ir ng and

1pp1r toadys1s in zonep of min a .TY pimu.r, tHen fhin ont t

bent Lay to lsn!« l PCi MAiNIN it in: a good co'ndi tion as5 soon an ponible..

urth rmore i o ete m as ur1,e to re c t h ly in in it, 1o l beo

rai , d to i m h e g v r nay r and S l 1) bettr ay t to t he

at b n fc it of phe p ject.

4 3 The i as u r e o f pepara to p a nt

The prepa r a tion plant f it ii an colli ry w a opened fth I t r 0it11 fve aears

later tham that of other sysems, and cauSed the col ier remaninug in the ow

benefi tat condition fur no long a time and increased the losses.We ecommnd tht

from now on, a oll i ry tnd a prepaat ion plant ike Bandian sould he

cons trut e t(d siMittitleou s ly to raise tihe nt i onal re ourse being itu d mo re

rea RonIa l am! nd ireas the economi al benef I of the antrpri se.

4.4 Yanzhou coal mine area i4 a large ot dich started

to be cons1tt. ed in the I St. a dit an colliery is the super laroe one in the

Gieneral Layout of ine Developmntot of Yanlou Coalfield.The eo-pot evalution

on the full course of suh a colliery's construction would produce some directing

functions to the nation construction of cotieries of its kindIt from the view

point of maurosrpic oanly througi this evaluation am1 in lurn the ex-post evaliaion

oil the whol mine i rea. thI 2ine ,;elo pmnt could sysllticll y be lyze1

and then tie cns tr t experiences intd les on o. f cll)ierie pre ara io

tlants main and m il and living facilities etc, ould be son0arized.in View



of the experiences awil nirs drling the construc ion of Yanzhou mine area

wo ld inf lune onn Wh of Enst J n Q Iofii ai " A Iiu . 1mmnd tsat

th e nst evaluation P anzhou mine area shoutbl be isted in the eipost

e n i auation proIpr animme of the nat i onal c ons tru ti Iao.

4.5 Some problems existing in Baodiai coll iery such

as the perim of rearhi its capacity, the arruracy of precious exploration

reportb and the posi ton of roaway etc, are of universal in th e ra l mini!ng

trade.We recommend that some forces should be organized to select some

subhjects of specia stulies.and then summarize mainly the common proUems ii

newy commissloned rollierien.such as, the problems caused by gnrOnsinu i

and the actual geologital data inconsistent AlMh the report;te grade of gas

emmision turned high;th ilsufficiency of vent iation capacity after commission;

the hgdrogeological information failed to be identified clearly and auseI

flood or abuormal opeirato;the Mnotaining diffi ulties caused by unsuitable

selection of roadway position due to Wi hologita chnges:and so many minor-

faults hindered the colliery failing to reach its capacity.Through tHie

analgsises and stuies of above special SuIjec tS, the revision work to the

specifications of design, construct ion and.explorition woutd be carried out

directly on their merits;and then improving the onns. truction procedures,

handling correctly the affairs of current exploration, design, conist ruct ion and

commission in whiich their relations and responsibilities are not exact, thus,

the construction of a project may be raised to a new level.

THE END
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